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Abstract
In this thesis we analyze the performance of social semantics in textual information retrieval. By means of collaboratively constructed knowledge derived
from web-based social networks, inducing both common-sense and domainspecific knowledge as constructed by a multitude of users, we will establish an
improvement in performance of selected tasks within different areas of information retrieval. This work connects the concepts and the methods of social
networks and the semantic web to support the analysis of a social semantic
web that combines human intelligence with machine learning and natural language processing. In this context, social networks, as instances of the social
web, are capable in delivering social network data and document collections
on a tremendous scale, inducing thematic dynamics that cannot be achieved
by traditional expert resources. The question of an automatic conversion, annotation and processing, however, is central to the debate of the benefits of
the social semantic web. Which kind of technologies and methods are available, adequate and contribute to the processing of this rapidly rising flood of
information and at the same time being capable of using the wealth of information in this large, but more importantly decentralized internet. The present
work researches the performance of social semantic-induced categorization by
means of different document models. We will shed light on the question, to
which level social networks and social ontologies contribute to selected areas
within the information retrieval area, such as automatically determining termand text associations, identifying topics, text and web genre categorization,
and also the domain of sentiment analysis. We will show in extensive evaluations, comparing the classical apparatus of text categorization – Vector Space
Model, Latent Semantic Analysis and Support Vector Maschine – that significant improvements can be obtained by considering the collaborative knowledge
derived from the social web.
Keywords: Social Semantics, Information Retrieval, Machine Learning,
Text Technology, Text Categorization, Topic Identification, Text Clustering,
Sentiment Analysis, Web Genre Classification
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Chapter 1
Introduction
"Web science is about more than modeling the current Web. It is
about engineering new infrastructure protocols and understanding
the society that uses them, and it is about the creation of beneficial
new systems. It has its own ethos: decentralization to avoid social
and technical bottlenecks, openness to the reuse of information in
unexpected ways, and fairness. Web science is about making powerful new tools for humanity, and doing it with our eyes open."
Berners-Lee [19, pp. 4]

This thesis is about computational methods for the construction of document models and the automatic categorization of textual elements within the
domain of Information Retrieval (IR). More precisely, we want to analyze
at which level the social factor of the so-called Social Semantic Web (SSW)
[28] can contribute to the performance of selected information retrieval tasks;
what kind of technologies and methods are available, adequate and contribute
to the processing of the rapidly rising flood of information while being at the
same time capable of using the wealth of information in this large but more
importantly decentralized internet.
We argue that the incorporation of collaborative constructed knowledge,
derived from social networks, will help to overcome domain specific issues
within the area of information retrieval and allows to improve the performance
of information retrieval systems. In this context, this work will connect the
concepts and methods of social networks and the semantic web to support
1
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the analysis of a social semantic web, which combines human intelligence with
machine learning and natural language processing. This chapter introduces
the aim and the motivation of this thesis. The end of this chapter provides an
overview of the structure of the thesis.

1.1

Moving from Text to the Web

This thesis connects two research areas within the content-orientated IR [12],
which has moved closer and closer in recent years. On the one hand, we
discuss text categorization, text classification and Topic Identification (TI)
within texts as the classical tasks within the field of text mining [114, 185,
197]. On the other hand, we deal with hypertext categorization and web
genre classification, which contributes to the field of web mining [47, 198]. In
both cases, we aim to discover and extract knowledge from natural language
resources. Obviously, automatic (hyper-)text classification is of utmost interest
in all areas of IR and Natural Language Processing (NLP) such as for search
engines, digital libraries and knowledge discovering services.
Primarily, the exponential growth of the World Wide Web (WWW), enables
us to retrieve and use a vast quantity of web-based documents to develop and
test new computational methods. On the one hand, this might be due to
the decrease in storage media costs, archiving an enormous amount of digital
data. On the other hand, it is due to the rising popularity of participation and
interaction within the online community. More precisely, we clearly moved
from the so called Web 1.0 to the Web 2.0 (see Figure 1.1) by harnessing
collective intelligence within the web community [228]. While we can consider
that the Web 1.0 was all about connecting information units via hyperlink
structures, and getting people to participate, the phenomenon of the Web 2.0
is about connecting people and user, putting the ’I’ in user interface, and the
’we’ into webs of social participation [214]. We can argue that a so-called Web
3.0, is currently on the point of its origin [20]. It can be expected that the main
focus of the Web 3.0 is set to an automatic identification and representation of
the semantic meaning of information, connecting knowledge and putting them
into a context.
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Figure 1.1: The potential evolution scenario of web technology, moving from
the Web 1.0 to a Web 4.0, by knowledge connectivity and social interaction
after Mills [214]
The expectations of a Web 4.0 is that it might lead to connecting intelligences in a ubiquitous web, where both human and machines (content intelligence) communicate with each other [214]. As the main connector, again
hyperlinks are building the foundation of the current definition of a Web 2.0.
As users create and publish new content, it gets discovered through the task of
connecting content elements, authoring hyperlinks. These associations allows
the web to organically grow, which is an output of the collective activity of all
web users [228]. On the other side, this phenomenon clearly indicates the need
for intelligent methods of accessing the amount of available data. There is a
need to induce semantic information in order to be able to extract only specific
information that is relevant to the user.

4
As IR deals with accessing large collections of texts – the retrieval of query
related documents per se – numerous sub-areas of IR attempts to offer detailed
answers to a specific question:
• text categorization, as the task to assign documents to one or more
(predefined) categories;
• hypertext type classification, as the task for identifying web-genre related
information;
• information filtering, as the process of matching input documents to users
interest profiles;
• question answering, which aims to extract specific answers, rather providing full documents.
Recent activities in the field of search engines emphasize this need by offering
new services that try to deliver a more organized ’search experience’, promoted as ’decision engines1 ’ - promising to help users make better decisions
when searching for specific information, or ’knowledge engines2 ’ - comprising
multiple sources to answer user queries directly. Microsoft‘s semantic search
initiative Powerset 3 thereby focuses on a single web-based document collection,
using the online encyclopedia Wikipedia 4 as a resource for knowledge retrieval.
Their focus is set on improving the way to find information by identifying the
meaning encoded in ordinary human language, instantiated through keyword,
phrase or question based search queries. By creating one of the biggest searchable web document index, the search engine Cuil 5 tries to provide a structureenhanced search result presentation. This is done by analyzing pages not only
by their content and relevance, but also offering Named Entity (NE) related
categories for the exploration of the result set.

1

www.bing.com
www.wolframalpha.com
3
www.powerset.com
4
www.wikipedia.org
5
www.cuil.com
2

5

Figure 1.2: Content intelligence by user interaction after Blumberg and Atre
[30]
All of these attempts and activities are heading towards the idea, converting
the web into a distributed machine understandable data resource, subsequently
improving the traditional web search by helping users to find specific information or answering detailed questions. In terms of content intelligence 6 (see
Figure 1.2), we are moving from the simple unfocused services to more and
more targeted and sophisticated solutions in the retrieval of documents. The
task of enhancing semantic information by means of adding meaning to information fragments, should computers and humans assist to work in cooperation,
reflecting the main idea of the so called Semantic Web (SW) [20, 102].
"The Semantic Web provides a common framework that allows data
to be shared and reused across application, enterprise, and community boundaries. [...] It is about common formats for integration and combination of data drawn from diverse sources, where on
the original Web mainly concentrated on the interchange of documents." Herman [113, pp. 1]

6

By means of a dynamic linkage of content units. Content intelligence is enabled by

metadata attached to the content, topic-specific ontology, resource ontology (to denote the
real resource linked to nodes in ontology), and the methods (or programs) to handle them.
Sigel [291, pp. 13]

6

Figure 1.3: Outline of an RDF-graph connecting article contribution and authorship. (cf. Burleson [39])
In this sense, the SW is more about a web of relations between resources denoting real world objects e. g. such as people, countries or events rather than
a web of accessible documents [102]. More formally, we can assume, following
Chakrabarti [46, pp. 10], [294], that the data on the SW can be modelled as a
directed labelled graph, that nodes represent resources or objects (e. g. Paris,
France) and edges correspond to property types or relations (e. g. located in, is
capital of). In terms of semantic annotation7 , there are numerous attempts at
representing resources and their inter-relations on the SW. As the most widely
accepted Extensible Markup Language (XML)-based interchange format, the
Resource Description Framework (RDF) [110, 144] and its specification the
Web Ontology Language (OWL) [235, 236] is used. Both are markup language
recommendations for web resources by the W3C. The manual creation of semantic annotation is however an expensive and time-consuming task, which
relates to the field of ontology management [297].
"Ontologies are the vocabulary and the formal specification of the
vocabulary only, which can be used for expressing a knowledge base
[...] It should be stressed that one initial motivation for ontologies
was achieving interoperability between multiple knowledge bases."
Hepp et al. [111, pp. 6]
7

1]

In the sense of conceptualization: a body of formally represented knowledge [101, pp.

7
Therefore, methods for automatic discovery, extraction and annotation of specific information and their inter-relation to other objects from natural language
resources are of utmost interest in all areas of IR.

1.2

Classification, Categorization and Clustering
"Classification or categorization is the task of assigning objects
from a universe to two or more classes or categories [...] The
goal in text categorization is to classify the topic or theme of a
document." Manning and Schütze [172, pp. 575]

Text Categorization (TC) is one of the major tasks in the field of IR. In general,
TC classifies texts into one (single-label) or more (multi-label) predefined categories. Categories themselves can refer, among others, to newspaper rubrics
(i. e. politics sports or economics), email classification (i. e. spam, private, business), hypertext types (i. e. weblogs, Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ), private homepages, commercial online shops), emerging topics (i.e. presidential
election, production of energy), but also to sentiment polarity categories (i.e.
positive, neutral, negative sentiments). We can identify four different types of
approaches to TC (see Figure 1.4) on the basis of their automation granularity.

• Manual subject tagging and annotation by experts is on the one side, one
of the most costly methods, but also one of the most precise techniques
within the field of TC.
• Rule-based approaches are based on manually - mostly also by experts
- created classification rules that achieve a high accuracy but they take
time and are restricted to one domain only.
• (Semi-)Supervised classifier involves machine learning techniques, such as
Support Vector Machine (SVM) or k-nearest neighbors (kNN) algorithms
[374].

HIGH
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UNSUPERVISED
- CLUSTERING

AUTOMATATION

SUPERVISED
- TRAINING USING EXAMPLES
- BAYESIAN, SVM, K-NN
- NEUTRAL NETWOROKS

RULE-BASED
- KEYWORD
- BOOLEAN LOGIC

MANUAL
LOW

- SUBJECT TAGGING
- FORMS
HIGH

COST & CONTROL

LOW

Figure 1.4: Different text classification methods by automation granularity (cf.
Blumberg and Atre [30]).

The classification is based on the presence of pre-labelled text information for training, gaining automatically built classification rules. These
methods involve only a limited amount of effort (preparation of positive
texts only) and can be easily transferred to new domains.

• Unsupervised methods refer to clustering techniques excluding pre-defined
categories or training material [171, ch. 14]. Thereby texts are automatically grouped together into a number of identified clusters. These
approaches save costs and have the highest automation granularity since
they do not require pre-existing taxonomy or category structure.

In general, we refer to text categorization when categories are known in advance and to text clustering when no category set is given. In this thesis, we
adopt both (semi-)supervised machine learning and unsupervised clustering
methods, because of their capability of being transferred to different domains
within the IR. More precisely, we investigate how to improve the performance
of supervised classifier by effective feature enhancement and reduction using
unsupervised and semi-supervised methods.
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1.3

About the Bag-of-Words

Whenever text categorization or text clustering is performed, a text representation format is needed. Most existing classification systems in NLP refer
thereby to the Bag-of-Words (BOW) model, where a text is represented as an
unordered collection of content elements. More precisely, to the Vector Space
Model (VSM) [272], which is the popular text representation model in various
fields of IR such as e. g. word sense discrimination [287], topic tracking [5] and
TC [130]. The VSM makes use of linear algebra representing textual data as
vectors, inducing a weighting scheme. While in general, the BOW method is
very effective and easy to construct, it mainly focuses on words capable of being
differentiated by their category affiliation. Hence, category-related documents
share a similar vocabulary instantiated by their word appearances explicitly
mentioned in the documents. However, this assumption has its limitations in
two ways: First, dealing with short texts, and therefore with a very small set of
textual data, delimits the possibility of sharing the same vocabulary. Second,
dealing with large documents leads to a limitation in terms of effectiveness in
the computation of the categorization process.
There are various attempts that have extended the BOW approach regarding additional lexical or non-lexical features8 . Lexical motivated BOW extensions consider, for example, n-grams or entire phrases [42, 44, 240] for the task
of TC. Others using syntax information such as Part-of-Speech (PoS) features
[99, 270]. Additionally, various research studies have focused on the clustering
of words for TC [13, 54, 76]. Several studies have researched the use of dimensionality reduction techniques such as the Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA)
[45, 74, 121, 149, 168, 271, 287], by trying to measure indirect relations of
texts. While the performance of these TC systems and their different notions
of BOW have steadily improved since the introduction of machine learning
techniques in the early 1990s [288], they are mainly limited to the vocabulary
of the document collection used for TC.

8

In this context, the extension of the traditional BOW, as a bag of single word features,

focuses primarily on different notions of comprised lexical and non-lexical features - towards
single word units.
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These systems are only able to use those information snippets that are obtained and extracted from the text resources. Therefore, word generalizations
or synonymous word resolutions (e. g. an instance of concept A is also an instance of concept B) [164] are ignored9 . In addition, regarding the structure
of documents and word order, the classical definition of BOW considers words
as an unordered set of textual elements, and therefore ignores the actual context of the words themselves. This obviously leads to difficulty in the task
of word sense disambiguation (e. g. polysemy) or structure-orientated classifications (e. g. web genre identification, functional document structure analysis). Even so, most of the TC approaches use pre-processing components (e. g.
performing shallow parsing, lemmatization or stemming) in order to reduce
multiple wordforms down to the common baseform (e. g. lemmata or stem).
Features used for TC still remain those obtained out of the text collection.
"... these [limitations of BOW approaches] shortcomings stem from
the fact that the bag of words method has no access to the wealth of
world knowledge possessed by humans ..." Gabrilovich [90, p.24]

1.4

Ontology vs. Knowledge Base

As consequence of the limitation of typical BOW approaches, features used
for TC are only those that occur in the text, additional resources have to
be processed in order to induce the existing text representation and its delimited vocabulary with domain-specific knowledge. Nevertheless, a central
question arises when using external resources for the task of feature enhancement: what resource should be used in order to obtain common-sense and
domain-specific knowledge 10 ? In recent years, various approaches have been
proposed regarding the domain of feature enhancement in TC. In general, we
can distinguish between two different resources used as a Knowledge Base (KB)
for TC-orientated feature enhancement.
9

Certainly, these techniques could be processed prior the BOW construction (see next

paragraph).
10
Following the notion of [334, pp. 5], that domain-oriented knowledge is structured in a
way oriented at the domain, and moreover, domain specificity is made the explicit target of
structuring.
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• Ontology-based KB are resources mostly based on external ontologies
such as lexical-semantic networks WordNet [83] or GermaNet [154] involving expert knowledge. While these resources are highly structured,
their coverage in terms of comprised vocabulary are rather low. Nevertheless, obtained background knowledge for feature enhancement does
improve TC accuracy [8].
• Social network-based KB induces world knowledge 11 as constructed by
various users such as at the Open Directory Project (ODP) [91], the
online encyclopaedia Wikipedia [89, 165, 349, 370], or Wiktionary [372].
These user-generated content repositories can be a valuable resource of
terminological knowledge comprising both common sense and domainspecific knowledge. As social network-based KB are authored by individual users, who contribute constantly new content, the coverage property
of those KBs are rather high(e. g. the Wikipedia dataset12 ).
We analyze both KB with regards to TC accuracy and applicability in more
detail in Section 5.1. Thus, we argue that collaborative constructed knowledge,
used for the enhancement task, improves the effectiveness and accuracy of TC,
and circumvents the data sparseness problem of traditional BOW approaches.
Furthermore, we argue that within certain fields of IR, social network-based
KB perform superior to lexical-semantic network-based KB.

1.5

Words, Concepts And Topics

Mapping an existing document, text fragment, query or single word onto specific concept entries of a KB (corpus-based or thesaurus-based model [239]),
an association model13 [123] is needed. This model spans the relationship between two or more concepts (e. g. synsets or text) on the basis of a defined
relatedness or similarity score. With respect to the task of classifying topics,
a topic probability or association is needed.
11

World knowledge, following Gabrilovich and Markovitch [91], by means of collaborative

constructed knowledge within one more more social networks.
12
The online project Wikipedia is currently the largest online encyclopedia having more
than 3.2 million articles in English online (1.4 million article in German).
13
Association by means of word-concept mapping.

12
For example the words ’Microsoft’, ’Windows’, ’MSN’ would have a higher
topic probability to the concept ’Bill Gates’ than to ’Steve Jobs’. Note, this
probability is not able to define a specific semantic relation, but that one exists
[353].
This issue relates to the domain of semantic relatedness and semantic similarity, which has become an important task in many NLP applications such
as spelling error detection, automatic summarization, word sense disambiguation and information extraction [345]. In this thesis, we propose a method
for determining the semantic relatedness between two single words (term-term
association) or text fragments (term-group association) automatically. Moreover, we argue that with respect to the modelling of term-associations, KBs,
which are based on world knowledge as constructed by a multitude of users
within a social network, are superior to ontology resources that are constructed
by expert knowledge.

1.6

Open And Closed Content Models

The traditional definition of text categorization can be expressed as the task
of classifying documents by a fixed number of predefined categories. We want
to refine this definition, however, by means of the changeability of content
models. In general, regarding a classification scheme (e. g. categories or topics),
we need to distinguish between either a closed or an open system of categories
[196]. While closed classification systems use a fixed set of categories, open
systems having categories or topics that change over time. Besides the fact
that all systems change somehow in time, especially with the emergence of
social ontologies [191, 209, 210] and their corresponding rate of change, a new
reference point in the dynamic of a system has to be set. Consider, for example,
TC systems that utilize the category taxonomy of the Wikipedia project as
their topic categories. Users are constantly creating, deleting, merging and
splitting categories within the online project. Therefore, open categorization
systems need to be capable of reacting to this kind of system dynamics.

13
This follows Mehler and Waltinger [196], introducing a decision matrix (see
Table 1.1) of content models with regards to their content categorization:
• Closed Topic Model (CTM): A fixed classification scheme (e. g. Dewey
Decimal Classification (DDC)) or terminological ontology is given in advanced. CTMs relate to the traditional TC task, using (semi-)supervised
methods, having a fixed scheme and a reliable training material.
• Open Topic Model (OTM): Topic categories are explored in an open evergrowing social ontology. New topics emerge by the collectively collaborated interaction and organization of constantly growing social ontologies
(e. g. Wikipedia, Wiktionary) within the online community. OTM relates
to a more sophisticated task within TC because no training material is
involved. Furthermore, regarding unsupervised methods, the empirical
data is constantly growing and there is, therefore, no fixed set of data for
the clustering task. Thus, OTM relates to the task of topic identification
with the extension of a human open topic universe.
In addition to the differentiation between the openness and closeness dynamic
of topic-related classification, a second distinction should be drawn. We can
identify a difference within text types as we deal with news or journal articles,
master or doctoral thesis and so on. Therefore, there are texts sharing the
same topic but varying in their text type or genre and vice versa [196].
In addition, regarding online media, we are also able to identify different
hypertext types or genre [193, 198, 207, 258, 280, 281, 282]. Genre types on the
Web are instantiated, for example, by weblogs, personal homepages, academic
project sites or search engine websites. That is, genre defines a particular style
or category of work of art within the off- or online universe [283]. By adapting
the idea of openness and closeness character of topics towards the domain of
(web-) genre, we can define two different genre models [196]:
• Closed Genre Model (CGM): genre categories are analogue to CTM
enumerated in advance. CGM also refers to the traditional TC task, by
having a fixed classification scheme. Approaches in genre classification,
however, differ to topic-related categorization, we will analyze this issue
in more detail in section 5.3.
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closed

open

topic

content classification scheme

emergent topics model

genre

genre palette

emergent genres model

Table 1.1: Four cases of mapping categories and texts. (cf. Mehler and
Waltinger [196])
• Open Genre Model (OGM) within the dynamic of web communities: we
can assume that fixed genre palettes [258] will also certainly change by
style, kind or sort of texts [283]. Analog to OTM, OGM refer to the
domain of an emergent web genre with regards to the dynamics of online
communication.
This thesis focuses on computational methods for the categorization of open
and closed topic and genre models. More precisely, we propose a method of
incorporating the openness character of OTM within the classification task
with respect to the dynamics of web-based communication. Furthermore, we
investigate the use of OTM within the categorization process of CTM, by
analyzing the performance of a feature-enhanced categorization of the CTM.
Comprised features thereby refer to topic-related categories obtained through
the categorization of OTM.
We will explore the categorization of CGM by means of document and
genre-related structural components [199, 200, 203], seizing the notion of web
genre subtype features [192, 347]14 . With respect to the actual categorization
task within both fields, topic and genre categorization, a further fundamental
differentiation has to be made. Performing a document classification or clustering, an exploration of relevant and most suited document features used for
the task is needed. This analysis can be divided into two branches with regard
to a documents structure. Observing a document by its lexical components, we
will address the micro structure of a document. If we explore the document by
its structure (e. g. functional or Logical Document Structure (LDS)), we will
define it as a macro structure analysis [196]. While the majority of traditional
TC methods focus on the lexical constitutes of documents, macro structure14

Following Mehler et al. [203], the notion of hypertext type and web genre will be used

interchangeably in this thesis.
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related classification of texts [201, 202], graphs [190] or networks [187, 188]
have recently drawn the attention of the research community. In this thesis
we adopt both, micro and macro structure-related components, for the task of
building topic and genre models. In addition, we analyze the profits of incorporating social ontologies as a resource for document-related semantic concepts
and for the task of TC. By consolidating both the openness character of social
interaction within the online community, and the systematicity [196] of traditional content models, we are heading towards our notion of social semantics
in information retrieval 15 , improving retrieval effectiveness.

1.7

Thesis Contributions

The contributions embodied in this thesis towards the field of information
retrieval are as follows:
1. Social Network-based Representation Model. We propose a social
network-based representation model as a two-fold Social Semantic Vector
Space. We explore lexical and structural knowledge from texts and social
ontologies, utilizing a repository of knowledge concepts as a source of
feature enhancement and measuring direct/indirect similarities of textual
elements.
2. Term/Text Association. We propose a method for determining the
semantic relatedness of textual elements by integrating social ontologies
and social tagging as repositories of natural language texts. We will
evaluate our method in comparison to various current state-of-the-art
algorithms, where significant improvements can be observed.
3. Topic Association. We propose a method of building open topic models by conducting a topic generalization technique, utilizing the social
ontology of the online encyclopaedia Wikipedia. That is, we perform a
topic-related text analysis for the task of topic identification and topicorientated feature generation. Therefore, we extend the text representation model by means of topic related concepts, introducing the notion
15

A detailed definition of the notion of social semantics in information retrieval will be

given in Chapter 3.
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of concept clouds. The task of topic identification is evaluated by using
two different corpora.
4. Topic Categorization. We systematically evaluate the performance of
topic-orientated feature enhancement to the task of text categorization
by means of closed topic models. We show that feature enhancement contributes to classification accuracy, but more importantly that the topic
feature prediction technique can act as a feature supplement, increasing
accuracy and coverage. This assumption will be evaluated by means of
an experimental setup using two different corpora.
5. Sentiment Classification. We formulate a method by using socially
constructed definitions for the task of sentiment analysis. That is, we
transfer our notion of social semantics to the domain of sentiment polarity analysis. We propose a method of enriching the delimited vocabulary
of subjectivity dictionaries by means of a sentiment-concept enhancement. In addition, we propose a novel subjectivity resource for the German language, which is comprised in an extensive experimental setup
6. Genre Categorization. We propose a method of classifying closed
genre models by resizing the notion of hypertext subtypes. We analyze
the impact of textual, structural and subtype features for the task of web
genre classification in a comprehensive evaluation setup.
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1.8

Thesis Outline

This thesis is organized as follows. While Chapter 1 presented the motivation and summarized the contributions of this research, Chapter 2 will review
the processing architecture of information retrieval systems. It will describe
background perspectives of document representation and similarity, text categorization and machine learning algorithms, which are applied throughout
this work. Chapter 3 presents the main contributions related to social semantics in information retrieval. In this chapter, we will define and instantiate the
methodology of incorporating hierarchically organized collaborative knowledge
to document models. After the definition of social semantics is motivated, algorithms and methods are presented on how to incorporate social networks
and social ontologies into information retrieval systems. In Chapter 4 we will
present the empirical evaluation of our model to social semantics. At first, a
resource evaluation is performed on the basis of an automatic determination
of the semantic relatedness of textual elements. Subsequently, two different
evaluation scenarios are described and carried out with respect to the construction of social network-induced open- and closed content models. In each
section, the related literature is surveyed and results are discussed. Chapter
5 presents three further application scenarios of the proposed methodology
of a social semantics in information retrieval, covering named entity instance
recognition, sentiment analysis and web genre classification. Finally, Chapter
6 will conclude this thesis and describe the focus for future research.
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Chapter 2
Document Representation and
Text Classification
This chapter‘s aim is to present a review of the processing architecture of
information retrieval systems. We will describe the background perspectives
of document representation, preprocessing and similarity, text categorization
and machine learning algorithms, components that are used throughout this
thesis. At the end of this chapter, the evaluation metrics that are used for the
evaluation of the proposed algorithms are described.

2.1

Text Preprocessing

Words, phrases and sentences are important units in the processing of natural
language texts. When building a text representation model, for example the
BOW approach, we need to have access to these units despite its initial document format (e. g. html or plain text). Therefore, a document pre-processing is
needed. Regarding structural information, the logic document structure must
be considered, while with respect to linguistic information, the actual textual
content must be processed.

2.1.1

Token vs. Words

In the most common form, machine-readable text is a stream of characters,
which must first be segmented into words, then phrases and finally into sentences. Though, humans can intuitively assess what a word is from a compu19
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tational perspective, it is rather hard to give a precise definition. Consider, for
example, the sentence:
"We don’t care," she remarked, "what a group of e. g. moneymanagement experts say."
How should the unit don’t be processed? As one word, or as two parts
do not ? Or should we split this unit into three parts as don , ’ , t ? What
about the unit money-management ? Should it be split? As the most common principle, a given text is in first order not split into words but rather into
tokens. Afterwards a word unit construction (e. g. abbreviation resolution,
multi word reconnecting ...) is assimilated with respect to the actual computational task. The tokenization method carried out in this thesis is computed
in four consecutive steps. First, we separate between structural and textual
components. Hence, we identify structure-related characters that occur in the
character stream. With respect to plain text, these characters are, for example, line-breaks such as \n or \r. With respect to hypertext, we extract
the associated hypertext mark-up (e. g. division, paragraph or headings), in
order to identify the document structure. In both cases, we are building a
unified logical document structure (LDS) representation [249] on the basis of
the XML-Standard TEI-P5 [40, 122, 254, 313]. Second, the input stream of
the textual components are normalized (multiple whitespace characters are reduced to one only) and split by a whitespace separator. Thus, we distinguish
between whitespace and non-whitespace character - the initial tokens. Third,
we additionally conduct a splitting for each non-whitespace character on the
basis of punctuation marks or other than non-letter or number chars. Fourth,
we reconnect tokens to word units following a rule-based method (e. g. reconnecting abbreviations, from e , . , | g , . to e.g. , dates or web-address URL).
The tokenized word representation is then added to the TEI-P5 representation,
which is used for further processing.

2.1.2

Sentence Segmentation

Having detected the word boundaries of an input document, a sentence boundaries detection is conducted. Various computational linguistics methods (syntactic processing such as parsing) operate on individual sentences. The qual-
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ity of a sentence-based segmentation, therefore, contributes to many linguistic
phenomena such as text translation [255], part-of-speech tagging [310] or the
computation of co-occurrence corpus statistics [25, 114]. On the lines of the tokenization process, the definition of a true sentence boundary varies diversely.
Let‘s revisit the above example:
"We don’t care," she remarked, "what a group of e. g. moneymanagement experts say."
The appearance of quoted text units produces in fact a nested sentence structure. Other characters also inherit this kind of boundary ambiguity such as:
: ! ? : ; .
In this thesis, we treat the above example as one sentence. In general, it
can be stated that approximately 90% of the appearances of a period refer
to a true sentence boundary [230]. The majority of the leftover 10% refer to
abbreviations. This determination leads to the proposal of Kiss and Strunk
[143], which argue that the accuracy of a sentence boundary detection system can be improved by an enhanced abbreviation detection. In other words,
having identified that a period is not an abbreviation, it must be a sentence
boundary. Similar approaches were proposed by Grefenstette and Tapanainen
[100], which presented a method concentrating primarily on the disambiguation of the period character. They followed the idea of the principle of exclusion for period characters by identifying numbers and alpha-numeric references, (e. g. 23.4, C-1.AT) but also using a list of frequent abbreviations. By
that the precision evaluated on the Brown Corpus could be improved from
93.2% to 99.07%. The method proposed by Reynar and Ratnaparkhi [261]
focused also on the disambiguation of . , ! and ? character, but using a
maximum entropy model. The classification focuses on a three token wide
context window around the potential sentence boundary used for the training.
Their evaluation was based on the Wall Street Journal (WSJ) corpus achieving a precision of 99.13%. Although both methods gain a high precision, we
have implemented the Punkt sentence boundary system [141, 142, 143] for
period disambiguation in our pre-processing architecture, since this method
operates without any required training data or abbreviation lists – in an unsupervised mode. Nevertheless, their published precision results of 98.93%
with the WSJ corpus are at the same level as the other two approaches. In
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principle, the algorithm of Punkt can be summarized as follows: The Punkt
system assesses the log likelihood ration between two hypothesis: The first hypothesis H0 argues that two consecutive words are independent of each other:
P (w2 |w1 ) = p = P (w2 |¬w1 ). The second hypothesis HA is that two sequenced
words are depended: P (w2 |w1 ) = p1 6= p2 = P (w2 |¬w1 ). p, p1 and p2 thereby
refer to the maximum likelihood estimation. w2 refers to the possible sentence
boundary. The log likelihood ratio logλ is defined by the binomial distribution
to calculate the probabilities of both hypotheses:
Pbinom (H0 )
Pbinom (HA )

(2.1)

C(w2 )
C(w1 , w2 )
=
N
C(w1 )

(2.2)

logλ = −2log
so that:
logλ = 0if f

were C(w1|2 ) is the number of occurrences of w1|2 , and C(w1 , w2 ) the number of
times the bigram occurs in the N token long text. Furthermore, they argue that
a period nearly always follows an abbreviation. Therefore, the probability of
HA is fixed to 0.99. In order to score candidate abbreviations, they additionally
introduce three different characteristic properties.
• Strong collocational dependency: A final period occurs in abbreviations.
• Brevity: Abbreviations tend to be short.
• Internal periods: Additional internal periods occur in quite a few abbreviations.
Punkt combines these characteristics to a final scoring function score(c) to
detect possible abbreviations candidates c:
1. logλ(c): collocation strength between c and the following period.
2. flength (c) =

1
;
en

where n is the number of non-period characters in the

candidate.
3. fperiods (c) = the number of internal periods +1.
4. fpenalty (c) =

1
length(candidate)n

where n is the number of occurrences of c

not followed by a period in the text and length(candidate) is the number
of non-period characters in c.
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The final scoring function is defined as:
score(c) = logλ(c) · flength (c) · fperiods (c) · fpenalty (c)

(2.3)

where If score(c) >= 0.3 → c is an abbreviation. If score(c) < 0.3 → c is not
an abbreviation. The remaining occurrences of a period refer to a true sentence
boundary. Since Punkt uses statistics calculated out of an input text, this
approach is language independent and does not require any training material.
The performance can be expected to be better when using longer rather than
shorter text. Thus, their published classification precision (German: 99.69,
English: 99.13, Dutch: 99.25, Spanish: 99.66) shows their adaptability to
other languages. These advantages led us to decide to implement the Punkt
system in our pre-processing architecture.

2.1.3

PoS Tagging

Having detected word and sentence boundaries, we are conducting a Partof-Speech (PoS) tagging [217] in order to detect the grammatical categories
(e. g. noun, verb etc) of the lexical components (words) of a given text. This
task contributes to the disambiguation between the grammatical functions of
a specific word e. g.
• Give me my robe, put on my crown; [Antony and Cleopatra, W. Shakespeare] (used as a noun)
• I’ll robe him, and make better lie on’s back; [King John, W. Shakespeare]
(used as a verb)
PoS tagging refers to the task of classification, identifying the Part-of-Speech
information of the lexical component defined as tags on the basis of the word‘s
syntactic context. The list of grammatical categories used for the classification
task is manually constructed and defined as the tagset. The most popular
tagset for the German language is the Stuttgart-Tübinger Tagset (STTS) [9].
In the line of text categorization, approaches of tagging systems vary [328]
from look-up lists (accuracy: 90%) [50], rule-based (accuracy: >95%)[34, 35]
implementations to machine learning methods (accuracy: >96%)[80, 176, 243].
See Witte and Mülle [361, pp 59-82] for an evaluation of state-of-the-art PoSTaggers. In our pre-processing architecture we have implemented the method
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of the Trigram‘n‘Tags (TnT) tagger following Brants [32]. TnT uses second
order Markov Models [50, 253] for the tagging task. That is, the probabilities
of the possible values (PoS-tags of a word) of a state depend upon the two
previous states. Therefore, states represent tags and the output represents
words. The transition probabilities depend on the states, the pairs of tags.
The output probabilities only depend on the most recent category. Brants [32]
calculates this model by:
arg max

Y
T

t1 ...tT


P (ti |ti−1 , ti−2 )P (wi |ti ) P (tT +1 |tT )

(2.4)

i=1

where w1 ...wT refers to a given sequence of words of length T , and t1 ...tT to
the elements of the tagset. t−1 , t0 and tT +1 determine the markers of the
beginning and the end of a sequence. This method needs a training corpus
(tag annotated text) for estimating the transition probabilities between tags
and words. TnT makes use of the maximum likelihood probabilities P̂ derived
from the relative frequency defined as:
• Unigrams: P̂ (t3 ) =

f (t3 )
N

• Bigrams: P̂ (t3 |t2 ) =

f (t2 ,t3 )
f (t2 )

• Trigram: P̂ (t3 |t2 , t1 ) =
• Lexical: P̂ (w3 |t3 ) =

f (t1 ,t2 ,t3 )
f (t1 ,t2 )

f (w3 ,t3 )
f (t2 )

where t1 ,t2 and t3 refer to the tags in the tagset and w3 to the word occurrence
within the lexicon. N refers to the total number of words in the training corpus.
In addition, TnT introduces a smoothing calculation due to the problem of
sparse data. Since in most training corpora not enough instances of certain
trigrams occur to be able to predict a reliable probability, a linear interpolation
for trigrams of unigram, bigram and trigam is estimated by:
P (t3 |t2 , t1 ) = λ1 P̂ (t3 ) + λ2 P̂ (t3 |t2 ) + λ3 P̂ (t3 |t2 , t1 )

(2.5)

where P̂ are the maximum likelihood estimates of the probabilities. λ1 + λ2 +
λ3 = 1 represents the context-independent linear interpolation where: λ1 =
f (t3 )−1
,
N −1

λ2 =

f (t2 ,t3 )−1
f (t2 )−1

and λ3 =

f (t1 ,t2 ,t3 )−1
.
f (t1 ,t2 )−1

All λ parameters are incrementally

built for each trigram t1 , t2 , t3 with f (t1 , t2 , t3 ) > 0. P defines the probability
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distribution. The most critical point in PoS-tagging is the handling of unknown
words. That is, words that never occur in the training corpus, and therefore
no tag probability exists. In this context TnT follows a suffix analysis (term
suffix as a final sequence of characters) as proposed by Samuelsson [278]:
P (t|ln−m+1 , ...ln )

(2.6)

The probability of tag t for given m characters li of an n long word. The
maximum likelihood estimation for a suffix of length i is defined as:
P̂ (t|ln−i+1 , ...ln ) =

f (t, ln−i+1 , ...ln )
f (ln−i+1 , ...ln )

(2.7)

by corpus frequencies. Our implementation extends the approach of TnT for
handling unknown words by additionally using a prefix analysis with the suffix
method as described above. Suffix and prefix probabilities are then combined
and normalized within the tagging process. In order to detect the sequence of
states with the highest probability, we have implemented the Viterbi algorithm
[253], which has proven to be adequate for this task. The evaluation of our
extended implementation of the TnT-Tagger was performed using two different
corpora. For the German Negra corpus [320] we evaluated 3,000 sentences
gaining an F1-Measure of 0.975. For the English language, we used 5,000
sentences of the Penn corpus [174] for the evaluation, achieving an F1-Measure
of 0.956.

2.1.4

Lemmatization and Stemming

The process of determining the tense (e. g. in verbs) or the nominative (e. g.
nouns) infinitive of a word form is called lemmatization. As for example:
am, are, is → be
This task is needed not only to reduce the number of textual features (multiple word forms are reduced to one lemma representation) but also in order
to retrieve information out of a lexical type network. We have developed
an interoperable lemmatization module in our pre-processing architecture by
building an extensive full-form lexicon (German/English), combining word-,
lemma-form and PoS-information. The size of this lexicon could be extended
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through other systems (Morphy [124], Treetagger [286], TextMiner [182]) to
the number of 3,5 million entries (German language). In addition, a rule-based
noun-composition detection is integrated in order to predict the singular form
of complex nouns. The stemming module focuses on the normalization of
words to their roots by stripping inflectional suffixes, affixes and progressive
forms (e. g. ing, s). After the stemming process each word is represented
through its stem (e.g the word predicts, prediction and predicted are reduced
to predict). The majority of existing stemming algorithms are rule-based, for
example:
sses → ss
ies → i
ss → ss
s→

The most popular stemming algorithm (initially for the English language)
has been proposed by Porter [248] defining a set of production rules for the
normalization. We have implemented an adaptation of the Porter stemming
algorithm using the Oleander Stemming Library 1 for eleven languages.

2.1.5

Named Entity Recognition

Named Entity Recognition (NER) refers to an information extraction task for
the identification and classification of proper names and entities in texts. In
the line of PoS-tagging a pre-known list of entity categories such as person,
location, organization, city, country, weapon, etc. is given and single word
forms or phrases are mapped/classified to them. In recent years, this task
has been quite successfully studied [66, 134] using different approaches such
as list-based, rule-based, machine learning techniques but also hybrid methods
[1]. In general, all methods form their basis on the internal/external evidence
method as proposed by McDonald [180]:
• Internal evidence: Derived from within the sequence of words that comprise the name (e. g. GmbH - follows after a company name).
1

http://www.oleandersolutions.com/stemming/
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• External evidence: Criteria provided by the context in which a name
appears (e. g. Paris Hilton - in this context Paris refers to the name but
not the city).
Strictly list-based approaches are rather limited in the disambiguation of external evidence (e. g. Apple [company|fruit]) or complex entities (e. g. Microsoft Office Software | MS Office), due to the fact that named entities
refer to an open class. In addition, a constructed list or gazetteer will in
no case be sufficient enough to cover all known variations of proper names.
The majority of published NER approaches propose either SVM-based multiclassification techniques [125, 173] or conduct Hidden Markov Models [79, 373]
for the task of named entity recognition. Other approaches combined statistical models (e. g. maximum entropy) and rule-based bootstrapping methods in order to construct extensive gazetteer dictionaries by automatic means
[24, 56, 211, 220, 252]. In recent years, the ANNIE module for NER within the
GATE framework [68] gained some popularity in the research community. It
uses a hybrid approach, combining gazetteer of different domains with handcrafted JAPE rules (see Table 2.1). We have implemented the majority of

1

Rule: Company1

2

Priority: 25

3

(
{Token.orthography == upperInitial} //Token heuristic

4

+ {Lookup.kind

5
6
7
8
9
10

== companyDesignator} //Gazetteer

)
:match
-->
:match.NamedEntity = { kind=company, rule="Company1" }
//Return

Table 2.1: Outline of a JAPE rule as embedded in the ANNIE module of
GATE.
JAPE rules in our pre-processing architecture, since it is one of the few freelyavailable tools that constantly continue toward further development within the
research community. However, all these methods are not capable of predicting
the proper instance of a named entity within its context. That is, we are currently able to classify the expression e. g. George Bush as a person, but identify
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the right instance (e. g. is it George W. Bush or George Bush Sr.) is left out.
The task of named entity disambiguation therefore assumes to us the next step
to be taken. A method in the context-sensitive named entity recognition will
be proposed in a later chapter.

2.1.6

Document Structure Processing

Document structure processing focuses on the identification and extraction
of the Logical Document Structure (LDS). A fundamental requirement of our
pre-processing module is thereby to be able to process a wide range of input
documents (Plaintext, PDF- Open Office, Word- and (X)Html documents)
by automatic means. We therefore developed different mapping routines, extracting textual and structural information out of the documents. All text
documents (regardless if plain-text or web documents) form their basis by
their structural components. More formally, a text document is spanned by
the constituents of its text structure (e.g paragraphs, sections, headers, etc.)
Mehler et al. [204, p. 4]. Our mapping routines annotate the internal structure of documents by means of a LDS representation on the basis of TEI-P5
[40, 122, 254, 313]. From the point of view of hypertext, we argue that content
is structured by a systematic usage of recurrent structure tags (e. g. breaks,
span, div, h1, etc.). At first glace, the usage of all structure tags is an appropriate indicator for the document structure. However, tag abuse [15] is a
common problem when analyzing a source code of web documents in more detail [347]. We evaluate each document, therefore, by its tag usage and compute
a valid mapping following the TEI-P5 definition. With respect to the cleaning
and validation of the rebuilt mark-up representation, the program Tidy 2 is
used. However, dealing with Plain-Text, no structural information (e. g. htmltags) is given. We therefore developed a rule-based method on the basis of
sentence length and line break occurrences in order to rebuild/annotate the
internal structure. In all cases, we gain a valid TEI-P5 representation of the
LDS, which is further combined with the lexical representation of the input
document (see Table 2.2).
2

http://tidy.sourceforge.net/
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1

Input:

2

Germany

3

Bush and Kohl Discuss the Fall of the Berlin Wall

4
5

Output:

6

...

7
8

<text>
<body>

9

<div>

10

<p>
<s>

11

<w type="#NE" subtype="#Location" lemma="Germany">Germany</w>

12

</s>

13
14

</p>

15

<p>
<s>

16
17

<w type="#NE" subtype="#Person" lemma="Bush">Bush</w>

18

<w type="#CC" lemma="and">and</w>

19

<w type="#NE" subtype="#Person" lemma="Kohl">Kohl</w>

20

<w type="#VBD" lemma="discuss">Discuss</w>

21

<w type="#DT" lemma="the">the</w>

22

<w type="#NNP" lemma="Fall">Fall</w>

23

<w type="#IN" lemma="of">of</w>

24

<w type="#DT" lemma="the">the</w>

25

<w type="#NE" subtype="#Location" lemma="Berlin">Berlin</w>
<w type="#NE" subtype="#Location" lemma="Wall">Wall</w>

26

</s>

27
28

</p>

29

</div>

30

</body>

31

</text>

32

...

Table 2.2: Outline of the comprised TEI-P5 XML document representation.
The attribute ’type’ of element ’w ’ refers to the Part-of-Speech-Tag as used
within the Penn Treebank project. [174]. The attribute ’subtype’ refers to a
Named Entity category. The element ’s’ refers to the sentence structure of the
document.
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2.2

Text Representation

The majority of text mining approaches are based on the idea that a text
document can be represented by a – mostly unordered – set of words (bagof-words representation). Let D = {d1 , d2 , ..., dn } be a document collection,
and let T = {t1 , t2 , ..., tm } be the set of terms – the dictionary – of D, the
n-dimensional vector d ∈ D and d ∈ Rn , where R is a set of real numbers.
In order to define the importance of a term within a given document, most
commonly a vector representation is used, that is, each document term a is
represented through a feature value (e. g. frequency information) of importance
– feature weight – inducing a Term Document Model or through Boolean values
– quantifying the existence of a term in a document or not, inducing the
Boolean Model. Other approaches are the Probabilistic Model [65, 88, 264] and
the Logical Model [61, 62, 322]. As a generalization of the Boolean model,
the Vector Space Model (VSM) [275] represents one of the most widely used
representation model in the research community. In the following section we
describe, in more detail, the VSM and the most prominent feature weighting
methods. Furthermore, we describe various text similarity measures in order
to determine the resemblance between documents.

2.2.1

Vector Space Models

The procedure of the Vector Space Model (VSM) [275] can be divided into
a three stage model. At first, document-feature extracting and indexing are
processed. Therefore, content-relevant features (e. g. terms, stems or phrases)
are extracted from the document collection. Second, a weighting of the indexed feature is computed, in order to enhance the retrieval of relevant documents. Finally, a document ranking is performed. In this regard, documents
are ranked with respect to the query on the basis of a distinctive similarity
measure. In general, the VSM represents texts as elements of a vector space.
Each component of a vector thereby corresponds to a term or feature. A collection of n-documents can be represented by a document-term matrix (see
Table 2.3), where the rows indicate documents and columns represent term
features. Each vector has a direction and a magnitude. The correlation between feature vectors implies a similarity between documents. The importance
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T1 T2

D w
11 w21
 1

 D2 w12 w22

 :
:
:


 :
:
:

Dn w1n w2n

...

Tt




... wt1 


... wt2 

: 


: 

... wtn

Table 2.3: Document-Term matrix representation of document collection D
and comprised term features T .
or significance of a component is defined through a numerical value, the larger
the value, the more important the feature is to the document. These values
can be weighted, reflecting the distribution of the features over all texts in a
corpus (frequency information) or as binary features, whether a word occurs
in the text or not (boolean information). A basis vector of the vector space
is defined as a text that has only one term [275]. Let Di be a vector space of
a number of i texts. Let Tj be the index terms weighted by their importance
and restricted to 0 and 1. Each document is represented by a t-dimensional
vector, where t defines the number of terms: Di = (di1 , dis , ..., dit ) , and dit
represents the weight of the jth term [273]. See Figure 2.1 for a vector representation of a three-dimensional document space. Note that the standard
VSM representation does not capture information about the actual order of
feature occurrences.

2.2.2

Feature Weighting

Feature weighting is used to discriminate the importance of individual features
of one document with respect to the document itself (all comprised term features) or with respect to the entire document collection. In general, there are
three main factors of feature weighting: Feature document frequency, corpus
collection frequency and feature length normalization [321].
"... the frequency of word occurrence in an article furnishes a useful
measurement of word significance [...] the relative position within
a sentence of words having given values of significance furnish a
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Figure 2.1: Vector representation of document space as visualized by Salton
et al. [273]
useful measurement for determining the significance of sentences.
The significance factor of a sentence will therefore be based on a
combination of these two measurements." Luhn [167, pp. 160]
Most of the proposed feature weighting methods assume that the importance
of a feature (e. g. document frequency) is inversely proportionate to the number
of documents the feature appears to have (e. g. collection frequency) [274, 276].
In order to consider the individual length of a document, following the notion
that longer documents have usually a larger feature set than shorter one, a
document length normalization is often performed. This follows the idea that
a feature, which occurs in many documents tends not to be a good document
discriminator, and therefore should be given less weight than the one that
occur only in a few documents [265]. Let t be the number of terms in the
collection, N be the number of documents in the collection, and tf (ij) be the
normalized term frequency of term ti in the document dj , which is defined as
tf (ij) =

f reqi,j
.
maxl f reql,j

(2.8)

maxl f reql,j denotes the frequency of the most frequent term in dj . dfi be the
number of documents that contain the term ti . Then the inverse document
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frequency (idf), with
N
.
(2.9)
dfi
as the function, which measures the distribution of the term ti over the docidf (ti ) = log

ument collection N . Hence, a term that occurs only in one document of the
collection has a high idf value. In the context of term discrimination, a high
value of tfi,j , the term frequency (tf), tends to be useful to enhance the recall
value. High-frequency terms that occur in the whole collection, however, are
not concentrated in a few documents, affect negatively the precision 3 (Salton
and Buckley [276, pp. 516]). One of the most popular feature weighting function is hence the combination of term-frequency (tf ) and inverse document
frequency (idf ) information as described in Salton and Buckley [276, pp. 516]
with
tf idfi,j = tfi,j · idfi =

f reqi,j
N
· log
maxl f reql,j
dfi

(2.10)

The product of tf and idf ensures a delimited influence of very common and
very rare term features in the computation of document similarity [276].

2.2.3

Similarity Coefficients

The comparison of documents, text vectors, in the VSM is determined by
means of a similarity coefficient [274, 277]. In general, a function δ defines the
similarity of two document representations d1 and d2 , where δ(d1 , d2 ) ∈ [0, 1].
A high value of δ(d1 , d2 ) corresponds to a high degree of similarity between
document d1 and d2 , where a low value indicates a dissimilarity between both.
More formally [326, ch. 2] [352, pp. 47], a function δ is defined as a similarity
function if it fulfills at least
δ(di , dj ) > 0

(2.11)

Furthermore, we assume that a similarity function to satisfy the following

3

δ(di , dj ) ≥ 0(non − negative)

(2.12)

δ(di , dj ) = δ(dj , di )(symmetry)

(2.13)

Search precision, in terms of all documents would be retrieved in an information retrieval

system.
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δ(di , dj ) ∈ [0, 1](normalization)

(2.14)

δ(di , dj ) = 1 ⇐⇒ di = dy (identical)

(2.15)

δ(di , dj ) + δ(dj , dt ) ≥ (di , dt )(triangleinequality)

(2.16)

if it further fulfils

it is defined as a metric ([326, ch. 4.1], [329, pp. 15]). In addition, a similarity
function that is positively definite is called a kernel function ([329, pp. 16]).
The similarity function δ can be used to perform a document ranking on the
basis of an input query, or to transform a document collection into a similarity graph representation, used for document clustering. Most commonly, the
similarity of two documents di , dj ∈ D represented as sets of terms, can be
measured by a set intersection ratio. These set-based similarity measures [321]
are for instance the Dice coefficient δDice , the Jaccard coefficient δJacc or the
Overlap coefficient δOver [321, pp. 25].
δDice (Di , Dj ) =

δJacc (Di , Dj ) =

|Di ∩ Dj |
|Di | + |Dj |

(2.17)

|Di ∩ Dj |
|Di ∪ Dj |

(2.18)

|Di ∩ Dj |
|
(2.19)
max(|Di |, |Dj |)
The most popular used geometric-based similarity measure is the cosine
coefficient, which measures the angle between two document vectors. Let d~i =
δOver (Di , Dj ) = |

(wi1 , wi2 , ..., wit ) and d~j = (wj1 , wj2 , ..., wjt ) denote the vector representation of
the documents Di and Dj respectively, where w = 0 if a term is absent. The
cosine of the angle between d~i and d~j is defined as
δCos (d~i , d~j ) =

d~i · d~j
kd~i kkd~j k

(2.20)

where d~i · d~j denotes the dot product and kd~i kkd~j k denotes the Euclidean norm
([171, pp. 121]). The un-normalized similarity between d~i , d~j is defined as
δU nCos (d~i , d~j ) =

t
X
k=1

wik · wjk

(2.21)
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Figure 2.2: Cosine angle (α1 , α2 ) between query and two document vectors.
The normalized inner product cosine is defined as
Pt
k=1 wik · wjk
δN ormCos (d~i , d~j ) = qP
Pt
t
2
2
k=1 (wjk )
k=1 (wik ) ·

(2.22)

Since term-weights cannot be negative, δN ormCos will range between [0, 1],
where the angel between two term vectors cannot be greater than 90 degree.

2.2.4

Index Term Selection

A central problem in the construction of document models is the size of the
term dictionary, associated to the processed document collection. Since these
dictionaries (defined as T ) can contain several thousands of word features, a
tailored term dictionary contributes to the problem of complexity reduction
for the computation of similarity scores, classifications of documents and, in
general, the processing of feature-matrices [206, pp. 20]. Consequently, the
processing of a tailored term index T 0 contributes to the computational performance and the classification accuracy [27]. In general, the task of term index
reduction correlates to the task of feature selection [14, 127, 146, 367]. In
this regard, the index reduction is enabled by mapping a set of term features
to a limited document representation T 7→ T 0 . The construction of T 0 can
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be treated by using feature selection methods or by feature modification by
means of re-weighting of feature values. On the other side, feature enrichment
methods also contribute to an increase of classification accuracy.
Feature index selection: One of the most common term selection methods is the removal of terms that add more or less ’topical noise’ into T [292, pp.
1662]. Thereby, common or non-informative words (e. g. certain PoS category),
defined as stopwords, such as articles, prepositions or conjunctions (e. g. he, she,
and, is, or ...) are excluded in the construction of T [171, pp. 86]. Although
most of those terms would already have a very low tf idf score, it is most common to eliminate stopwords in the pre-processing phase and thereby increase
the computation of document representation and similarity [206, pp. 21]. In
contrast to a simple stopword-dictionary look-up approaches, the computation
of term-based ranking score methods are used. Most commonly, the information gain [151] [216, pp 57-58], the mutual information approach [317, 241] or
the GSS coefficient [93] are applied in order to select only those features of T
of high discriminative power with respect to the computational task.
Feature index modification: In contrast to term selection approaches,
most term modification models focus on the morphological constraints of word
forms. In this context, various word form variants are reduced to their baseform or stem-information. Through the reduction of canonical forms of inflected or derived words, declined nouns or conjugated verbs, the actual size of
T will also be reduced. A detailed analysis of these approaches can be found
in the previous Section 2.1.4.
Feature index transformation operates mostly on an entire term-document
matrix. A popular index transformation method is Latent Semantic Analysis
(LSA) [74]. LSA has obtained particular attention, due to its success in a
large variety of tasks including Information Retrieval. LSA is based on a
term×context matrix X, displaying the occurrences of each term in each context4 [45, 74, 149, 287]. The decisive step in the LSA process is then a singular
value decomposition (SVD), which enhances the contrast between reliable and

4

This context mostly refers to documents as in the case of the VSM.
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unreliable relations5 . In this regard [74, pp. 11], any rectangular matrix, such
as a Term-Document-Matrix (txd), X, is decomposed into the product of three
matrices:
X = T0 S0 D00 ,

(2.23)

where T0 and D0 have orthonormal columns, and S0 is diagonal. This decomposition is called the singular value decomposition of X. The columns of T0
are called left singular vectors. The columns of D0 are called right singular
vectors. The diagonal elements of S0 are called singular values. If the singular
values of S0 are ordered descending by their size, the first and largest k values
are kept, the remaining are set to zero. The product of the resulting matrices
is a reduced model with a matrix Xhihat, which is only approximately equal
to X, and is of rank k.[74, pp. 13]:
X ≈ Xhihat = T SD0

(2.24)

Therefore, the high-dimensional input matrix X is reduced to a subspace of k
singular values (e. g. k ≈ 100 to 300 ). After applying SVD, each term feature
is represented as a k-dimensional vector. A similar technique to LSA is the
random projection method proposed by Widdows and Ferraro [356]. Widdows
and Ferraro [356] states that this method does not rely on complex procedures
such as SVD. The important advantage of these approaches is that they are
better able to capture paradigmatic relations such as synonymy or hyponymy
between term features, since paradigmatically similar words tend to occur in
similar contexts [74, 149]6 , [194, pp. 4] [262, 345, 348]. However, they are also
at a disadvantage with respect to direct co-occurrence measures, because the
matrix computations are computationally demanding.
Feature index enrichment methods focus on the introduction of concepts
and terms that are not found in T . A central point in the document representation enhancement builds the semantically motivated knowledge, obtained
by other resources. Most commonly t ∈ T will be enriched by synonym and
5

According to Deerwester et al. [74, pp. 2], the LSA tries to overcome the deficiencies of

term-matching retrieval by treating the unreliability of observed term-document association
data as a statistical problem. The applied technique (SVD) poses to estimate the so called
latent structure. The description of terms and documents, by means of their latent semantic
structure, is used for indexing and retrieval purposes.
6
In terms of measuring indirect content based similarity relations.
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hyponomy terms or using only sense-numbers extracted from a lexical resource
such as WordNet [83] or GermaNet [154]. Nevertheless, these resources have
mostly a very limited dictionary to query and are very costly to build and maintain. The concept-enhancement approach by means of open-topic-concepts
[341, 346] will contribute right here. Collaboratively constructed resources
form thereby the basis of generating semantically related topic-concepts. It
should be noted, that there is no direct linguistic expert knowledge involved in
building these resources used for a social semantic driven feature enhancement.

2.3

Text Classification

In this section, we describe the most frequently used methods of text categorization, which are further applied throughout this thesis. As described
in the previous chapter, we define text categorization as the task in which
texts are classified into one or more predefined categories using information
from labelled texts (supervised or semi-supervised classification). In contrast
to text categorization, text clustering deals with the classification with the
absence of predefined category labels or training material (semi-supervised or
un-supervised classification).

2.3.1

Naive Bayes Classifier

The Naive Bayes (NB) method belongs to the area of supervised probabilistic
classifier. The method is based on Bayes’ Theorem, where the maximum likelihood is used for the estimation of the naive Bayes models. In general, this
classifier relies on the assumption that the presence or absence of a specific
feature within a class is independent of other feature items. Because of its
simplicity, NB is often used within the classification domain, sometimes outperforming even more sophisticated methods [96, 148, 216]. According to the
Bayes’ Theorem, the posterior probability for the class Cj can be defined as:
p(Cj |t1 , . . . , tn ) =

p(Cj ) p(t1 , . . . , tn |Cj )
p(t1 , . . . , tn )

(2.25)

where T = {t1 , . . . , ..., tn } is a set of term features and C = {C1 , . . . , ..., Cj }
a set of categories. It has to be noted that it is implied that each document
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belongs to exactly one class in C only. Combining the Bayes’ formula with
the (naive) assumption of feature independence will lead to the conditional
probability of word features for a given class Cj by
p(t1 , . . . , tn |Cj ) =

n
Y

p(tj |Cj )

(2.26)

j=1

It defines the probability that a set of features belong to Cj . NB assumes a
statistical independency of the conditional probabilities, so that the likelihood
is decomposed into a product of term features [116]. The Naive Bayes classifier
operates in two steps: First, a learning step for the estimation of the probabilities of term features for each class by its, for example, relative frequency values,
which are labelled in the training corpus. Second, the actual classification of
the unknown input stream uses the predicted probabilities of the Bayes rule.
We will utilize Naive Bayes Classifier in this thesis with respect to a sentiment
analysis classification (in terms of the calculation of a lower-bound reference
baseline and for the construction of a English-based subjectivity dictionary).

2.3.2

K-Nearest Neighbor Classifier

One of the most widely used classification methods, the k-nearest neighbor
classifier [366] is outlined now. In general, this classifier selects k documents of
the training data that have the highest similarity score to a given input stream
[289]. While there are various measures for the determination of document similarity, a common approach among others is thereby to apply the cosine metric
for the calculation of the similarity matrix (see previous section). In order to
be able to determine whether a document di belongs to class Cm , the similarity
between δ(di , dj )7 has to be computed for all documents dj in the training set
[118]. Then, the k most similar documents, defined as neighbors, are selected.
That is, a subset of the closest neighbors having the same class are used as a
’class fingerprint’ – an estimator of the probability of the membership to the
specific class [118]. The central parameter of this classifier is the optimal number of k neighbors. There are many proposals for estimating the best neighbor
parameter. As a commonality, most of them propose to use additional training
7

Hence, the best neighbor strategy could alternatively be approached, by a search for the

best neighboring (candidate) centroids among the centroids of all training categories [311].
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data combined with a cross-validation for the prediction of the parameter k.
Overall the k-nearest neighbor method has shown a good classification performance [118, 127]. However, since the similarity score needs to be computed
with respect to all documents in the training corpus, this method is computationally demanding. We will apply this classification method in the field
of traditional text categorization (Section 4). Hence, we utilize the k-nearest
neighbor approach for a document-based feature construction.

2.3.3

Support Vector Machine Classification

In terms of machine learning 8 methods applied to text categorization, Support
Vector Machine (SVM) is the most successfully applied supervised linear and
non-linear binary classification algorithm [129, 130]. The basic concepts of
SVMs are the maximal margin separation, which are induced from the statistical learning theory [323]. Analog to other classifiers, documents are represented
by a weighted vector representation Di = (ti1 , ti2 , ..., tiN ). A single SVM tries
to separate two different classes, a positive class Cpos (indicated by y = +1)
and a negative class Cneg (indicated by y = −1). Within the feature space,
a hyperplane is introduced initially defined by y = 0. Following Hotho et al.
[118, pp. 34] the linear separation can be expressed by
y = f (~ti ) = b1 +

N
X

bj tij ∈ {−1, +1}

(2.27)

j=1

Thus, the SVM tries to determine a hyperplane between the positive and negative training example, by predicting the best bj parameter that maximizes the
distance, defined as the margin ξ of the hyperplane, between the closest positive and negative training examples (see Figure 2.3). The linear kernel method
operates on a constrained quadratic optimization problem, and can therefore
handle even a large number of documents and their associated feature sets efficiently [129]. The actual support vectors correspond to those documents that
have the distance ξ to the hyperplane, and therefore mark the actual hyperplane. Unknown documents are initially converted to a vector representation,
8

"A computer program [e. g. classifier] is said to learn from experience E [e. g. pre-labled

data] with respect to some class of tasks T [e. g. comprised categories] and performance
measure P (e. g. evaluation metric], if its performance at tasks in T , as measured by P ,
improves with experience E." Mitchell [216, pp. 2]
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Figure 2.3: SVM-hyperplane with maximal margin using linear and non-linear
kernel constructed by the support vector machine algorithm. (a) linear separable, (b) non-linear separable, (c) schematic transformation of the input data
(non-linear separable) in the higher dimensional feature space.
and afterwards either classified as a member of Cpos if f (td ) > 0 or otherwise
as a member of Cneg . In order to construct a non-linear hyperplane or decision
surface, the input stream is mapped into a high-dimensional feature space or
map and a prediction of the non-linear decision boundary is computed [323].
Therefore, input features are projected into a higher dimension feature space
(see Figure 2.3 (c)). Following Hotho et al. [118, pp. 35] the feature space can
be defined by
Φ(t1 , . . . , tN ) = (t1 , . . . , tN , t21 , t1 t2 , . . . , tN tN −1 , t2N )

(2.28)

The introduction of the kernel function, sometimes referred to as the kernel
trick K(x, y), is subsequently used in order to be able to use a linear operating
classifier algorithm to solve a non-linear problem. The kernel function can be
expressed by
K(xi , xj ) = Φ(xi Φ̇(xj ))

(2.29)

and can be regarded as the proximity function, which measures the distance
between two input vectors in a non-linearly feature space. As a special case of
kernel function, the Gaussian radial basis function (RBF) kernel is sometimes
used, defined as
K(xi , xj ) = exp(−γ||xi − xj ||2 )

(2.30)
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The advantage of the RBF-kernel compared to other kernel functions is that
the output values of Gaussian function range between zero and one, while others (e. g. linear kernel) range between zero and infinity [58, 155]. There are
two important parameters to be determined in conducting a classification task
using SVM. First, there is the regularisation parameter, mostly referred to by
C. This parameter regulates the trade-off between margin maximization and
error rate during the classification of the training set. Second, there is the
γ parameter, which regulates the sensitivity of the distance function. When
using an RBF-Kernel this refers to the prediction of the width of the Gaussian
function. In most cases, these parameters are tuned by an empirical evaluation following a brute force (grid-search) approach, that combines different
value settings of C and γ [177]. In this thesis, we primarily utilize the SVM
implementation SV M light9 of Joachims [126].

2.3.4

Evaluation Metrics

In order to evaluate the performance of text categorization or clustering a twoway contingency table (confusion matrix) is introduced following Kohavi and
Provost [145, pp 271].
Class-Positive

Class-Negative

Prediction-Positive

TP (true positive)

FP (false positive)

Prediction-Negative

FN (false negative)

TN (true negative)

where
• precision: P = T P/(T P + F P )
• recall: R = T P/(T P + F N )
• fallout: F = F P/(F P + T N )
• error: Err = (F N + F P )/(T P + T N + F P + F N )
• accuracy: Acc = (T P + T N )/(T P + T N + F P + F N )
Selecting a subset D0 of the overall document set D, the values of precision, recall and accuracy reflect the performance of the true set of relevant documents
9

Version 6.02
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with respect to D [366]. The precision value denotes thereby the fraction of
relevant documents to the retrieved documents; the recall value denotes the
fraction of retrieved relevant documents with respect the all other relevant document of D. While in most machine learning and classification experiments,
accuracy is used as the standard evaluation metric, sometimes the F-Measure
[321, c 7] is used, defined as:
Fβ (P, R) =

(β 2 + 1)P R
β 2P + R

(2.31)

where P and R denote precision and recall. The β is used as a tuning parameter
between P and R. In general, both, P and R, are set as equally important,
defined as the F1 measure

2P R
(2.32)
P +R
Therefore, the F-Measure reflects the weighted harmonic mean between preciF1 =

sion and recall, where an increase of the intersection of both scales correlates
to an increase of the F-Measure. The computational task of categorization or
classification is therefore to maximize both precision and recall in order to gain
a high classification accuracy and F-Measure.

2.4

Summary

This chapter has presented the research background of this thesis. We will
build upon this research in the following chapters. With the increase amount
of digital and machine readable documents available on the Internet, IR systems aim to improve the retrieval quality by providing a structured access to
document collections [12], [118, pp. 30]. In general, document representation
models (e. g. BOW/VSM) pose for both, the retrieval task (in terms of document classification and ranking) and as the actual information content (in
terms of document indexing) [206]. Pre-processing pipelines [171] such as a
tokenization, stemming, lemmatizing (see Section 2.1), but also feature weighting and selection methods (see Section 2.2.2) play in this context, prior to the
actual construction of the document representation model (see Section 2.2) an
essential role [132]. Since data on the web is usually noisy and ambiguous,
a comprehensive pre-processing is an important process before applying text
and web mining, or machine learning techniques (see Section 2.3) [245]. It has
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a mutual influence on the components of IR systems (e. g. feature space reduction). Precisely because of its simple data structure (in terms of no explicit
semantic information required for the construction process [118, pp. 27]), the
VSM [277] enables an efficient text analysis even handling large document collections. Since it was first introduced in 1975 by Salton et al. [277], it (the VSM
and its modifications) is, nevertheless, still an important component of a majority of current state-of-the-art IR systems10 . Within the area of traditional
text categorization, SVMs (see Section 2.3.3) have proven to be an efficient and
accurate technique, which are applied to this domain [77, 129, 130]. On the
contrary, most existing classification systems in NLP refer thereby again to the
BOW model for document representation11 . That is, classification features are
primarily those extracted from the actual document collection (positive/negative examples). In this thesis, we investigate how to improve the performance
of the supervised machine learning technique (SVM) by an effective feature enhancement through collaborative constructed knowledge concepts. Therefore,
we aim to combine human intelligence (in terms of collaborative constructed
knowledge derived from social networks) with machine learning and NLP (in
terms of traditional classification techniques) to overcome domain specific issues (in terms of the limitations of the BOW model) within the area of IR and
to improve the performance (in terms of accuracy) of IR systems.

10

Such as within the Apache Lucene project, a Java-based full-featured text search engine,

which is used for the index of the Wikipedia document collection [166].
11
However, various attempts have been made to expand or enhance the local context of
texts with additional term features. We will discuss these approaches in Section 4.3 in more
detail.

Chapter 3
Social Semantics in Information
Retrieval
3.1

Overview

In Chapter 2 we discussed the background perspectives of document representation and similarity, text categorization and machine learning algorithms,
which are further applied throughout this thesis. We will now proceed in developing the methodology of a Social Semantics in Information Retrieval. At
first, we will provide the definitions of the key concepts with respect to Information Retrieval and our notion of Social Semantics. In Section 3.3 we will
instantiate the methodology by developing the method for the construction of
a social semantic concept space, inducing hierarchically organized collaborative knowledge from social networks. Consequently, Chapter 4 presents the
evaluation of the developed model to Social Semantics.

3.1.1

Information Retrieval

The definition of Information Retrieval (IR) specifies the representation, storage, organization of, and the access to information items [12, pp. 1]. More
precisely, it deals with the representation and presentation of information or
content items with a strong focus on the user’s perception and interest. Therefore, it strongly relies on identifying the user’s information needs [206]. While
data retrieval consists mainly of determining documents of a collection that
45
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contain a certain keyword with respect to the user query, IR sets the focus on
the actual retrieval task of specific information about a certain subject. This
follows the notion of document content interpretation, extracting syntactic and
semantic information out of a document [12, pp. 2], while the relevance to
the user is at the center. More formally, Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto [12,
pp. 23] define an IR model as a quadruple:
1. D, is a set of representations of the documents of a collection.
2. Q, is a set of composed user queries.
3. F , is the framework for modelling document representations, queries and
associated relationships.
4. R(qi , dj ), is a ranking function that associates a real number with a
query qi ∈ Q and a document representation dj ∈ D (think of document
similarity coefficients).
Therefore, IR models consider documents as a set of representative keywords
defined as index features, describing the documents main subject within a
given context (e. g. category-, topic-, genre or sentiment-based). The ranking
function (e. g. document similarity, relatedness or association function) spans
the reference plane between an input query and the respective documents.
With respect to the context, these queries can imply a quite diverse topic
universe such as:
• "What is the best camera for less than 400 dollars?"
This question embodies the task of identifying user-generated review
polarities with respect to certain objects in ranking manner (sentiment
analysis).
• "When was Helmut Kohl, the soccer referee, born?"
Named entity recognition, disambiguation and information extraction
are needed here in order to tackle this kind of issue (named instance
recognition analysis).
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• "Where can I find the official contact website of a certain company webpage?"
This query embodies the task of web genre identification (web genre
segment analysis).
• "Find me the latest documents concerning the coal mining stock exchange?"
Consider the scenario that the query term stock exchange might not actually occur within the content of the comprised text collection (but for
instance the terms financial market, shares, equity, dept...), therefore a
topic-based query interpretation needs to be established (topic identification) in order to continue recalling relevant documents.
These examples illustrate very clearly the diverse context universe, ranking
functions that need to be established, in order to model the actual users need.
Therefore, a semantic interpretation of the user query/need has to be set in
the center of attention.

3.1.2

Semantics

"The Internet is a giant semiotic system. It is a massive collection
of Peirce’s [238] three kinds of signs: icons, which show the form of
something; indices, which point to something; and symbols, which
represent something according to some convention."
Sowa [295, pp. 1]
Semantics1 is a branch of linguistics dealing with the meaning of language
and (linguistic) expressions, belonging to the domain of semiotics2 . In general,
the discipline of semiotics – the study of sign processes [218, 237] – can be
divided into three different branches (see Figure 3.1): semantics, syntactics
and pragmatics [218].

1
2

Semantics: Greek semaino - to signify.
"Most semioticians accept Morris‘s [218] definition of semantics as a branch of general

semiotics, which was also adopted within logic. A minor trend in semiotics defines both
fields as mutually exclusive." Noth [225, pp. 104]
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Figure 3.1: The three disciplines of semiotics after Morris [218, pp. 94].
The term semantics [112, pp. 14], – from a linguistic perspective deals with
the theory of the meaning of individual units of natural language [227]. These
units can be expressed through spoken or written characters or signals. Allan
[6] defines the term semantics, from a natural language perspective, as follows:
"Semantics is the study of meaning in human languages. More
precisely, it is the study and representation of the meaning of every kind of constituent and expression in language, and also of the
meaning relationships between them." Allan [6, pp. 5]
Pragmatics defines, in this regard, the context-dependent assignment of meaning to language expressions used in acts of speaking and writing [6, pp. 4]. Our
notion of semantics refers therefore to the meaning of lexical constituents and
their relationships in natural language. Within the domain of semantics various subfields of linguistics exit. While formal semantics focuses on the logical
aspects of meaning such as sense and implication, conceptual semantics studies
the cognitive structure of meaning. This thesis focuses on the third field of
semantics, the lexical semantics, the study of word meaning and word relations
[112, pp. 21] [244, pp. 5] (see Figure 3.2). In this context, natural language
documents represent more than the occurrences of words. We can identify
complex word relations between them. These relations are at the bottom of
word meaning on a semantic level. In the line of Andreas and Hotho [8], we
argue that considering semantic relations and meaning within IR models, an
improvement of the quality of information search can be fulfilled, which goes
beyond the approaches operating on simple term occurrences [170, 330].
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Figure 3.2: Semantic relationships between the component of a lexical semantic
model.

3.1.3

Social Semantics

With the emergence of the so-called Web 2.0 [228] on the Internet, a large
variety of social resource sharing systems [43] (e. g. Wikis 3 , Blogs 4 , YouTube 5 ,
Furl 6 , Flickr 7 , del.icio.us 8 ) have been introduced. These mainly user-centric
publishing and knowledge management platforms have acquired a large number of users in recent years. In addition, a huge amount of information and
data was compiled within a very short period of time. One of the main reasons for the success of these platforms is that there is not a specific competence
needed in order to participate. Built-in tools enable even non-technicians to
engage in the social community, such as creating, editing or revising online
content (e. g. within the Wikipedia-Project). Moreover, most of these resource
systems induce a so-called lightweight knowledge representation. This usercreated bottom-up categorical structure development of an emergent thesaurus
became popular as the terms social ontology [191], folk classification [43] or
3

http://www.wikimedia.org/
https://www.blogger.com/
5
http://www.youtube.com/
6
http://www.furl.net/
7
http://www.flickr.com/
8
http://delicious.com/
4
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folksonomy 9 . The term folksonomy is thereby a combination of ’taxonomy’
and ’folk’ and reflects the conceptual structures created by user [43]. The term
social ontology refers to the formal and conceptual representation of knowledge (ontology), which is constructed within a (social) community. A detailed
definition can be found in Mehler [191]:
"Typically, social ontologies tend to evolve in an unsupervised, uncontrolled, unplanned and unmoderated manner. They miss an
overall architecture or blueprint as they are built by large, heterogeneous communities of interacting agents, who participate in social
tagging without explicit mutual negotiation and complete knowledge of the underlying ontology. [...] Social ontologies share with
folksonomies a kind of implicit constitution. However, unlike folksonomies (though like both terminological and formal ontologies)
they span hierarchical structures." Mehler [191, pp. 3]
We can infer that these socially created terms, concepts and thesauri convey a certain semantic information and interpretation of texts, even though
not authored by experts but rather by a huge amount of volunteers in a collaborative manner. It is precisely this phenomenon that lets us hypothesize
that the connection between computational methods derived from web-mining
and the collaboratively constructed knowledge derived from social communities will assist us in improving the interpretation and analysis of words and
texts in IR [299]. Moreover, it lets us extract the associated meaning from a
user perspective and makes explicit the semantics behind the tag and word
space in IR systems [296]. By the unification of both, the community-driven
social interaction and knowledge creation, and the systematicity of traditional
IR models, we are moving towards a direction of IR models – comprising the
social components of semantic-driven retrieval systems – a Social Semantics
in Information Retrieval.
The perception of a combination of collaborative constructed knowledge
structures with traditional content models follows, in principle, the idea of
the arising phenomenon of the so called Social Semantic Web (SSW) [28]. The
9

There is no official reference to the term folksonomy. However, various scientific articles

[303, 178] refer to the online contribution of Wal [336].
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SSW reflects in this sense the convergence of two closely related fields – the Web
2.0 and the Semantic Web. We can identify a progressive rapprochement of
both web phenomenon. The notion of the Web 2.0, with its community-driven
dynamics, and the Semantic Web, with its main idea of a machine-readable
WWW. Blumauer and Pellegrini [29] describe this phenomenon as follows:
"Die wachsende Adaption semantischer Technologien zu Zwecken
der strukturierten Erschließung von ’Web 2.0 Content’, aber auch
der Einsatz von Social Software zur kollaborativen Anreicherung
von Web Content mit maschinenlesbaren Metadaten sind Ausdruck
eines Trends in Richtung ’Social Semantic Web’." Blumauer and
Pellegrini [29, pp. 6]
From a technological perspective, they differentiate both branches in the sense
of content analysis [29, pp. 7]. The so-called Web 2.0 put the user into the fore.
That is, the content is created and structured by large number of volunteers
– in terms of community-driven collaboration (by means of social software).
The idea of the Semantic Web sets the focus primarily on a machine-readable
metadata enrichment of web content. The transformation and convergence of
both phenomena may also describe the idea of what a possible Web 3.0 could
stand for [29, pp. 19]. In this context, the application of Semantic Wikis
[284] has drawn some attention in the research community lately. These software tools aim to combine the strengths of the Semantic Web (with a focus
on the key concepts: machine processable, data integration, enabling complex
search queries) and the famous MediaWiki 10 technologies (with its focus on:
easy to use and contribute, strongly interconnected, enabling collaboration).
The basic concept behind this is, that users are not only allowed to contribute
web content, such as in the Wikipedia project, but to be able to specify individual entities and concepts (e. g. single words or phrases) that occur in
the contributed article. These specifications can be made by predefined or
newly created relation types (e. g. the relation "is born at" to connect a proper
name with a geographic reference). A related approach is the so called Social
Semantic Bookmarking [33]. These online-based bookmarking systems [119]
aim to allow the (collaboratively) annotation of resources with tags11 that are
10
11

mediawiki.org
Tags in terms of text-based description labels.
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extended by semantic definitions and descriptions. By the collaborative constructed annotation of metadata expressions of web content, an improvement
within the information retrieval may be achieved for both sides, the traditional
web user (e. g. submit complex search queries12 such as in the DBpedia project
[11]) and for the automatic content analysis of machine processing.
Related to this, the field of a so-called Emergent Semantics [2], refers to the
representation of semantics and their discovery as a result of a self-organizing
process of distributed agents (say users). The basic idea is that there is no
centralized coordination or reference for the annotation or representation of
semantics, but rather an ad-hoc approach, that evolves over time. At the
center, so-called microformats 13 are used, which are defined by the user within
the existing (X)Html markup structures (e. g. <div class="org">IBM</div>,
where class="org" marks the relation ’is a organization’). The introduced
semantic definitions should in this context be understandable for human and
the machine-processing domain. Cudré-Mauroux [67] brings this to the point:
"Emergent semantics refers to a set of principles and techniques
analyzing the evolution of decentralized semantic structures in large
scale distributed information systems.

Emergent semantics ap-

proaches model the semantics of a distributed system as an ensemble of relationships between syntactic structures." Cudré-Mauroux
[67, pp. 1]
In this sense, information agents/users should interoperate irrespective of their
initial vocabularies [67]. Each agent has to map its vocabulary (e. g. defined in
its base schema or ontology) to the vocabulary of other agents/user with which
it wants to interoperate. He refers to this phenomenon as a Agreements as a
Semantic Handshake Protocol. With respect to our perception of a Social Semantics in IR, the described approaches focus in most cases on the annotation
of semantic meaning within natural language texts. The actual annotation
task should be fulfilled by users, as a user-driven process of giving semantics
to items through the use of tags [67, pp. 1]. In contrast to this, we are focusing
on an automatic identification and representation of the meaning within natural language texts. Moreover, there are a multitude of different approaches
12
13

Using as for example the SPARQL Query Language for RDF
microformats.org
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towards Social Semantics, such as Live Social Semantics [4, pp. 15], which
aims to semantically interlink personal data from several different sources to
enhance real-world interactions14 , the Social Semantic Desktop [18] as a collaborative environment for sharing and deployment of data and metadata, or
Social Semantics for Agent Communication [293, pp.1], which focuses on communication languages for multiagent systems. Contrary to them, our point
of view on Social Semantics, which is applied in this thesis, primarily follows
the definition of the so-called Ontological Semantics, a field of research that
is concerned with the reasoning behind knowledge derived from texts using
ontologies as knowledge bases.
"Ontological semantics is a theory of meaning in natural language
and an approach to NLP that uses a constructed world model, or
ontology, as the central resource for extracting and representing the
meaning of natural language texts and for reasoning about knowledge derived from texts." Nirenburg and Raskin [224, pp. 6]
Following Nirenburg and Raskin [224, pp. 10], ontological semantics focuses
on the meaning representation of text, establishing the lexical meaning of
individual words and phrases, disambiguating these meaning, and filling gaps
in the structure by means of ontological knowledge. Ontologies contain in
this context the knowledge about type of things, such as objects, processes,
properties and about their combinations. Moreover, they argue that the final
result of this process of text understanding may include some information not
overtly present in, or directly obtainable from the source text. These central
aspects of the theory of ontological semantics, connecting text elements to
chunks of meaning representation using knowledge bases [224, pp. 13], applies
also to the field of social ontologies, and describe very well the main principle
of a social semantics in IR that we are focusing on. It is precisely the access
of collaborative world knowledge [91], derived from online communities and
networks, and the incorporation of traditional content models, that let us
improve the retrieval effectiveness and accuracy in the domain of IR.

14

Real-world interaction by means of RFID-Tags (Radio Frequency Identification

Transponders)
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This thesis investigates the effect of social semantics for different tasks in IR
as a contribution to the text- and web mining community. The main research
questions examined in this thesis are thereby:
• How can we identify and extract concepts out of socially-constructed
knowledge resources?
• What kind of lexical semantics can be identified?
• Which community-driven resources fit best to the respective content
model task?
• How do socially constructed concepts increase the effectiveness and accuracy of text- and web categorization?
We hypothesize that social semantics contributes to a more user-centered notion of information retrieval, and significantly improves current state-of-the-art
approaches to IR. We will explore this hypothesis within various directions,
which are currently of high interest in the IR community: term-associations,
topic identification, text categorization, as well as named entity recognition,
web genre classification and sentiment polarity identification. In the following
sections, we systematically analyze, propose and evaluate the social semantic
factor of IR components and document models.

3.2

The Knowledge Acquisition Bottleneck

A focal point, when building content models for classification is the so-called
knowledge acquisition bottleneck [21, 89, 346]. That is, word features that
occur only in the test set but not in the training set of a supervised classification are entirely ignored when using the BOW approach. Therefore, trained
classifiers are not capable of analyzing such words, which might have an important meaning for a proper classification. On the other side, we could have
term features that occur very frequently in the test set, but infrequently in the
training set. These features might be underestimated for the representation of
certain categories.
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Consider for example the following three news headlines from the New York
Times:

(a) The Knicks open a four-game homestand Saturday against the
Philadelphia 76ers.
(b)The Boston Market is developing its franchise program.
(c) The Bobcats had set an ignominious franchise record with 59
points in their season-opening loss to Boston.

With respect to the BOW approach, (b) and (c) have a higher similarity due
to the overlap of term features (franchise, Boston). However, since (a) and
(c) are both about the next challenges of the national basketball association
(NBA), the BOW approach would lead us to a spurious classification. As
a result, introducing unjustified associations between the distinctive category
and the falsely interpreted word features. This example clearly shows that text
categorization is not only about the words occurring in texts, but also about
common (topic) concepts texts represent. Using the BOW, the connection
between words remain implicit, and might not be learned or comprised (e. g.
due to infrequent occurrences) in the training phase of a classifier, without
inducing external knowledge. Thus, the BOW approach does not account for
"... the contextual adjacency words on a linguistically plausible level" [90, pp.
23].

3.2.1

Utilizing Feature Construction

In order to overcome the issue of a bottleneck of knowledge acquisition – the
limitations of a BOW document representation – a topical or conceptual feature interpretation and knowledge enhancement needs to be established. In recent years, various studies of the NLP community addressed the issue of relying
on differently distributed feature data that could learn to predict categories.
While, some of them used probabilistic models inducing feature smoothing
[327] to avoid zero probabilities in the training phase, an enhancement of new
knowledge was not applied. Therefore, utilized features still remain those obtained from the BOW approach.
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Others induced additional information of external corpora, proposing a generalized vector space model [363], using a transfer learning technique of NBdriven classification [69], or introducing a layered abstraction-based method,
targeting the predicted membership toward topic models of other corpora [17].
Machine learning techniques address the problem among others by using SVMs
[128], or the combination of SVM and LSA, introducing Latent Semantic Kernels [64]. Consequently, considering an additional test set after the initial training phase, in order to minimize the error-rate (in terms of misclassifications).
With respect to computational methods comprising external resources, we can
identify three different branches by the resources they used. Corpus-based
methods use inter alia collocations for building associations to semanticallyrelated words in texts [23, 263, 165]. Approaches comprising semantic relations
(e. g. synonym, hyperonym) use lexical-semantic word-nets such as WordNet
[83], GermaNet [154] or EuroWordNet [332] to address the data sparseness
problem [244, 8]. Network-driven methods combine typically user-generated
content such as from the Open Directory Project (ODP) or Wikipedia with
machine learning techniques on basis of SVM [90, 91, 349, 370] or building a
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [26].

3.2.2

Towards the BOW by Topic Concepts

As a commonality, most of these attempts enhance their existing data set
using direct word relationships (e. g. semantic relations such as ’word a’ is a
hyperonym of ’word b’), significant co-occurrence neighbors (e. g. immediate
to the left, right or sentence based), or article titles of the Wikipedia (e. g.
/Barack Obama/) as additional term features. On the other side, there are
approaches, which induce topic-oriented concepts [8, 196, 290, 341, 346] for
a feature enhancement, following the idea that text categorization is about
the (topical) concepts that texts represent. Lexical semantic word nets, which
are evidently widely used and accepted in the NLP community, offer, on the
one side a rich structured data resource, since they are built and provided by
linguistic experts, and on the other side they lack in terms of word coverage.
None of the above stated lexical word nets contain significantly more than
100, 000 lemmata of one language, whereas more than ten-times the amount
of lexemes can be found in (web-based) corpora and resources of a decent size.
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In addition, the hierarchy of these resources (e. g. connected lexemes by
their semantic relations) are more or less static (in terms of expandable), as
defined by linguistic experts (which are expensive in both time and money).
In this context, the dynamic aspects of social ontologies will help to overcome the static property of word net taxonomies and their delimited word
coverage. Therefore, enabling information retrieval systems to access the rich
knowledge of social networks and social ontologies, as a source of terminological knowledge, will help to overcome the bottleneck of knowledge acquisition,
and improve the performance of text categorization. As a note to the commonly used terminology, even though dictionaries, directories or taxonomies
most commonly use ’category’ as their initial term for nodes, the usage refers
mostly to topical labels of individual documents. In this thesis, we refer to
those topical entries as concepts, such as the definition of concepts of attributes
in a vector space.

3.3

Social Semantic Concept Clouds

The methodology that we propose for the improvement of traditional document models for text categorization integrates external knowledge and data
structures to enhance existing representation formats. Aggregated concepts
are thereby used for the construction of topic- and context-related concept
clouds (see Definition 3.3.2), which are subsequently either added to the prior
constructed document representation model (e. g. BOW) of the classified text
or used as an entry point to the comprised social ontology (see Definition 3.3.1)
structure.
Definition 3.3.1. Social Ontology (Mehler [191, pp. 3]):
Let S be a social ontology given as an empirical system S = (C, R, >) such
that C is a set of empirical categories and R ⊆ C 2 is the empirical relation
over C where for all (Ci , Cj ) ∈ R it holds that Ci is the supertype of its subtype
Cj or Ci is a holonym of Cj or Ci is otherwise superordinate to Cj . Further,
> ∈ C is the unique main category of S.
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Figuratively speaking, for a given text fragment, we are taking a ’knowledge
breath 15 ’ to either enrich the initial feature set with semantically-related topic
concepts as textual features, or map the input text onto the ontology structure
(e. g. category taxonomy) for a further graph-related processing. In this way
we are heading towards an increase of the expressiveness of the latent topics
in texts.
Definition 3.3.2. Concept Cloud:
A set of semantically-related (e. g. semantic relation, semantic relatedness)
concepts C (e. g. topic) as a conceptual representation (e. g. token, categories
or phrases) of a given object T (e. g. input text fragment).
We argue that with the semantic extension of traditional document models,
a possibly better understanding of the actual document content and context
may be achieved, thus improving the effectiveness of text categorization. From
a computational point of view, the idea of feature enhancement follows in
principle, the notion of mapping a given text fragment onto the structural
components (e. g. taxonomy) of a reference knowledge repository (e. g. social
ontology). The actual ontology descriptors (e. g. category labels) and also
the associated content information (e. g. article collection) may then be used
as a set of topic-related concepts. In short, the proposed notion of feature
enhancement can be subdivided into four different phases (see Figure 3.3):
a) The input document is converted into an initial document representation
model (e. g. BOW).
b) The document representation is subsequently mapped/classified onto/by
the concept structure of a given knowledge base (e.g social ontology).
c) The concept descriptors derived from the knowledge base are used as an
additional feature set (e. g. category label).
d) The constructed feature set is added to the initial document representation, which in itself is then used for further processing (e. g. text categorization).
15

In this context, knowledge breath refers to the task of enhancing the existing document

representation with additional features.
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Figure 3.3: Application flow of an enhancement of a document representation
by means of concepts derived from a reference ontology.

3.3.1

Constructing Concept Knowledge

We use external resources to provide background knowledge about a document
contents. In principle, any comprised knowledge repository must comply with
the following requirements [90, pp. 31]:
1. Let the knowledge base be a collection of concepts C = {c1 , ..., cn }. For
example, such concepts can be category or article labels from social networks, but also synset 16 labels from lexical word net databases or single
terms derived from a corpus using statistical methods.
2. Furthermore, let there be a collection of texts that are associated to each
concept. These textual objects serve as reference points instantiating
individual concepts referred to as entire article text collections, example sentences or associated tokens. We refer to these objects as Ti =
{ti,1 , ..., ti,m } as a set of textual objects associated with ci , i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
3. Further, let R = {r1 , ..., rp } be a collection of relations, where each relation is a set of pairs of concepts rk = (ci , cj ). Such relations can be
appointed by lexical relations such as hyponomy and synonymy spanning
a hierarchical structure or more generally spoken by an "is-a" relation.
16

A synset represents a concept in lexical-semantic nets such as WordNet or GermaNet,

and contains a set of words, each of which has a sense that names that concept.
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The task of concept cloud construction maps a given text fragment defined as
a set of words W onto a number of associated concepts C on the basis of their
reference to comprised textual objects T . In particular, we need to build a
mapping f : W → C, which is capable in mapping individual documents, text
fragments or single tokens onto a open set of concepts. This task reflects a classical text categorization scenario, where documents are classified to predefined
categories (in our case collaboratively constructed concepts).
Previous approaches already introduced different repositories for feature
construction such as the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) taxonomy [140,
368], the Yahoo Web Directory (YWD) [72, 162], or the Open Directory Project
(ODP/DMOZ) [95, 103, 301]. In this work we comprise three different knowledge repositories (Table 3.1) for the task of concept cloud generation:
1. Co-occurrence networks: A concept may be typified through attributes (words and multi-word units) that significantly co-occur in a
given context (e. g. sentence occurrences). Co-occurrence relations are
labelled by their significance value. In this work, we utilize the dataset
of the Leipziger Wortschatz Projekt [22, 114, 251] in order to obtain the
co-occurrence statistics.
2. Terminological ontologies: Lexical networks such as WordNet offer
a powerful resource of expert knowledge. Hence, as described in the
previous section, they evolve within a much longer timescale. Concepts
are instantiated thereby through synset and lemmata information, which
are connected through different lexical relations such as synonymy and
hyperonymy. We will utilize as a reference line, GermaNet as the German
pendant to WordNet as our source of terminological knowledge.
3. Social ontologies: Social networks such as the Wikipedia offer a wide
range of domain-specific knowledge through their partly high-quality article collection. Concepts reflect in this sense the category taxonomy,
where the article collection is associated to. As the most prominent
example of social networks we utilize the category taxonomy of the
Wikipedia dataset for feature construction.
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KB

Concepts

Relation

|C|

Edges

|R|

GermaNet

words, synsets

+

≈ 0.1 million

word & sense

≈ 0.3 million

Wikipedia

article titles, categories

+

≈ 1.5 million

hyperlinks

≈ 19.0 million

Leipzig

words

+

≈ 10.0 million

co-occurrence

≈ 60.0 million

Table 3.1: Knowledge repositories KB by comprised concept C and relation
R information from a graph perspective.

3.3.2

Inducing the Concept Space

Regardless of the actual purpose of application of feature construction, in terms
of inducing domain-specific knowledge (DSK) or general purpose knowledge
(DPK), our definition of a Concept Enhancement System (CES) is as follows
(see Algorithm 1). Given a resource of DSK or DPK, the CES operates similar
to a text classifier, representing concepts as vectors of the most characteristic
attribute features (e. g. words). In general, first a conversion of the ordinary
knowledge repository in the vector space of concept attributes is conducted.
Second, the identification of the most appropriate attributes for a given concept needs to be established. This task follows the notion of feature selection
with respect to classical text categorization systems. In consideration of social networks, the attribute selection can be based upon textual constraints
(e. g. tf, df or tfidf), but also on the network hyperlink-topology [184, 187]
(e. g. importance weighting by the number of incoming or outgoing hyperlinks
[229]). Thus, only those attributes are kept in the vector representation that
best describes the individual concept definition. Based on the attribute reduction, a concept reduction is deployed. This step is needed, since there might
be concept vectors, which comprise an insufficient number of attributes, and
thereby mislead the concept representation (e. g. concepts that contain only
two attributes). On the other hand, building a CES out of a large knowledge
repository may lead to millions of induced concepts and attributes. In order to
handle such a KB efficiently in a vector space representation - ensuring a reasonable classification flow – a convergence toward the most suitable concepts
needs to be assimilated.
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Figure 3.4: Outline of the hyperlink structure of a Wikipedia article contributions and the associated category taxonomy.
Once we have built the CES, any given input stream can be mapped onto
the vector space, extracting a number of appropriate concept definitions (e. g.
topically related), by using a similarity metric or classifier (e. g. NB [240],
Rocchio relevance feedback [266], cosine similarity [321], or centroid-classifiers
[312]).

3.4

From Social Networks To Social Semantic
Vectors

At the center of our approach of concept construction, we make use of the
most distinctive knowledge repository of social networks, instantiated by the
electronic encyclopedia Wikipedia 17 . This resource offers not only one of the
biggest human created document collection18 that is publicly available, but
also induces a comprehensive category taxonomy (social ontology), which is
17
18

http://www.wikipedia.org/
October 2009: The Wikipedia project is available for currently 264 different languages.

The German pendant comprises a number of 975, 494 articles (3, 083, 391 articles in English).
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Algorithm 1 Building SocialConceptClouds.
Concept Space Construction
Require: C,T ,Vces
for each c ∈ C do
Attribute mapping - set of documents associated to c
Vces (c) ← T (c)
Attribute weighting - term features are weighted by tf idf
Vces (c) ← aw(Vces (c))
Attribute selection - remove attributes with deficient concept affiliation
Vces (c) ← as(Vces (c))
Concept selection - remove concepts with deficient attribute affiliation
Vces (c) ← cs(Vces (c))
end for
Concept Cloud Construction
Require: Vces , Vinput (text).
Attribute weighting - term features of input text are weighted by tf idf
Vinput (text) ← aw(Vinput (text))
for each c ∈ C do
Score(c) ← sim(Vinput (text),Vces W (c))
end for
Let SocialConceptCloud be the set of concepts with highest Score(c)
return SocialConceptCloud

constructed in a hierarchical manner19 . Even further, users do not only create
new articles, but also manually categorize/tag the respective content through
already established or newly introduced category labels, which are connected to
the social ontology (e. g. Ontology → Knowledge representation → Information
science) (see Figure 3.3.2). Additionally, individual words or phrases within
an article, are interlinked (inducing hyperlinks) to other related contributions
within the corpus (e. g. Ontology → Hierarchy). Obviously, this hyperlink
19

The Wikipedia category taxonomy does not actually induce a classical tree-based tax-

onomy, but more an acyclic graph structure. We will analyze this issue in more detail in a
later section.
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structure formation - above the level of a single article contribution - can be
described by means of graph analysis [183].

3.4.1

Graph Structure of Social Networks

With respect to the types of hyperlinks induced by the social software20 , we
can identify among others21 the following:
• CategoryUp links: associates category nodes of the hierarchy, in terms
of superordination.
• CategoryDown links: associates category nodes of the hierarchy, in terms
of subordination.
• Category2Category links: associates category nodes to category nodes,
in terms of co-subordination.
• Page2Category links: associates document nodes to category nodes.
• PageAnchor links: associates different sections within a single contribution node.
• Page2PageIncoming links: associates a directed edge between another
document node (start node) to the observed document node (target
node).
• Page2PageOutgoing links: associates a directed edge between two document nodes, starting from the observed document node.
• Page2Ref links: associates document nodes to external reference nodes.

20

The used software, called MediaWiki (http://www.mediawiki.org/), allows a collabora-

tive writing, editing and revising of pages and hyperlinks, a wiki-website consists of.
21
The software allows a multitude of hyperlink types, such as links inducing the article
history, user pages, images or discussions.
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Note, with respect to a graph-based representation of the Wikipedia collection (see Figures 3.5 - 3.722 ), we only utilize the article and category contributions with their authored hyperlinks as described above. Let Gwiki = (V, E, σ)
be the graph representation of the Wikipedia collection, where V is the set of all
article nodes and E ⊆ V 2 the corresponding set of edges (induced hyperlinks),
and σ represents the set of edge types. Observing the graph structure of such
a complex network more closely, we can argue that the characteristics of the
Wikipedia article graph induces a Small World (SW) property [41, 183, 375]
and [212, 221, 222].

In this context, following Watts and Strogatz [351],

Figure 3.5: Forced minimum spanning tree representation of the German
Wikipedia collection. Orange edges denote article hyperlinks, green edges denote category hyperlinks, red edges denote the links to the main category.
any randomly chosen pair of nodes in Gwiki should have, on the one hand –
on average – a considerably short geodesic distance (in terms of the shortest
path between two vertices in the graph), while having, on the other hand, a
considerably higher level of cluster formation.

22

The figures depict a forced minimum spanning tree representation of the German

Wikipedia article and category graph, as calculated by the Walrus graph visualization tool
(http://www.caida.org/tools/visualization/walrus/).
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Figure 3.6: Graph representation of the German Wikipedia collection with all
comprised edges, article-to-article, category-to-category and redirects. White
edges are those not needed for the spanning tree representation.

Figure 3.7: Graph representation of the German Wikipedia collection, setting
the root-category Hauptkategorie at the center of the concept universe.
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With respect to the social network of Wikipedia (Gwiki ), both SW properties
can be identified [183, 191] (see Table 3.2). The average geodesic distance
between two random articles of the German Wikipedia collection is 3.55. In
other words, Bielefeld is only three clicks away from Paradise 23 but also from
Hell 24 .
Wiki

Lang

N odes

Edges

Cd

Ld

CCd

Cu

Lu

CCu

German de

1,467,762 31,858,920 0.06 4.36

0.76 0.10 3.55

0.95

French

fr

1,069,829 23,531,353 0.08 5.02

0.69 0.13 3.53

0.96

Dutch

nl

0.65 0.14 3.63

0.87

624,631 10,502,145

0.1 4.91

Table 3.2: Network topology of Wikis by language, nodes and edges. L denotes
the average geodesic distance, C the cluster formation and CC denotes the
cluster coefficient of the directed (d) and indirected (u) graph representation.
(cf. [186, 191])

While the SW property obviously supports an high information flow [57],
it also induces the complexity with respect to computational aspects. For
example (see Table 3.2), the graph representation of the German Wikipedia
induces 1, 467, 762 nodes and 31, 858, 920 edges (including user pages, images
and so on) [186]. In contrast, the English pendant is more than three times
larger than the German one (average geodesic distance Lu = 3.28 [375, pp.
7]). Thus, observing only edges that are directly pointing to or starting from
an article as in the example of Bielef eld, which will lead to a total of 609
incoming links (see Figure 3.8) and 1602 outgoing links – inducing quite a
dense graph representation. Nevertheless, similar to the algorithms applied
to the web (e. g. most notable the PageRank -Algorithm [229]), an analysis of
incoming links contributes toward the assessment of significance of contributed
articles. In the line of Gabrilovich [90, pp. 55], we therefore make use of the
internal and external hyperlink structure of ci ∈ V as an extended property of
23

The shortest path comprising the English Wikipedia graph: Bielefeld → Design →

Utopia → Paradise.
24
The shortest path comprising the English Wikipedia graph: Bielefeld → Berlin →
Lutheranism → Hell.
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Figure 3.8: Extract of the German Wikipedia article graph using hyperlinks
as edges starting from the article Bielefeld with a distance of one.
the used significance score Score(ci ) of the CES by:
Score(ci ) = Score(ci ) · log(log(num(P age2P ageIncoming(ci ))))

(3.1)

That is, highly interlinked, say referred, articles (e. g. 34, 697 hyperlinks point
to Berlin) reflect an higher content-based significance than articles with a lower
number of Page2PageIncoming edges (e. g. 7 edges point to Guttenbach). In
this sense, used concepts are not only represented through textual attributes,
but are additionally rated by their relevance to the context by means of the
hyperlink structure.

3.4.2

Constructing Social Semantic Vectors

In building a CES out of the document collection of Wikipedia, we are heading
towards the construction of a Social Semantic Vector Space 25 of a social network. More precisely, we are proposing to construct a two-folded vector space
25

Our term usage relates to a social semantics induced matrix representation, where the

vector components of the constructed matrices are vectors.
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representation, using both article and category concepts26 , which are interlinked to each other – instantiating the desired CES. Following this, we define
the title information of Wikipedia articles as the set of concepts Cart , and the
category nodes as the set of concepts Ccat . Concept attributes, defined as Tart ,
are thereby reflected through the words that occur in the individual articles.
At the center of the Wiki -based CES, a feature set reduction is applied. In
this context, we are reducing both, the number of concepts and attributes to
a minimum representation, comprising only the most significant term features
– pointing to their associated concepts. This is done for two reasons: first, the
dataset is rather big in terms of its comprised token index27 . For computational reasons, a reduction has to be applied in order to ensure a reasonable
classification flow. Second, we are focusing only on the most informative word
attributes, in order to circumvent feature noise in the classification process.
Therefore, attributes rated as minor informative are removed from the vector
space. Additionally, in the line of Gabrilovich and Markovitch [92], we are
building an inverted vector space representation. That is, instead of sorting
the concepts by attributes, we reverse the approach and construct an attributeconcept space. This accelerates the computational process, since we are able
to access the term index in a direct manner during classification. Following the
specification as described above, the construction of the social network-induced
semantic space representation as a CES is conducted by the following steps:
1. Document Preprocessing: The Wikipedia XML dump28 is downloaded. We used the the German Wikipedia snapshot as of January
19, 2009. After parsing the XML-dump (5, 2 Gb) comprising 756,444
articles, we conducted the preprocessing, inducing a tokenization, stopword removal, lemmatization and PoS-Tagging of all article texts (as
described in Chapter 2). In the second phase, a structure analysis was
performed. Hence, text types such as article, category, discussion, user
26

Note, we see article namespaces as concepts, which are typified by the article content

(attributes). Category entries of the category taxonomy are typified by the associated article
namespaces (attributes).
27
The English Wikipedia version contains more than 300 million words. In contrast, the
famous Britannica comprises 44 million words.
28
A complete copy of all Wikimedia wikis in the form of wikitext source and metadata
embedded in XML can be download at: http://download.wikimedia.org/
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or disambiguation pages were identified, redirect pages resolved. Finally,
the network topology on the basis of the induced hyperlinks was annotated.
2. Feature Weighting: In the line of traditional text categorization, word
occurrences in texts are counted as feature units, used for the feature
weighting task. As the function for validating these textual features, we
make use of the tf idf weighting (see Section 2.2). tf reflects thereby the
normalized term frequency, the idf refers to the inverse concept (article
or category respectively) frequency. In addition, each concept weight
is multiplied by the hyperlink-based significance weighting (Score(ci )),
quantifying the degree of concept and context (see previous Section).
3. Concept and Attribute Reduction: On the basis of the extracted
and weighted attribute and concept features, but also by their hyperlinkbased topology information, certain concepts and term features are removed from the initial KB. We ignored those articles, for example having
fewer than five Page2PageIncoming or Page2PageOutgoing hyperlinks.
Articles with less than 100 non stop-words or less than 10 "true"29 features were also removed. In the final step, a vector-length reduction is
performed. Thus, attributes whose feature weight falls below a threshold are excluded. As a result, the final vector representation comprised
248, 106 articles and 620, 502 lemmata. With respect to the category taxonomy, we have removed those categories with the highest Page2Category
proportion (e. g. pages such as "List of ...", "Born in ..." or "Death in
..."). These categories were rated as overestimated in terms of the significance to the context. The category vector representation consisted of
55, 707 category entries utilizing the 248, 106 articles.
Thus, we build two connected Social Semantic Vectors matrices, utilizing article and category concepts out of the KB, inducing a rigorous reduced vector
space representation. The idea behind our two-fold implementation is to enable the computation of concept similarities even if they do not have any direct
(article-based) features in common [194, pp. 11]. This follows inter alia the
29

True features are represented by their PoS-Tag. That is, we comprise only noun, adjec-

tive and verbs. All other features are ignored.
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idea of the weak contextual hypothesis as described by Miller and Charles [213,
pp. 8], which states that the difference of meaning correlates with difference of
its contextual distribution [108, pp. 156].
Generally, similarity measures, utilizing the traditional BOW approach, are
based mostly on the fraction of term features overlap. Since we are able to
query additional category concepts, connected to other (topical-related) article
concepts, which themselves again comprise a set of (article) term features, we
are able to enhance the existing term feature representation within a certain
scale. In this regard, we are not heading towards an explicit mentioned and
shared feature information, but instead, using implicit relatedness obtained
by common category reference. More formally, we construct a matrix using
the article concepts as the row component and the terms that occur in the
individual article text as the column. All term feature are weighted by using
the tf idf [272] scheme.
In the next step, we invert this matrix to a term-article matrix defined
as Vart . Feature reduction is performed by sorting all weighted article concepts in descending order (of each row) and removing those entries whose
tf idf scores are below a certain threshold (below 10% in comparison to the
highest article entry of the row). Subsequently, we observed the hyperlinktopology for each article concept as a reduction parameter. That is, we utilized
only those article concepts having more than >= 5 of Page2PageIncoming or
Page2PageOutgoing hyperlinks (see previous section). All other concepts are
left out of the index.
Therefore, the final Vart representation consists of a minimum number of
term features (represented as row entries in a matrix), with a minimum of
associated article concepts (represented as column entries in a matrix), on the
basis of our feature weighting function and the observed hyperlink structure.
For computational reasons, we sort all features of Vart by their weights in
descending order. Consequently, given an input word as a query request, we
are able to retrieve a number of article concepts, starting from the highest to
the lowest similarity30 .
As the second part of the Social Semantic Vector implementation, we connect article and category concepts of KB. In this sense, we construct an
30

Similarity in the sense of tf idf score.
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Figure 3.9: Overview of the construction of the Social Semantic Vector representation by means of the social network Wikipedia comprising article contributions and category taxonomy.
article-category matrix, defined as Vcat , where the rows represent article concepts and the column represent category nodes. Used article entries are those
from Vart . That is, for each article a number of categories are assigned. In
the line of the article-based matrix representation, the tf idf scheme is used
for feature weighting. Again, we sort Vcat in descending order by assigned
category weights (tf idf scheme). Therefore, given an article node as a query
parameter, we are able to retrieve a number of associated category concepts
that are also ordered by their feature weight.
Once both matrices (see Figure 3.9), Vart and Vcat , are constructed, we are
in the position to retrieve, given any input word that occurs in the term index,
a number of associated article concepts Vart (i, 1 : m), where i represents the
index of the query term. Consequential, we are able to also request a number
of category concepts Vcat (l, 1 : n), where l represents the index of the article.
Moreover, this enables us to map a given text fragment onto a number of
related article concepts on the basis of the matrix representation.
Let us consider some example texts, which were applied to the proposed
CES by means of the Social Semantic Vector implementation. Article concepts
refer thereby to the best31 five index entries within Vart . Analogously, category
concepts are derived from the best five index entries of Vcat .
31

Best in the sense of the highest association score.
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• InputText: "Die Gesellschaft wird ihre Minderheitsbeteiligung an der
Hermann Milke KG GmbH & Co gegen neue Vorzugsaktien in die Anneliese Zementwerke AG einbringen. Für die Ausgabe der neuen Vorzugsaktien wird ein Bewertungsgutachten notwendig, das eine in der AnnelieseBeteiligung steckende Stille Reserve aufdecken soll. [...]32 "
• Representation33 : Gesellschaft, Minderheitsbeteiligung, KG, GmbH,
Co, Vorzugsaktie, Anneliese, Zementwerk, AG, Ausgabe, Beteiligung,
Stille, Reserve
• Generated feature concepts:
– Article Concepts: Bauwelt / Agravis Raiffeisen / Baustoffkunde /
Raiffeisen / Baustoffhandel34
– Category Concepts: Wirtschaft / Unternehmen / Wirtschaftszweig
/ Handel und Dienstleistung / Handel35
• InputText: "Die französische Großbank hat 1996 deutlich besser verdient. Es entstand ein zurechenbarer Reingewinn von 4,544 Milliarden
Francs nach 3,817 Milliarden Francs im Vorjahr oder 52,1 (46,3) Franc
je Aktie. Die Anteilseigner sollen daran mit einer Netto-Dividende von
17,5 (16,0) Franc je Aktie teilhaben.[...]36 "
• Representation37 : Großbank, Reingewinn, Milliarde, Franc, Vorjahr,
Aktie, Anteilseigner, Netto, Dividende
• Generated feature concepts:
– Article Concepts: Kapitalerhöhung / Vorzugsaktie Aktie / Aktionär
/ Aktiensplit / Börsenkurs38
32

Text excerpt: brackets introduced by the author.
Lemmata-based noun representation used for the classification.
34
English translation: construction materials world / Agravis Raiffeisen a company trad33

ing construction materials / construction material science / Raiffeisen the trading company
/ trade in construction materials
35
English translation: economy / company / branch of economic activity / provision of
services / business
36
Text excerpt: brackets introduced by the author.
37
Lemmata-based noun representation used for the classification.
38
recapitalisation / preference stock / equity holder / stock split / stock exchange price
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– Category Concepts: Finanzmarkt / Finanzierung / Ökonomischer
Markt / Aktienmarkt / Wirtschaft39
• InputText: "Ein Stargate, das kann man sich vorstellen wie eine jener
Drehtüren, die im Slapstick Verbrecher oder Komödianten unvermittelt
in den benachbarten Raum katapultiert haben. Mit dem Unterschied, daß
der geheime Klappmechanismus sich nicht einfach nur zum Nebenzimmer
öffnet, sondern zu einem Millionen Lichtjahre entfernten Planeten.[...]40 "
• Representation41 : Stargate, Slapstick, Verbrecher, Komödiant, Raum,
Unterschied, Nebenzimmer, Million, Lichtjahr, Planet
• Generated feature concepts:
– Article Concepts: Stargate (Film) / Roland Emmerich / Karl Walter Lindenlaub / 10.000 B. C. / Zeitreise42
– Category Concepts: Film / Darstellende Kunst / Filmtitel / Werk
der Darstellenden Kunst / Medien43
• InputText: "Wenn man in Sachsen ein Bett sucht. Wo finde ich abends
um zwanzig Uhr noch ein Hotelbett für unter 100 Mark? Der Geschäftspartner bevorzugt chinesische Küche, wo kann ich mit ihm stilvoll essen?
Welche Bar hat noch nachts um zwei offen? [...]44 "
• Representation45 : Sachsen, Bett, Uhr, Hotelbett, Mark, Geschäftspartner, Küche, Bar

39

financial market / financing / financial exchange / stock market / economy
Text excerpt: brackets introduced by the author.
41
Lemmata-based noun representation used for the classification.
42
English translation: Stargate (the movie) / Roland Emmerich (German movie director)
40

/ Karl Walter Lindenlaub (director of photography) / 10.000 B. C. (american movie) /
journey through time
43
English translation: cinema / performing arts / film title / work of performing arts /
media
44
Text excerpt: brackets introduced by the author.
45
Lemmata-based noun representation used for the classification.
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• Generated feature concepts:
– Article Concepts: Lastminute / Reisevertrag / Reise Individualreise
/ Tourismus in der DDR / Cluburlaub46
– Category Concepts: Wirtschaftszweig / Dienstleistungssektor /
Freizeitindustrie / Tourismus / Verkehrswirtschaft

47

• InputText: "Große Schlacht um den Euro. Waterloo, Verdun, Stalingrad - und jetzt Brüssel: Um den Euro zu retten und die Spekulanten zu
zähmen, haben die Staats- und Regierungschefs der EU binnen Stunden
Beschlüsse gefasst, die in vielen Jahren nicht vorstellbar gewesen waren.
Es ist eine Revolution[...]48 "
• Representation49 : Schlacht, Verdun, Stalingrad, Brüssel Euro, Spekulant, Staat, Regierungschef, EU, Stunde, Beschluß, Jahr, Revolution
• Generated feature concepts:
– Article Concepts: Schlacht bei Wavre / Lohnausgleich / Devisenmarkt / Grenzschlachten / Lambert II.50
– Category Concepts: Thema nach Staat / Geschichte nach Staat /
Europa / Militärwesen / Europäische Geschichte51
As shown above, it seems that our Wikipedia-based feature generator (Social
Semantic Vector (SSV)-based CES) is able to reveal the latent topic52 of texts
by means of topic-related category concepts on a satisfying level. As for instance: "Wenn man in Sachsen ein Bett sucht" 7→ Tourismus; "Stargate" 7→
46

English translation: last-minute travel / tourist travel contract / personal tours /

tourism in the German Democratic Republic (DDR)
47
English translation: branch of the economy / services sector / leisure industry / tourism
/ transport economics
48
Text excerpt: brackets introduced by the author.
49
Lemmata-based noun representation used for the classification.
50
English translation: Battle of Wavre / wage adjustment / exchange market / frontier
battle / Lambert II. - German count of Brussels who died 1054 in a battle in Tournai.
51
English translation: topic by country / history by country / europe / armed forces /
european history
52
Latent topics in the sense of the identification of topics in texts, were the actual assigned
topic label do not necessarily need to occur in the observed document.
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Film; "Großbank" 7→ Wirtschaft; However, "Große Schlacht um den Euro"
7→ Militärwesen. In this context, the features Schlacht, Verdun and Stalingrad have mislead the feature generator to the category military rather than
currency in Europe. Nonetheless, with respect to our idea of a topic-based
extension of a document representation model used for text categorization, we
are now able to approach this task from two different points of view: As shown
in Figure 3.10, we could apply (Vart )(Vcat )i≤j≤p as the concept cloud, which is
added to the existing document representation. Thus, we map a given input
document onto the representation of the social ontology using the SSV implementation, and utilize the constructed category or article concepts to enhance
the existing document representation.

Figure 3.10: Enhancement-based document similarity model: Similarity (s) of
document (1) and (2) by means of a feature enhancement of a shared concept
cloud representation (3). (a) and (c) represent the links associated to enhanced
(shared) concepts among individual texts and concepts derived from a social
ontology. (b) denotes the initial overlap of textual features between (1) and
(2) prior enhancement. (I) represents reference level (social ontology); (II)
represents the document level.
On the other hand, as shown in Figure 3.11, we could also abstract from the
entire input document representation after the concept construction. Instead
of enhancing the existing document representation, we are using the comprised
category information to determine the document similarity. Within the social
ontology of the Wikipedia collection, each category node has a set of assigned
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article contributions. Therefore, the similarity of two documents di and dj
may be determined by:
δ(di , dj ) = δ(Vartdi , Vartdj );

(3.2)

δ(di , dj ) = δ(Vcatdi , Vcatdj );

(3.3)

or

In this context, the similarity of di and dj is determined by the entire content features of the respective constructed Wikipedia document contributions
(Vartdi , Vartdj ). Even further, we could also use all articles that are associated
to the constructed category concepts of Vcatdi and Vcatdj respectively, and calculate the similarity by means of the entire document content. Utilizing all
articles that are comprised by the individual category nodes. In both cases,
the compared input documents, di and dj , are represented as attribute vectors
using all Wikipedia article content. Attribute vectors are then compared using the cosine metric (see Section 2.2.3). The similarity of two documents is
thereby determined by its similarity of comprised article-category information.

Figure 3.11: Ontology-based document similarity model: Similarity (s) of documents (1) and (2) by means of mapped concept cloud representations (3) and
(4). (a) and (b) denotes the mapping of the respective text onto associated
concepts from a social ontology. (s) denotes the average similarity between
each mapped concepts. (I) represents the reference level (social ontology); (II)
represents the document level.
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3.4.3

Concluding Remarks

Our strategy in building a two-folded social network-driven semantic space,
utilizing Vart and Vcat , focuses on the extraction of topic-related concepts derived from a large knowledge repository built by a multitude of volunteers of
an online community. We therefore treat the task of concept extraction out
of a KB, as a task of mapping a document onto the conceptual structure of
a social ontology [51, 195, 209]. Different to the proposal of Gabrilovich and
Markovitch [91], using Wikipedia-based article title information to construct
a feature enhancement, we are focusing on the task of mapping a given text
fragment or document onto the social ontology, instantiated by the Wikipedia
category taxonomy. Our proposed algorithm serves as a method in finding the
"right"53 entry points into the taxonomy. Once the input text is connected to
the category structure, we can apply different (text- and graph-related) algorithms from the domain of information retrieval to predict the overall topics of
distinctive documents, or to enhance the existing document representation by
means of category concepts. With respect to the tasks of topic identification
and document similarity, we will present a detailed analysis of the proposed
approach in the next chapter.

53

"right" in the sense of the most significant and topical related categories in the Wikipedia

dataset on the basis of a two-fold vector representation.

Chapter 4
Evaluation of Social
Network-induced Content Models
In this chapter we present the evaluation of our model of a Social Semantics
in Information Retrieval. In Section 4.1, we describe the analysis of the proposed Social Semantic Vector (SSV) representation with regards to term-term
associations. That is, we formulate a method for assessing the semantic relatedness by exploring the distributional properties of the social network. As
we argue that the incorporation of external knowledge (instantiated by topicrelated concepts) derived from social networks and social ontologies will lead
to an improvement of text classification, we will continue with the analysis by
means of two subsequent evaluation scenarios:
• The first experiment focuses on the construction and evaluation of Open
Topic Models by using a topic generalization technique. Hence, we aim
to analyze the performance of a topic-related text analysis within a topic
identification experimental setup, utilizing the proposed Social Semantic
Vector implementation (Section 4.2.4) as a resource. More precisely, we
will evaluate the accuracy of extracting topic labels by means of concepts
derived from an open topic universe.
• The second experiment sets the focus on the semantic extension of existing document representations formats. That is, we systematically evaluate the performance of topic-orientated feature enhancement for the task
of text categorization by means of Closed Topic Models. This approach
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will be analyzed by two different experiments. First, we utilize a large
corpus of newspaper articles and compare the achieved results with reference implementations – utilizing the classical apparatus of text categorization (e. g. SVM). Second, we apply the method of feature construction
to a corpus of meta data as provided by the Open Archives Initiative to
derive document snippets as minimized document representations. This
approach follows the idea of reducing both the time and space complexity of the document processing by using a minimum amount of textual
information for the classification task. Thus, we circumvent the problem
of data sparseness by providing reliable topic-related classifications.

4.1

Social Semantic Relatedness

In this section, we present a first analysis of the proposed SSV representation.
That is, we want to analyze the SSV by means of quantifying semantic relatedness of texts from a social semantics perspective. In particular, we wish to
answer the question of the influence of collaboratively constructed resources
(instantiated by the SSV implementation) on the determination of term-term
associations. While humans can intuitively assess the relatedness of two word
forms or text fragments, determining it by automatic means is still a challenge.
Consider the following example: How related are "Bill Gates" and "Yahoo"?1
In general, the reasoning of semantic relatedness (SR) performed by humans
plays a significant role in the lexical retrieval of human cognition. SR is one of
the fundamental concepts in the study of the conceptual memory of humans.
It has been shown [7, 55, 285] that semantically related terms do influence the
(semantic) processing of one another. For example, a mouse is faster recognized, if it is primed by cat 2 . This follows the theory of spreading activation
[55] or the related ACT theory of Anderson [7], which argues that long-term
memory contains interlinked units of information. These connections produce
associations between those units, controlling the information retrieval by a hu1
2

On the basis of our proposed Semantic Relatedness method the answer would be 0.64
While there are different areas within the phenomenon priming [84], e. g. repetition prim-

ing: mouse → mouse, the semantic priming mouse → cat, or the associative priming: mouse
→ elephant, we are focusing on the basic concept of SR from a computational perspective
only.
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man. Most importantly, these ties are based on personal experience and are
not necessarily logical. Following this, humans are more likely to retrieve information from memory if it relates to information they already have processed
(priming). With respect to the domain of NLP, the computation of semantic
relatedness is an important task for a variety of applications such as spelling
error detection, word sense disambiguation or information extraction. In the
context of computational linguistics, we first have to distinguish between two
closely related phenomena. Following Budanitsky and Hirst [36, pp. 1], we
define the following:
Definition 4.1.1. Semantic Similarity:
If two terms are from a linguistic point of view similar and, share some aspects
of meaning, e. g. connected through semantic relations such as hypernymy or
synonymy (e. g. home - residence), they are defined as semantically similar.
Definition 4.1.2. Semantic Relatedness:
Two terms can be semantically strongly related without having a semantic similarity or meaning in common, but showing a strong associative relationship
(e. g. car - street), or are related by different linguistic categories (e. g. grass green). This relationship is defined as semantic relatedness.
This section aims to provide an algorithm to determine the SR of a given
word pair by automatic means utilizing social network data. We utilize the
proposed Social Semantic Vectors implementation, using the distributional
properties of the comprised social concepts, as a resource for the computation
of SR. We will first present an overview of current state-of-the-art approaches
to SR. Second, we will provide the algorithm for the computation and measuring of SR, which good performance will be evaluated by means of an extensive
experimental setup [345]. Hence, we will analyze sixteen different algorithms,
inducing two languages, and four different resources, by means of a reference
data set, which was obtained from two different human judgement experiments.

4.1.1

Related Work

A large variety of algorithms in computing SR has been proposed in the past
decade. However, due to different evaluation setups, in terms of comprised
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resources or reference data sets, a clear picture of their ability to compute SR,
which correlates to humans, remains unanswered. With respect to evaluation,
most commonly, human judgement experiments are conducted. In this context,
a number of volunteers rate, within a fixed scale, their interpretation of SR for
an observed list of term pair candidates. The performance of the proposed SR
algorithms are then evaluated by directly comparing the automatic computed
scores with those obtained from the human judgement experiment. As the
scoring function, the Pearson correlation coefficient is used.
With respect to English-based human judgement experiments, Rubenstein
and Goodenough [269] compiled one of the first reference data sets comprising
65 word-pairs. The second most cited human-judged set of word pairs was
compiled by Miller and Charles [213], inducing 30 word-pairs. In 2006, BoydGraber et al. [31] presented a collection of 120, 000 concept pairs, rated by 20
volunteers, focusing on the evocation 3 of concepts. In 2001, Finkelstein et al.
[85] presented the WordSimilarity collection, comprising 353 term pair entries.
With respect to German reference data sets, there are two different proposals:
• First, a translation of the word-pair list of Rubenstein and Goodenough
[269], proposed by Gurevych [104]
• Second and most recently, a data set compiled by Cramer and Finthammer [60]. This collection comprises two lists of word pairs. A set of 100
noun word pairs, manually collected from diverse semantic classes (e. g.
autumn and winter). The other one induces 500 term pairs as part of
collocations or associations (e. g. clown and marquee).
With respect to algorithms for an automatic modelling of associations between words or text fragments, various methods have been proposed in the
past. Based on their used resources, we can identify three different groups.
Distributional methods can be defined in approaches establishing relatedness
on direct co-occurrence in text (1st order). For example, utilizing frequency
information of co-occurrences [314, 355], using bi-grams [135], deducing an
information-based sequence distance [157], by the induction of search engine
indices as the Google page-counts [52, 53], or on comparing the similarity of
contexts in which two terms occur, defined as 2nd order approaches. With
3

The term evocation is defined as a shared meaning of concepts.
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respect to the semantic processing, the Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [74]
has obtained particular attention. As described in Section 2.2.4 the LSA is
based on a term×context matrix A, displaying the occurrences of each word in
each text context. Most recently, Widdows and Ferraro [356] proposed a Javabased implementation called Semantic Vectors, which promises to perform as
successfully as techniques like LSA. However, it does not rely on complex
procedures such as SVD. The second group, where numerous measure of SR
([117, 150, 159, 260, 364]) have been proposed, induce a lexical-semantic net
like Princeton WordNet [83], EURO-WordNet [332] or its German counterpart
GermaNet [154]. An overview of a broad variety of lexical-semantic net induced measures can be found in Cramer [59] and Waltinger et al. [345]. As a
commonality, most of these SR measures are using only the hyponym relations
in WordNet, and can therefore be regarded as measures of similarity [36, pp.
2]. As for example, the Leacock-Chodorow measure [150], computes the length
of the shortest path between two synonym sets and scales it by the depth of
the complete hyponym-tree.
relLC (s1 , s2 ) = − log

2 · sp(s1 , s2 )
2 · dTree

(4.1)

Let s1 and s2 be two synonyms and sp(s1 , s2 ) the length of shortest path
between s1 and s2 in the hyponym-tree. dTree represents the overall depth
of the hyponym-tree DTree . In contrast, the lexical-semantic net measure of
Resnik [260], induces also the hyponym-tree and in addition a frequency list,
utilizes the information content in order to compute the similarity between
two synonym sets.
P
p(s) :=

w∈W (s)

freq(w)

TotalFreq

(4.2)

IC(s) := − log p(s)

(4.3)

relRes (s1 , s2 ) = IC(lcs(s1 , s2 ))

(4.4)

where freq(w) defines the frequency of a word within a corpus. W (s) is the
set of the synonym set s and all its direct/indirect hyponym synonym sets.
TotalFreq defines the sum of the frequencies of all words in the lexical semanticnet. IC(s) is defined as the information content of the synonym set s.
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However, by definition, all of the utilized lexical-semantic net measures are
only able to access connections between words and synsets. Therefore, only
systematic semantic relations, such as hyponymy or meronymy, can be directly
accessed and calculated. Unsystematic connections, such as associations, are,
due to the strongly specified resource, hardly determinable4 . As a third group,
we can identify measures establishing social networks such as the online encyclopedia Wikipedia as a resource for the computation of SR. These methods
focus mainly on either the hyperlink structure [215], the vector space model
(VSM) and/or on category taxonomy for graph related measures [246, 371].
Gabrilovich and Markovitch [92] proposed a method called Explicit Semantic
Analysis, which represents term similarity by a high-dimensional space of article concepts derived from Wikipedia. SR of a pair of terms is computed by
comparing the article concept vector A with B using the cosine metric.

4.1.2

The Measure of Wiki Semantic Relatedness

In this section, we propose the Wiki Semantic Relatedness Measure. In general, our approach determines the SR by the use of concept-based frequency
information only, using the two-folded Social Semantic Vectors implementation. The basic idea behind our approach is that words with a related or
associated meaning tend to occur together in a defined topic context [213]5 .
We are following thereby a search-engine based word similarity distance presented by Cilibrasi and Vitanyi [53] proposing the so called Google similarity
distance(GD)6 . In a nutshell, the GD measure is derived by the number of
returned search engine hits for a given pair of keywords weighted by the hits
4

At the current version (April 2010) of GermaNet [154] there are 66,928 hyperonymy/hy-

ponymy relations and 1,362 conceptual relations typified as association (http://www.sfs.unituebingen.de/GermaNet/). With regards to WordNet [83], Gangemi et al. [94] developed a
hybrid bottom-up top-down approach to autmatically extract associations in terms of a set
of conceptual relations.
5
weak contextual hypothesis: the contextual similarity of words - their tendency to occur
in similar contexts - contributes to their meaning. That is, the more often two words can
be substituted into the same contexts the more similar in meaning they are judged to be
6
The semantic distance can be regarded as the inverse of both semantic relatedness and
semantic similarity [37].
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of the single keywords respectively. The GD is defined as:
GD(x, y) =

G(x, y) − min(G(x), G(y))
max(G(x), G(y))

(4.5)

where the Google code of length G(x) represents the shortest expected prefixcode word length of the associated Google event x. The expectation is taken
over the Google distribution g. The g-distribution refers to the web pages
indexed by Google. Therefore, this distribution changes over time, but holds
in the sense of an instantaneous snapshot, as an approximation of g [53, pp.
6]. Hence, using the search index of Google, an almost unsurpassed quantity
of information is accessible. Nevertheless, with respect to the resources used
for the calculation we claim that a smaller although more controlled corpus is
more important than a quantity as available by the Google search index [138].
We therefore follow the proposal of Cilibrasi and Vitanyi [53], however using
the concept vectors representation as a resource to obtain needed frequency
information. More formally, we define the Concept Vector Distance CV D as:
CV D(x, y) =

max{log(f (x)), log(f (y))} − log(f (x, y))
log M − min{log(f (x)), log(f (y))}

(4.6)

where f (x) is the number of concepts retrieved by word x (e. g. f (x) = 10, if
ten Wikipedia categories are associated to the term x). f (y) is the number of
concepts associated to word y and f (x, y) is the number of unique concepts
returned by x, y together (e. g. f (x, y) = 2, if only two categories are associated
with both terms x and y). M is the total size of our concept vector index.
As described in Section 3.4.2, we have built a two-folded vector representation
of the Wikipedia dataset. First, Vart , representing article concepts and term
attributes as an inverted index. Second, Vcat gathering article and category
concepts. Our approach combines both concept vectors to a weighted concept
vector-driven distance. We refer to the article concept distance as CV Dart (x, y)
and CV Dcat (x, y) as the distance derived from the category concept vector.
Consequently, we define the Wiki Semantic Distance (W SD) as:
W SD(x, y) = δi · CV Dart (x, y) + δj · CV Dcat (x, y);

(4.7)

where δ is a weighting parameter. In order to determine the Wiki Semantic
Relatedness (W SR) score of a pair of keywords we invert the resulting distance:
W SR(x, y) = 1 − W SD(x, y)

(4.8)
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where W SR(x, y) = 0 equals no relatedness of the keyword candidates, and
W SR(x, y) = 1 deduces a high semantic relatedness on the basis of the concept
vectors. It is the combination of article and category related concepts which
enables us to measure a relatedness score of term pair candidates that do not
explicitly occur together within one article. Therefore, the extension of the
frequency based concept contexts allow us to derive implicit relatedness scores.
To use an example, consider the keywords Bill Gates and Yahoo. We can infer
a semantic relatedness for both candidates, however they do not occur together
within one article of the article vector representation7 . Anyhow, both terms
share related category information, which is comprised by CV Dcat . In the
line of distributional properties, we combine direct co-occurrences information,
using Vart , indirect (context-based) occurrences by the consideration of Vcat .
That is, identifying the latent relationships from a category perspective. As
Table 4.1 will depict in the next section, our approach allows us gain valuable
relatedness scores within different domains.
Word 1

Word 2

WSR (Word1, Word2)

Google

Sergei Brin

.784

Microsoft

Sergei Brin

.645

Microsoft

Bill Gates

.875

Yahoo

Bill Gates

.525

Federal Bureau of Investigation

FBI

.970

Central Intelligence Agency

FBI

.618

CDU (German party)

Angela Merkel

.756

SPD (German party)

Angela Merkel

.633

Angela chancellor

Merkel

.952

winter

snow

.798

summer

snow

.515

Table 4.1: Example WSR scores for different domains

7

There are actually three German Wikipedia articles online, where both keywords occur

together. However, this holds not for the reduced vector representation as used in this thesis.
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4.1.3

Experimental Evaluation

The purpose of our experiment is two-fold: first, to analyze the performance
in comparison to a broad variety of current state-of-the-art algorithms for
computing SR. That is, how does the W SR algorithms correlate to humanjudged reference sets. Second, to observe the algorithms from a theoretical
point of view. In this regard, we analyze the run-time and coverage property
of the SR measures respectively.
Reference Dataset
Since our aim is to provide a comprehensive comparison to state-of-the-art
approaches, we utilize three different data sets comprising two languages and
compare the performance of the W SR method with sixteen other measures.
For the German language, we utilize the set created by Gurevych [104]. It is
a translation of Rubenstein and Goodenough [269], inducing 65 word pairs.
Second, we conduct experiments on the two-folded reference line of Cramer
and Finthammer [60], comprising a total of 600 word pairs. Test set (A) contains 100 word pairs (inducing semantic classes), and collection B contains 500
randomized word pairs with not more than 20 % of collocations and associations8 . Note, the German net-based reference results were calculated on the
German resource GermaNet v. 5.09 . We use the Pearson correlation coefficient for the German dataset. With regards to the English language, we used
the WordSimilarity-353 dataset [85]10 .
Results
In summarizing, the proposed semantic relatedness WSR measure performed
very well. Tables 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 show the results for all three German resources comparing lexical network (e. g. Leachock & Chodorow, Hirst & StOnge, Resnik), distributional (LSA, Google) and Wikipedia-based measures.
8

See Cramer and Finthammer [60] for detailed information about the experiment and

the constructed data sets.
9
All net-based measures have been kindly provided by Irene Cramer using GermaNet
Pathfinder v. 0.83 [87].
10
The reference results for the English language were reported using the Spearman correlation coefficient. Although, we argue that the Pearson correlation coefficient should be
applied.
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Test

Leacock &

Wu &

Jiang &

set

Chodorow

Palmer

Resnik

Conrath

Lin

r Set A

0.48

0.36

0.44

0.46

0.48

r Set B

0.17

0.21

0.24

0.25

0.27

Coverage

86.9%

86.9%

86.9%

86.9%

86.9%

t/pair (ms)

<10

<10

<10

<10

<10

Test

Hirst &

Tree

Graph

set

St-Onge

path

path

r Set A

0.47

0.41

0.42

r Set B

0.32

0.11

0.31

Coverage

86.9%

86.9%

86.9%

t/pair (ms)

1110

<10

3649

Table 4.2: Pearson correlations results of the net-based measures by term
coverage and processing time using the Cramer test set (German).

Table 4.5 shows the results for the German GU R − 65 dataset. Reference results were obtained by Cramer [59] and Gurevych [104]; results of the LSA were
kindly provided by Tonio Wandmacher [348]. A detailed description of the applied reference methods can be found in Waltinger et al. [345]. Table 4.6 shows
the results of the English experiments. The results of the Explicit Semantic
Analysis (ESA) were computed by applying the method of Gabrilovich and
Markovitch [92] on the German and English Wikipedia document collection.
Primarily, we can identify that the measures comprising lexical networks as
a resource for the determination of SR show rather low correlation coefficients
(r= 0.11 - 0.48). The distributional measures (LSA, Google) perform better. However, W SR outperforms all other relatedness scores for the German
language. With regards to the English dataset. The original ESA implementation reports a Spearmann correlation of 0.75 in contrast to W SR of 0.72.
Our re-implementation of this method ESA2 shows a correlation of 0.70. This
might be due to the selected snapshot of the Wikipedia dump or could relate to
differences in the pre-processing of this resource. The results of the Semantic
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Test

PMI

Google

NSD

LSA

set

Google

Quotient Google

(newspaper)

r Set A

0.37

0.27

0.37

0.64

r Set B

0.34

0.31

0.36

0.63

Coverage

100%

100%

100%

87.0%

t/pair (ms)

<10

<10

<10

<10

Table 4.3: Pearson correlations, coverage and processing time per pair of the
distributional measures tested using the Cramer test set (German).
Test

WSR

CVDcat

set

ESA

Semantic

Wiki Graph

LSA

(Wiki)

Vectors

Path

(Wiki)

r Set A

0.77

0.57

0.51

0.52

0.49

0.65

r Set B

0.64

0.36

0.28

0.44

0.37

0.57

Coverage

100%

79.8%

99.1%

75.9%

92.0%

83.8%

t/pair (ms)

850

<10

1299

240

2301

<10

Table 4.4: Pearson correlations of the Wikipedia-based measures by coverage
and processing time using the Cramer test set (German).
Vector package are based on the implementation of Widdows and Ferraro [356]
using the Wikipedia dataset, gaining only mediocre results. In a nutshell, the
W SR performs best on all three German datasets gaining a Person correlation
of up to .77.

4.1.4

Concluding Remarks

In general, we can argue that based on the differences between the applied
approaches, the choice of the resource has a strong influence on the calculation of SR. That is, determining the SR using small but expert-structured
resources such as a lexical-semantic net perform inferior to completely unstructured (plain text) or semi-structured (WSR) resources as by using the
Wikipedia collection. With reference to coverage, the web-based measures
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Test

Google

Lesk1

Lesk2

Lesk3

set

(DWDS)

(radial)

(hypernym)

r Set GU R − 65 0.59

0.53

0.55

0.60

Test

WND

ESA1

WSR

0.56

0.75

Resnik

set

(Wiki)

r Set GU R − 65 0.72

0.71

Table 4.5: Pearson correlations to human estimates utilizing the GUR-65
dataset (German).

Test

WordNet

Roget‘s

Wiki

set

Thesaurus

Relate

r Set W ordSim − 353 0.35

0.55

0.48

0.56

Test

ESA.

ESA2

WSR

0,70

0.75

0.72

ESA-ODP

r Set W ordSim − 353 0.65
Table 4.6:

LSA

Spearman correlations to human estimates tested on the Word-

Similarity 353 dataset (English).

(but also the WSR) clearly outperform all other approaches (German). However, the lowest coverage scores are still over 75%, lexical-wordnet and LSA
achieve almost 87% respectively. In conclusion, we can argue that the choice of
the resource for determining SR by automatic means plays an important role.
However, it obviously also depends on the implementation chosen. Nevertheless, entirely web-based methods were inferior to those that comprise a more
controlled corpus. Therefore, we can observe that quality is more important
than quantity [138]. Overall the results show that the proposed WSR algorithm on the basis of the Social Semantics Vectors implementation performs
on an higher level than any other state-of-the-art approach in the case of the
German language.
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4.2

Social Network-induced Topic Identification

This section considers the problem of topic identification on Open Topic Models (OTM). That is, we are not heading towards a clustering of a document
collection but labelling individual documents by the best fitting topic labels
obtained from a social ontology. As described in Chapter 1, OTM are topicrelated models in which content categories are not defined in advance but
change over time – contributed by the open community. From a topic identification point of view, we are heading towards assigning a set of categories
with characteristic terms or phrases to a document. These terms – called
topic labels – characterize the textual content with reference to the remaining
categories. Assigned topic labels may not be those that occur in the actual document. This section describes the characteristics of OTM and reviews recent
algorithms. Furthermore, we propose a novel algorithm as well as experimental
evaluations of a socially-induced topic identification (TI).

4.2.1

Related Work

Most approaches to TI relate to the domain of keyword extraction [5, 316]
or text summarization [105]. That is, identified topics refer mostly to a set
of documents, instead of detecting topics within single documents, or in a
more sophisticated way, within specific text divisions. Therefore, the majority
of proposed algorithms to TI are heading towards a clustering [156, 350] of
a document collection within a traditional text categorization scenario [302,
366]. Thus, we can distinguish between two categorization types [5] [207,
pp. 64]: Approaches to a flat categorization aim at identifying meaningful
keywords with respect to a single document or an entire document collection.
These methods primarily combine term occurrences from the beginning of the
document with term frequencies using co-occurrence information [179, 362] of
the entire corpus. This follows more or less a conditional probability model for
observed term features of a clustered document collection. Following Popescul
and Ungar [247, pp. 4] and Meyer zu Eißen [206, pp. 64], a topic-based term
scoring function can be modeled by
fC (t) = P (t|C) ·

P (t|C)
P (t)

(4.9)
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where fC (t)11 acts as a scoring function for term t to be the topic label in a
cluster denoted by C. P (t|C) is the conditional probability of t from a document in cluster C. P (t) denotes the probability of t from the entire document
collection. Note that t can represent single tokens as well as frequent phrases.
This approach is based on a rather simplistic heuristic. Even the highest scored
topic labels (fC (t)) are those obtained from the document cluster. As a second approach to TI, several algorithms [315, 300, 301] have been proposed to
an automatic labelling of hierarchical clusters. Most of those methods use a
two-fold algorithm. First, a hierarchical document clustering is conducted to
obtain a tree-like cluster hierarchy. In this regard, each node of the tree represents a cluster with associated documents. Second, the tree representation
is recursively parsed and for each term occurrence a significance test (e. g. χ2
- distribution) is applied to obtain the information, whether or not the observed term has an equal occurrence in all of the children nodes. The method
proposed by Meyer zu Eißen and Stein [207] combines thereby the clustering
procedure with a suffix tree analysis called Suffix Tree Clustering (STC). Suffix tree paths are used for clustering and serve additionally as the assigned
topic labels. Meyer zu Eißen and Stein [207, pp. 66] defines the ranking-based
cluster label as:
k(w, i) = C

(4.10)

where k(w, i) is the cluster in which feature w occurs most frequently on the
basis of a cluster ranking based on tfC (w). w denotes thereby the suffix trees.
Hence, even though this approach reduces time complexity, the actual topic
labels are extracted from the document clusters. Most recently, approaches
in the progression or change of topics for a collection of documents have been
proposed by Allan [5] and Heyer et al. [115]. These methods aim at identifying
relevant terms in texts with respect to a predefined period of time [305, 306].
The relevance of terms in multiple documents are measured again based on the
tf idf weighting or co-occurrence values (using a so called volatility measure
[115, pp.3]), in comparison to the observed text segments. As a conclusion,
most of the current approaches to TI utilize term features that occur in the
11

Popescul and Ungar [247] refers to the first factor in fC as an indicator that more fre-

quent terms are favored, while the second factor regards the so called predictivenes (likewise
the mutual information)
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observed document collection. Single tokens are thereby interlinked (e. g. suffix
trees, phrases) to representative topic labels on the basis of statistical properties of n-grams. One of the disadvantages in using these approaches to TI is
that oftentimes the concatenate token streams end up with quite a confusing
mix-up of individual terms as topic labels12 .

4.2.2

A Method for Open Topic Identification

In Chapter 3 we have introduced a general framework of social semantics.
More specifically, we described the dynamic aspects of social ontologies, and
how to construct a socially-induced feature generator, the Social Semantic
Vector (SSV) representation, out of the dataset of Wikipedia. In this section,
we will evaluate the SSV by means of proposing a method for an Open Topic
Identification. In contrast to traditional approaches, our method for TI is
based on human created topic labels. In this context, we utilize over 55, 000
different categories as topic labels and combine both keyword extraction13 as
a type of text representation and categorization by means of topic labeling.
Therefore, the domain of our approach heads towards a task of mapping text
onto conceptual structures [51, 195] utilizing social ontologies by means of the
SSV representation. In short, the proposed method to the domain of TI utilizes the category taxonomy of Wikipedia as a resource. Moreover, we utilize
the tree-like structure of the social ontology in order to generate topic related
concepts within a certain scale of generalization. We define this procedure as
concept generalization (CG). Concepts reflect, in this sense, category labels
from the category taxonomy, where assigned article contributions represent
the attributes. The main principle in conducting CG is that we map a given
input text to the most descriptive category as described in the previous section and proverbially take an uphill walk along the category taxonomy. As
we can see in Figure 4.1, the category taxonomy structure can considered as
a graph representation rather than a classical taxonomy tree representation.
12

As for example search engine Carrot (http://search.carrot2.org) shows the following

topic labels for the input query: "swine flu": "Swine Flue Vaccine UTube" and "Seeing this
Message because your Web Browser". The cluster engine Clusty (http://clusty.com) shows
"Worry That You" or simple "School", "Employees" and "Los Angeles" as a result set.
13
We use only classification features covered by the SSV representation model.
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More precisely, Mehler [191] has shown this in his comprehensive analysis with
respect to the graph structure of social ontologies (focusing on the connectivity, multiplicity of sources, cyclicity, imbalance, bipartivity and cohesion of
social ontology graphs):
SOG [Social Ontology Graphs] are not tree-like however they tend to
be more tree-like than they are like unrestricted graphs. [...] whatever the differences of the branches used to represent the different
fields of knowledge in a SOG, they tend to be balanced in terms of
their depth. [...] any two randomly chosen daughter categories of
the main category of a SOG [...] coincide in terms of their depth
more or less irrespective of the order of the SOG.14 Mehler [191,
pp. 24,33].
Mehler [191, pp. 33] refers to this phenomenon as a sort of characteristic level
of maximal specification or depth of field within this SOG.

Figure 4.1:

Graph representation of all category paths of the German

Wikipedia social ontology, between the article concept Bielefeld and the root
category Hauptkategorie. Edges comprise only category-to-category hyperlinks.
Since the aim of our approach is to perform a generalization with respect
to category information, a conversion of the graph structure had to be applied. That is, we have extracted the category taxonomy of the Wikipedia
14

Brackets introduced by the author.
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collection in a top-down-manner. Starting from the most general category
(Category:Contents), we subsequently connected all subordinated categories
to their superordinated nodes. Hence, the taxonomy is forced in the representation of a directed tree defined as D = (V, E) with one artificial root.
The nodes d ∈ V correspond to category concepts, edges are marked by their
semantic relation – a hypernym relation. The procedure of "walking up" the
taxonomy therefore implies to follow the hypernym edges. This means that we
move upwards along the tree structure of the taxonomy, where for each edge
we pass a more general category label is obtained. We define the number of
edges L we pass within tree D as the extend of generalization CG.
In Section 3.4, we already described the method in mapping a given text
fragment onto the conceptual structures of a social ontology (W 7→ KB). Subsequently, we iterate over article namespaces (Vart ) and request all associated
category concepts of the article-category matrix (Vcat ). In a next step, we use
these category nodes as the next seed nodes for moving upwards the tree structure, and so on. It must be noted that we assign category weights to these
entries by using the tf idf score of the initial article that we started from. In
order to circumvent an undesirable overestimation of specific categories and to
avoid going in a circle, we ’dye’ already visited entries.
A note on the variable L. The parameter L allows us to adjust the level of
moving upwards within the tree structure and therefore acts as a sensitivity
value of concept generalization. After having computed CG, we sort all requested category entries in descending order by their feature weights, having
the most generalized concepts at the beginning and the most specific at the
end of the vector. Therefore, the task of topic generalization is defined as making generalizations from specific concepts to a much broader context, as for
example from basketball to the more general concept sport, or from delegate
to politics. Let us consider some example texts, which were applied to the
proposed topic generalization technique:
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• InputText: "Nowitzki’s performance this year has vaulted him past the
late Petrovic as the NBA’s best-ever European import. But the Bavarian
Bomber is fast becoming one of the NBA’s best players, period. Maybe
even a little like Mike. Last week, Dirk Nowitzki led the running, gunning
Dallas Mavericks into the second round of the playoffs. He put up, as the
sports guys say, "Big-time numbers." Those would be: 100 points and 47
rebounds in a mere three games. [...] "
• Output:
– Related Article: Dirk Nowitzki / Dallas Mavericks / Avery Johnson
/ Jerry Stackhouse / Antawn Jamison
– Specialized Topics: basketball player / basketball / athlete / olympic
athlete / basketball league
– Generalized Topics: sport / United States / basketball / Germany
/ sport by country
• InputText: "Das Grösste Kursplus seit 1985 wurde an den acht hiesigen Börsen im vergangenen Jahr erzielt. Beispielsweise zog der Deutsche
Aktienindex um 47 Prozent an (vgl. SZ Nr. 302). Trotz Rezession
und Hiobsbotschaften von der Unternehmensfront hatten sich zunächst
britische und amerikanische Fondsverwalter bei hiesigen Standardwerten
engagiert, woraufhin in der zweiten Hälfte des vergangenen Jahres der
SZ-Index um 31 Prozent hochgeschnellt war. Hiesige Anleger - Investmentfonds oder Spezialfonds von Versicherungen - hatten lange Festgeld
einer Wertpapieranlage vorgezogen [...] "
• Output:
– Related Article: Anlageklasse / Bundesanleihe / Nebenwert / Bullenund Bärenmarkt / Börsensegment15
– Generalized Topics: Finanzierung / Finanzmarkt / Ökonomischer
Markt / Wirtschaft / Rechnungswesen16
15
16

English translation: asset category / federal bond / second-tier stock / bull market
English translation: financing / financial market / economical market / economy /

accountancy
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• InputText: "Berwerbungsfrist läuft ab: Bis zum 15. Januar müssen
die Bewerbungen für die zulassungsbeschränkten Studienplätze bei der
Zentralstelle für die Vergabe von Studienplätzen (ZVS) in Dortmund
eingetroffen sein. Die notwendigen Unterlagen sind bei den örtlichen
Arbeitsämtern, Universitäten, Fachhochschulen . . . Weniger Habilitationen: 1992 wurden an den Hochschulen in Deutschland rund 1300 Habilitationsverfahren abgeschlossen, 13 Prozent weniger als im Vorjahr.
[...] "
• Output:
– Related Article: Provadis School of IMT / Approbationsordnung /
Private Hochschule / Hochschulabschluss / Hochschule Merseburg17
– Generalized Topics: Bildung / Deutschland / Bildung nach Staat /
Akademische Bildung / Wissenschaft18
As the above examples show, specialized topics expresses very closely related
categories attached to the initial article set such as olympic athlete or basketball
player. Unlike, generalized topics, representing a much broader context of the
detected topic such as sport or basketball, since these nodes are closer attached
to the root node of the taxonomy. Moreover, with respect to the task of text
categorization, we argue that topic related documents ideally should also share
a subset of the generated, generalized topic concepts and consequently improve
the performance of text categorization systems.

4.2.3

Experimental Evaluation

With respect to the evaluation of TI, individual documents or document clusters, which have been manually labelled by a topic are hardly available. Most
of the approaches to TI therefore propose an evaluation on the base of certain topic-related quality criteria, in terms of properties of term features with
respect to a document cluster [247, 207, 354], such as expressiveness, summarizing (e. g. topic labels appear only in a few documents of a category),
17

English translation: Provadis School of International Management and Technology /

Medical Licensure Act / private university / university degree / university of Merseburg
18
English translation: education / Germany / education by country / university education
/ sciences
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uniqueness (e. g. terms of distinct labels overlap) or discrimination. Hence,
those approaches measure the quality of terms occurring in the observed document collection from an application point of view.

Reference Dataset
Since the novel method for TI proposed in this thesis uses the entries of a
category taxonomy as topic labels, but not terms that occur in the observed
document or division, we conducted our experiments in a different setup. More
specifically, we compiled two different data sets each of 1, 000 articles of the
Meyer-Lexikon collection19 (data set A) and 1, 000 articles of the German
Wikipedia (data set B). Since both resources are encyclopedia-based and categorized by a taxonomy (annotated by human), we further divided the corpus
into ten categories (e. g. fashion, politics, sports) each consiting of 100 articles.
In this context, we used the selected categories as the topics, which have to
be identified by our method of TI. Subsequently, for each document, we computed the five and ten best generalized categories and analyzed whether one
of the predicted topic labels match to the initial 20 category of the taxonomy.
Note that we removed all category and HTML-markup information from the
raw documents. With respect to the evaluation metric, we report the accuracy
performance. Additionally, in the case of mismatches, we have analyzed how
close 21 we were finally connected to the taxonomy tree with respect to the target category. Doing this, we included a category context window of five levels.
See Table 4.7 for an overview of comprised sub-categories on the general topic
level. Consider the following example: an article is finally categorized as a
subordinate of our target category (level 1), if one of our five best topic labels matches one of the subordinate categories. For example, associated topic
categories for the article of "Helmut Kohl" are within the first level "Federal
Chancellor" and within the second level "Chancellor" and "politician (Germany)". On the third level there are "politician" and "politics (Germany)",
on the fourth level "politics (Europe)" and on the fifth level the topic category
19
20

http://lexikon.meyers.de/
We considered only one category for each article even if Wikipedia articles are multiply

categorized.
21
Close in the sense of the tree-path of between the predicted and the target category
within the taxonomy.
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"politics" is associated. In this case, the fifth level is from a topic-related point
of view actually not wrong, though we are at the first two levels closer to the
topic - Helmut Kohl the former German Chancellor.
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Table 4.7: The number of considered subcategories of generalized topics by
taxonomy level and category class.
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Table 4.8: Accuracy results of the topic identification experiments by means
of OTM using the Meyers Lexicon corpus and ten topic labels.
Results
The results of the experiments are shown in Tables 4.8 – 4.11 with respect
to the taxonomy level22 . As we can observe, our proposed method performs
very well with an average accuracy23 of .627 (level 0), .706 (level 1), .895 (level
22

The used categories are: informatics, spor ts, poli tics, medi cine, liter ature, culture,

economics, mili tary, education, clothing, religion, psychology and pedagogy.
23
Accuracy values of the best nine categories on ten comprised topics. Considering all ten
categories accuracy values of 0.589 (level 0), 0.660 (level 1), 0.834 (level 2) and 0.871 (level
3) can be identified.
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Table 4.9: Accuracy results of the topic identification experiments by means
of OTM using the Meyers Lexicon corpus and five topic labels.
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Table 4.10: Accuracy results of the topic identification experiments by means
of OTM using the Wikipedia corpus and ten topic labels.
2) and .928 (level 3) on the topic identification experiment on the Wikipedia
data set. Since our approach utilized a Wikipedia dump the results on data
set B are not surprising. However, identifying the five/ten best topic labels
out of a set of over 55, 000 is still very good. Therefore, results on dataset
A (1000 articles from Meyer-Lexikon) with an accuracy of .664 (level 0), .737
(level 1), .877 (level 2) and .919 (level 3) support the good performance on the
topic identification task for OTM. Additionally, analyzing the results of the
TI in more detail, we can observe that there are many examples that are truly
"mapped" to the actual initial article within the Wikipedia collection, hence
the generalization process "over-generalized" or "under-generalized" the computed category trails. Therefore most of the incorrectly-classified documents
were actually labelled correctly – though not exactly the one we defined and
therefore marked as false. For instance, the article CD-burner is tracked to
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Table 4.11: Accuracy results of the topic identification experiments by means
of OTM using the Wikipedia corpus and five topic labels.
the Wikipedia article concept CD-burner but generalized to technical instrument, storage medium, hardware but not directly to informatics. Moreover,
since we randomly downloaded articles identified using the specific category
information, we did not perform a corpus cleaning. That is, we did not remove
inappropriate articles as for instance disambiguation pages or miss-classified
articles within the document collection.

4.2.4

Concluding Remarks

The proposed algorithm of topic identification utilizes a social ontology to label
documents by means of OTM. Different to previous algorithms, our approach
is not headed towards the application of keyword extraction, document summarization or clustering, but considers the task of topic labelling as a task of
document mapping within a social network. Therefore, the proposed method
overcomes some of the disadvantages of conventional TI methods. First, computed topic labels are human readable, since the comprised taxonomy is manually created. Second, topic labels may not implicitly be terms that occur in the
observed document, but are rather established from the (social) lexical semantic analysis. Third, the proposed approach enables us to identify topics even
in the scenario, when only a small amount of textual data is present (such
as identifying the topic in sentence, paragraphs or divisions of documents).
The achieved performance with an average accuracy from .664 to .919, can be
identified as a valuable contribution to the community of TI.
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4.3

On Social Semantics-induced Closed Topic
Categorization

In this section we approach the problem of text categorization by means of
Closed Topic Models (CTM) from a social semantics perspective. As described
in the first chapter, different to Open Topic Models (OTM) [196, 341], where
topic labels represent content categories that change over time and are contributed by an open community, the category set of CTM is defined in advanced. In this regard, we deal with a fixed number of categories for the categorization process. Therefore, traditional machine learning techniques and
document classification techniques can be applied. We utilize Support Vector Machines (SVM)24 as the learning algorithm for text categorization (See
Chapter 2). Prior studies [63, 130, 288, 366] have already proven that this machine learning technique contributes to the performance of text categorization
even when dealing with a large set of features [70, 139, 308]). With respect to
a social semantics-induced categorization of CTM, we follow the notion that
document categorization is not only about the words occurring in texts, but
also about common topic concepts texts represent.
We propose a novel feature enhancement technique for a text categorization,
utilizing the concepts derived from the topic identification method as described
in the previous section. That is, we use predicted generalized topic labels derived from a social ontology to enrich the existing document representation.
We argue that the acquisition of semantic topic labels for a concept-based
feature enhancement contributes significantly to the performance of text categorization systems – overcoming the famous bottleneck of information sparsity
(see Chapter 2).

4.3.1

Related Work

In the past, various attempts have been made to expand or enhance the local
context of texts with additional term features. Most recently, query expansion
techniques have been proposed to augment search queries with additional term
features [325, 324]. While the majority of approaches focus on co-occurrence
24

The SV M light 6.0 implementation provided by Joachims [126].
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information of texts to expand a query, terminological resources such as WordNet [83], dictionaries [365] or thesauri [330] are occasionally used as a source
of external knowledge. Regarding approaches of text categorization that use
feature enhancement techniques of different resources of knowledge, few approaches have been proposed in the past [82, 175]. Andreas and Hotho [8]
proposed a method of using background knowledge from an ontology by means
of the lexical-semantic net WordNet [83] to improve text classification. They
explored the hypernym hierarchy to perform a generalization by completely
replacing the BOW features by using a bag-of-synsets representation instead.

As one of the first in the field of social network-driven methods, Gabrilovich
and Markovitch [91] induced directory concepts of the Open Directory Project
(ODP) to enhance the existing document representation. With respect to
methods comprising the online encyclopedia Wikipeda, Gabrilovich and Markovitch
[89] and Zalan Bodo [370] conducted experiments combining article information with SVMs. Wang and Domeniconi [349] proposed a semantic kernel technique for text classification also based on the Wikipedia data set. In the field
of bio-medicine Lu et al. [165] proposed a Latent Dirichlet Allocation model
(LDA), evaluated on the TREC corpus [331] for an enhanced representation
of biomedical knowledge.

As a commonality, all approaches have utilized the article title of Wikipedia
to enhance the existing data representation. The performance of these feature
enhancement techniques yield an improvement of up to 30.4% using the Reuters
RCV1 corpus and 18% for OHSUMED dataset [90, pp. 98]. Contrary to the
described approaches, in this thesis we propose a knowledge feature breath on
the basis of generalized category concepts extracted from a social ontology.
Therefore, we label the individual texts of a document collection with a fixed
number of topic-related category labels instead of article namespaces. Utilized
category information, considered as the key topic information, are subsequently
used for the topic generalization (e. g. from topic tennis to a more general label
sports) as described in the last section and added to the initial representation
format. Hence, we argue that topic related documents share semantically
related generalized topic concepts.
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4.3.2

Generalized Topic Concepts for Text Categorization

The method for a topic-oriented feature enhancement consists of two main
parts. First, the input text is converted into the traditional BOW representation. In a second step, we conduct the topic generalization on the basis of the
topic identification (TI) algorithm as described in the previous section. As a
result, we have gained a set of associated topic labels defined as Stopic 25 , but
in addition a set of associated article labels26 defined as Sarticle . We define
the entire set of generated concept as Ssem := Stopic ∪ Sarticle . Next, the bag
of words merges with the set of generated features. Note that we use the 10
best-matching category and article concepts respectively, predicted by the TI
method. The constructed concepts are subsequently used for the classification task either as feature enhancement or replacement candidates. Feature
weights are computed by applying tf idf weighting function. Feature reduction
is performed by replacing initial features of the data vector with lower feature
weight by higher weighted features of the corresponding Ssem .

4.3.3

Document-based Experimental Evaluation

The purpose of our categorization-oriented evaluation is twofold. First, we
want to analyze how the approach will perform compared to the well-known
LSA implementation. Second, we want to analyze the difference between a
traditional SVM and a topic-enhanced SVM implementation. Within all experiments, we vary the initial amount of features. That is, for the classical
SVM implementation we use all nominal, verbal and adjectival features (we
refer to this method as C-SVM ). In a second step, we reduced the initial feature
set to nominal features only, delimited by a threshold (defined as R-SVM ). In
a next step, we enhanced the reduced representation (R-SVM ) with all topical
features of Ssem . After that, we followed a feature replacement strategy for
building a fourth representation model (M-SVM ). We replaced the number of
initial features by the number of topic features. As a fifth document representation for a SVM classification, we used only the features gained from the
25
26

Topic labels in the sense of category labels of the category taxonomy.
Article labels in the sense of article namespaces.
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topic generalization (Ssem ) (GO-SVM ). Finally, we used only the features of
Ssem and additionally reduced it with a certain threshold (MGO-SVM ). For
each category, an SVM classifier was trained using linear kernel. The results
were analyzed by means of a leave-one-out cross-validation. As a comparison
to non-SVM approaches we computed various supervised and unsupervised
baselines. First, a random clustering of all documents was performed. This
served as the lower base line evaluation. Second, we computed an LSA [74].
The SVD is computed keeping the k best eigenvalues. In our experiments we
defined k as 300. The resulting matrix, served as an input for different clustering techniques including k-means, hierarchical and average linking. Note that
we report only the best LSA-based clustering performance. The major aim of
our experiments was to determine the effect of topic generalization within a
SVM-based text classification environment. More precisely, to analyze which
level a feature enhancement by means of semantically related topic concepts
improves the classical SVM categorization.

Document Set
With respect to the evaluation benchmark of the topic-enhanced text categorization approach, we used a large corpus of newspaper articles. While
there are benchmark collections for the English language available (Reuters,
OHSUMED ...), there are no public benchmark collections for the German
language (in terms of a golden standard for text categorization). Therefore,
in this study we decided to use a 10 years newspaper corpus of Süddeutsche
Zeitung (SZ) that has been compiled and preprocessed in a preliminary step
by the TextMiner system [182]. The initial corpus comprised 135, 546 texts
within 96 categories (newspaper rubrics). Due to its unbalanced category-text
proportions, an adjusted subset was extracted, consisting of 29, 086 text, 30
categories and 232, 270 unique textual features (see Table 4.12).

Results
Analyzing the results of the experiments (see Table 4.13), we can observe
that all SVM, and therefore supervised methods, clearly outperform the unsupervised clustering results (LSA). With an average F-measure of 0.631, the
best LSA clustering method obviously performs better than the baseline ap-
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Number of classes

30

Number of unique features

232,270

Number of texts

29,086

Table 4.12: SZ-based newspaper article corpus statistics by comprised categories and texts.
Classifier

F-Measure

Generalized-SVM

0.915

Reduced-SVM

0.914

Min-SVM

0.913

Classical-SVM

0.836

Generalized-Only-SVM

0.8841

Minimal-Generalized-Only-SVM

0.8552

LSA

0.631

Random

0.15

Table 4.13: F1-Measure results of the different German-based SVM classification using the document-based benchmark collection.
proaches (F-measure of 0.15), but also confirms that within a classical text
categorization scenario SVMs are most appropriate.
Comparing the different SVM implementations (Table 4.15), we can identify that feature enhancement (G-SVM with an average F-measure of 0.915)
boosts with a difference of up to 0.700 (at category gesp) the C-SVM implementation using all noun, verb and adjective features (F-Measure 0.778). Yet,
in comparison to a much reduced SVM implementation (R-SVM: 0.914) – using only nouns and limited to 5, 000 features overall - only minor enhancement
can be identified. However, a closer look at the data reveals that we can state,
within categories that perform lower than an F-Measure of 0.900 in the reduced version, that the G-SVM improves the results. Nevertheless, since the
average results of the R-SVM implementation are from the outset very high,
not much improvement could be expected. Yet, what is more interesting is
the aspect of using only the concepts derived from the topic generalization
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ID

Name

Texts

Features

Generalized Features Reduction

1

baro

465

71593

9300

-87.00%

2

camp

345

54451

6900

-87.33%

3

diew

276

36704

5520

-84.96%

4

fahr

313

53568

6260

-88.31%

5

film

2457

395226

49140

-87.57%

6

fird

2213

157340

44260

-71.87%

7

firm

1339

163189

26780

-83.59%

8

gesp

1234

276813

24680

-91.08%

9

inha

1933

86140

38660

-55.11%

10

kost

533

113094

10660

-90.57%

11

leut

911

85492

18220

-78.69%

12

loka

1953

169381

39060

-76.94%

13

mein

2240

221982

44800

-79.82%

14

mitt

677

53123

13540

-74.51%

15

nchg

1105

147305

22100

-84.99%

16

nrwk

349

29295

6980

-76.17%

17

nrwp

297

40154

5940

-85.21%

18

nrww

342

29062

6840

-76.46%

19

reit

286

28738

5720

-80.09%

20

schf

542

28470

10840

-61.92%

21

spek

375

23981

7500

-68.73%

22

spfi

318

69424

6360

-90.84%

23

stdt

700

58072

14000

-75.89%

24

szen

2314

269962

46820

-82.66%

25

szti

336

15562

6720

-56.82%

26

thkr

1613

330619

32260

-90.24%

27

tvkr

2355

222970

47100

-78.87%

28

woch2

375

63385

7500

-88.17%

29

zwif

409

51309

8180

-84.06%

30

zwiz

481

62836

9620

-84.69%

Table 4.14: Number of none unique features before and after topic generalization by reduction.
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ID

Name

C-SVM

R-SVM

G-SVM

Imp-1

Imp-2

1

baro

0.995

0.998

0.998

+0.000 +0.003

2

camp

0.913

0.953

0.956

+0.003 +0.043

3

diew

0.925

0.994

0.995

+0.001 +0.070

4

fahr

0.924

0.978

0.989

+0.011 +0.065

5

film

0.865

0.955

0.954

-0.001

6

fird

0.902

0.971

0.973

+0.002 +0.071

7

firm

0.969

0.995

0.995

+0.000 +0.026

8

gesp

0.393

0.751

0.817

+0.066 +0.424

9

inha

0.974

0.988

0.987

-0.001

10

kost

0.926

0.964

0.966

+0.002 +0.040

11

leut

0.903

0.994

0.996

+0.002 +0.093

12

loka

0.728

0.772

0.781

+0.009 +0.053

13

mein

0.923

0.961

0.951

-0.010

14

mitt

0.171

0.485

0.495

+0.010 +0.324

15

nchg

0.799

0.761

0.769

+0.008 -0.020

16

nrwk

0.871

0.957

0.936

-0.021

+0.065

17

nrwp

0.952

0.846

0.838

-0.008

-0.114

18

nrww

0.932

0.983

0.983

+0.000 +0.051

19

reit

0.933

0.946

0.953

+0.007 +0.020

20

schf

0.682

0.795

0.785

-0.010

+0.103

21

spek

0.712

0.975

0.950

-0.025

+0.238

22

spfi

0.908

0.984

0.983

-0.001

+0.075

23

stdt

0.767

0.850

0.853

+0.003 +0.086

24

szen

0.827

0.869

0.878

+0.009 +0.051

25

szti

0.947

0.979

0.973

-0.006

26

thkr

0.817

0.939

0.945

+0.006 +0.128

27

tvkr

0.846

0.949

0.951

+0.002 +0.105

28

woch2

1.00

1.00

1.00

+0.000 +0.000

29

zwif

0.666

0.862

0.829

+0.033 +0.163

30

zwiz

0.918

0.968

0.969

+0.001 +0.051

+0.089

+0.013

+0.028

+0.026

Table 4.15: Results of SVM-Classification comparing Reduced-SVM and
Generalized-SVM (Imp. 1) and Classical-SVM and Generalized-SVM (Imp.
2) by category.
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for the classification, and therefore discarding all BOW features of texts. Using only twenty concepts per text, we still reach a promising F-measure of
0.884 (Generalized-Only-SVM27 ). The Minimal-Generalized-Only-SVM28 implementation, which utilized only 1000 features for all 29,086 texts, show a
very promising F1-Measure of 0.855. However, both SVMs had to be aborted
due to their run-time complexity (we aborted the learning algorithm after two
months of calculation). When comparing the number of used features (see
Table 4.14) using the GO-SVM and the R-SVM, we see that we were able to
reduce the actual reduced features again with an average percentage of 80.10%.
Therefore, the results of using only the topic generalization concepts for text
categorization may seem to be very up-and-coming, however the complexity
in predicting the SVM hyperplane increases to a non-satisfactory amount.

4.3.4

OAI-based Experimental Evaluation

As a second evaluation scenario, we apply the feature enhancement technique
to a corpus of document meta data. Hence, we utilize a minimized document representation by means of meta data as provided by the Open Archives
Initiative (OAI). We thereby follow the idea of reducing the time and space
complexity of the document processing by using only a minimum amount of
textual information for the classification task. Thus, the topic-based document
representation extension shall circumvent the problem of data sparseness. In
the line of web result snippets, as provided by search engines, meta data reflect in the context of digital libraries a query list of document descriptors
(metadata: data about data). One of the most popular meta data protocols
in the area of digital library services is the Protocol for Metadata Harvesting
(OAI-PMH) of the Open Archives Intitative. OAI-PMH represents thereby a
standardized and uniform exchange description model, following the recommendations of the German Initiative for Network Information (DINI) for the
OAI-PMH (see Table 4.16). With respect to approaches to the categorization
27

The Generalized-Only-SVM results are based upon eleven categories, the algorithm was

aborted after two months of calculation.
28
The Minimal-Generalized-Only-SVM was reported on the basis of five computed categories, since in the line of the GO-SVM, the algorithm of SV M light was still calculating
after two months.
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1

... <metadata> <oai_dc:dc

2

xmlns:oai_dc="http://www.openarchives.org/OAI/2.0/oai_dc/" ... >

3

<dc:title>Search engine technology and digital libraries :

4

libraries need to discover the academic internet</dc:title>

5

<dc:creator>Summann, Friedrich</dc:creator>

6

<dc:creator>Lossau, Norbert</dc:creator>

7

<dc:subject>information retrieval</dc:subject>

8

<dc:subject>digital library</dc:subject>

9

<dc:description>This article describes...</dc:description>

10

<dc:publisher>Universität Bielefeld ; Universitätsbibliothek</dc:publisher>

11

<dc:type>Article</dc:type>

12

<dc:language>en</dc:language>

13
14

...
</metadata>...

Table 4.16: Outline of the OAI meta data of Lossau [163]. Dots indicated
omitted content. ([196, pp. 6])
by means of using meta data as a reference document representation, only few
methods have been proposed in the literature. They primarily focus either
on text clustering, with regards to the subject area of the actual documents
[106], or the extension of search queries using reference ontologies [106, 267].
That is, new keywords are assigned to the actual – already categorized – meta
data entry. In our experiments, we focus on the construction of a topic classification model by using the Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC) [226] as the
target scheme. The DDC can be considered as one of the most common classification schemes within the domain of scientific library services. In short, the
taxonomy of the German translation of the DDC is hierarchically structured
by using three levels. It starts with ten main classes (see Table 4.17), where
each of the respective classes is twice subdivided into ten areas (100 hundred
classes at level two). The third level of the DDC comprises a number of 1, 000
categories. In our experiments we comprised only the first level of the DDC
taxonomy, that is we used ten predefined categories for the OAI classification
task.
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ClassName

Number of OAI-PMH

DDC 000: Computer science, information

5,117

DDC 100: Philosophy & psychology

2,181

DDC 200: Religion

570

DDC 300: Social sciences

7,553

DDC 400: Language

531

DDC 500: Science

9,598

DDC 600: Technology

6,813

DDC 700: Arts & recreation

4,281

DDC 800: Literature

446

DDC 900: History & geography

1,183

Overall

38,273

Table 4.17: German meta data corpus by DDC classes and number of comprised OAI-PMH protocols.

OAI-Corpus
With the absence of an existing reference corpus for OAI-PMH, we decided
to compile a OAI-benchmark collection independently. We accessed the taxonomy of the DDC by means of the Bielefeld Academic Search Engine (BASE)
[242], which provided the API for querying DDC-annotated OAI meta data
protocols of (primarily) scientific documents. With respect to the constructed
document representation, we reduced the set of OAI-specific meta data fields to
title, subject, and description only. Note that we explored the document
data without the need to parse the entire document, but only by accessing
document snippets in the form of the OAI data fields. In the line of the SZbased document classification experiments (see previous section), we also performed the usual pre-processing of the reduced OAI protocols by means of language identification, tokenization, sentence boundary detection, PoS-tagging
and lemmatization with a subsequent conducted stop word removal (filtering
non-lexical tokens and function words). The final OAI-PMH-based corpus (see
Table 4.17) consisted of 10 DDC classes utilizing 38, 273 meta data snippets.
Note that we selected only those records for corpus construction whose Dublin
Core description fields contain more than 100 bytes of text to avoid problems
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of data sparseness (5, 868 English and 7, 473 German records). Each entry
served subsequently as an input for constructing the topic enhanced document
representation model (see previous section). Thus, we appended additionally
the ten best topics and article concepts to the existing document representation. Consequently, we utilized both representation models (with and without
feature enhancement) as an input for a SVM-based classification using the
leave-one-out cross-evaluation by means of SV M light [126]. As a reference
line for the evaluation, we are comprising the results of Mehler and Waltinger
[196]29 , which utilized a total corpus size of 1, 000 OAI-records (as a balanced
corpus of 100 documents per DDC category) by also using an SVM-based
classifier.
DDC

Precision

Recall

F-Measure

000

0.911

0.720

0.804

100

0.691

0.380

0.490

200

0.682

0.580

0.627

300

0.564

0.310

0.400

400

0.825

0.470

0.599

500

0.694

0.430

0.531

600

0.509

0.290

0.369

700

0.778

0.700

0.737

800

0.605

0.460

0.523

900

0.625

0.300

0.405

Overall

0.689

0.464

0.549

Table 4.18: Baseline results of traditional SVM classification on the basis of
German OAI-Data using a reduced benchmark collection comprising 1000 OAI
meta data records.

Results
By analyzing the results of both OAI-classification experiments, we observed
that using meta data only for a DDC-based categorization by means of 1, 000
29

This contribution has been authored by Alexander Mehler and the author of this thesis

comparing five different classifiers on OAI-based meta data records.
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DDC

Pre.

Rec.

F-Measure

DDC

Pre.

Rec.

F-Measure

000

0.948

0.878

0.912

000

0.952

0.934

0.943

100

0.906

0.815

0.858

100

0.923

0.876

0.899

200

0.903

0.719

0.801

200

0.913

0.791

0.848

300

0.852

0.691

0.763

300

0.929

0.907

0.918

400

0.828

0.621

0.709

400

0.822

0.627

0.711

500

0.868

0.819

0.843

500

0.928

0.937

0.932

600

0.857

0.764

0.808

600

0.909

0.875

0.892

700

0.812

0.630

0.710

700

0.959

0.928

0.943

800

0.805

0.620

0.701

800

0.803

0.666

0.728

900

0.878

0.745

0.806

900

0.879

0.753

0.811

Overall

0.730

0.866 0.791

Overall

0.829

0.902 0.863

Table 4.19: Results of traditional

Table 4.20:

Results of feature

SVM classification on the basis of

enhanced document representation

7, 473 meta data snippets.

using SVM on the basis of German
OAI-Data.

OAI records for training and evaluation a machine learning classifier, only
mediocre results can be achieved (see Table 4.18). However, extending the
size of the comprised feature set by means of a large corpus of 7, 473 meta
data snippets, we can raise the resultant F-Measure from 0.549 to a nearly
acceptable level of 0.791 (see Table 4.19). Note that we used only a minimized
document representation by means of meta data as provided by the OAI. This
means that the actual documents behind these records are like, for example,
journal contributions and research theses comprising more than 100 pages. The
results of the topic enhanced document model (see Table 4.20), with a resultant
F-Measure of 0.863, can therefore be considered as a valuable contribution
to the domain of digital libraries. We can argue that topic enhanced SVMs
provide an adequate DDC-related method of classify documents based on their
OAI metadata. More than 86% of the used records were classified within the
right DDC category.
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In addition, we can state that a topic enhanced representation model, combining title, summary, keywords of a document and semantically related topic
concepts provide sufficient information for a successful DDC-oriented classification.

4.4

Concluding Remarks

Unsupervised and supervised methods play an important role in the field of
text processing and categorization. While in the past, the LSA - as a solution
to Plato’s problem [149] - has drawn major attention in the NLP community,
with respect to experiments within the field of text categorization, this approach can be seen as inferior to SVMs. It is not only the computational
complexity of the LSA/SVD procedure, but also the overall classification performance. When comparing the proposed topic-enhanced SVM implementation to the best LSA-clustering technique (see Section 4.3.3), we can identify
a significant improvement of 45%. By analyzing the results of the traditional
SVM with those using the topic-enhanced SVM, we can identify an improvement of 9.45% within the document-based experimental setup. With respect
to the classification of OAI-PMH records (see Section 4.3.4), we were able to
improve the classification accuracy by 9.10%, and therefore almost to the same
extent as within the newspaper-based setup. Our experiments clearly indicate
that the topic enhanced document model has a significantly positive influence
on the performance of text processing applications. Moreover, we can state
that a collaborative constructed knowledge enhanced TC improves the effectiveness and accuracy. In addition, it circumvents the data sparseness problem
of traditional BOW approaches even under the condition of operating with a
minimum amount of textual information.

Chapter 5
Application Scenarios of Social
Semantics

In this chapter, we apply our model of social semantics to three different application scenarios. That is, we use external knowledge, as constructed by an
online community, to improve retrieval components within the domain of IR.
In the first section, we propose a novel method for the task of Named Entity
Recognition. In this regard, we focus not only on identifying a proper name
within a text, but also on disambiguating the respective entity (named entity instance). Thereby, concept clouds (Section 3.3) are used to construct an
enhanced context representation around the identified entity. In the second
application scenario, we propose a novel method for the task of Sentiment
Analysis. In the line of CTMs, the proposed method induces concept clouds to
construct a sentiment-enhanced document representation, which is used within
a sentiment polarity identification experimental setup. The third section proposes a method to Hypertext Type Classification. Therefore, instead of using
textual or structural features for a classification, we utilize the macro-structure
created by the users to predict the overall web genre category. This follows
a two-level approach for the exploration of web genre structures, where the
individual segments (spanned by a website) are considered as generic units on
the sub-genre level.
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5.1

Named Entity Instance Recognition

This section proposes a novel algorithm to predict the proper instance of a
recognized named entity (NE) in texts by using information from a social
network in order to expand the local context around the entity itself. In
the domain of IR, information extraction plays a crucial role. Moreover, the
subtask in identifying named entities in text or web documents is becoming
more and more important in different areas such as person-orientated websearch, link analysis and KB construction (think of the RDF-idea of BernersLee et al. [20]). By now, named entity recognition (NER), as the task of
PoS-Tagging individual terms and classifying them into a predefined category
set such as "Person" or "Company", has already been done successfully [1, 66,
134]. However, the disambiguation of a given named entity is still a challenge.
Identifying the proper instance of a name within the context the name that
actually occurs has been hardly tackled. Bunescu and Pasca [38] applied SVMkernel methods to disambiguate Wikipedia article concepts. They used a set
of queries from the Wikipedia collection to predict the proper article name
within the same dataset. Hence, no external dataset is used to evaluate their
approach. Nguyen and Cao [223] proposed a hybrid statistical and rule-based
approach to interlink named entities to the Wikipedia collection. Their two-fold
approach primarily uses a constructed pattern and heuristics to narrow down
the number of possible named entity instances and further uses the classical
VSM to rank the remaining entries. Most recently, Han and Zhao [107] used
a semantic relatedness measure in order to pick the right candidate out of the
Wikipedia collection. Their proposed approach, measured in this context, the
semantic relatedness between the input query and the respective named entity
instances.
Different to the methods above, our approach focuses on an extension of
the external local context around to disambiguate a named entity. Our goal is
to enhance the existing context of the term, with additional term descriptors
(context cloud) in order to improve the classification accuracy. Consider the
following example as an input for the named entity instance recognition system:
"David Haye of Britain said he was hoping for a mega-showdown
with the oldest Klitschko brother."
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When focusing on the proper name Klitschko to disambiguate, we enhance
the local context by the following topic descriptors: boxing, ukraine, world
champion, and are therefore able to link the entity Klitschko to the domain
of boxing and as a consequence, since there are two Wikipedia articles about
the boxing-brothers Klitschko, to link the named entity to the older brother –
Vitali Klitschko. Consider now, just knowing the name Müller 1 , the probability
of predicting the right entity reduces drastically, when not having the local
context around it. This clearly shows that a semantic disambiguation of named
entities is not a trivial task.

5.1.1

The Algorithm to Named Entity Instance Recognition

At the center of the proposed algorithm of the Named Entity Instance Recognition
(NEIR) is the assumption that any named entity always appears within a
specific textual context – the lexical neighborhood – instantiating the initial
addressed entity instance. Take for example the proper name Michael Jordan.
This name may only get positively disambiguated, if a further (lexical) context
is provided by term descriptors such as machine learning or artificial intelligence. Based on the enhanced background information we are able to link this
named entity (NE) to Michael I. Jordan 2 , a professor at UC Berkeley, rather
than to the famous basketball athlete Michael Jeffrey Jordan 3 . With respect
to the comprised textual context, we can assume that any context is delimited
by the units of the logical document structure (LDS) [249], inducing sentences,
paragraphs or divisions. Therefore, a context window within the LDS has to
be incorporated. Since an NE, for example in paragraph one is more likely to
be connected to terms occurring in the subsequent sentences than in the last
paragraph of a document, this context window has to be chosen carefully. We
argue that all terms that occur within this defined lexical-based window are
instantiating the examined entity by conveying the actual context information.
1

There are 336 different article about the name Müller in the German Wikipedia collec-

tion.
2
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michael_I._Jordan
3
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michael_Jordan
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NE-based KB
As an important precondition of NEIR systems is the existence of a NE-induced
KB, comprising different NE instances to query. Thus, any system can only be
as successful as it has at least one instance of the NE already in the knowledge
base. In the line of the methodology proposed in the previous chapter, we
introduce the document collection of the social network Wikipedia in order
to construct a NE-based KB. More precisely, we use both the article and
the hyperlink structure of the collection, in order to construct the needed
KB to query. Extracting all articles that are associated to the WikipediaCategory:People let us establish a number of 183, 554 articles of different people
instances.
Different to the CES (see Chapter 2), using the term features of the document collection, we extract only the hyperlinks that occur within the respective
article, all other textual content is dropped. Subsequently, we convert the resultant NE and hyperlink features into a graph representation. More formally,
we define the NE-related graph as GNE = (V, E, ω), where V is the set of vertices and E ⊆ V 2 the set of edges. Note, V = N ∪ H consists of two subsets.
We define N as the set of article names of the used Wikipedia articles, and H
as the set of hyperlinks, which start from the entries N . That is, (v, w) ∈ E
iff there is an article w ∈ N , such that v ∈ H is the name of the hyperlink
within the respective article.
Therefore, GNE represents a bipartite digraph – not having multiple edges
and not having a reverse edge from the article title to the article content.
With respect to the edge weighting function ω, we differentiate between three
different structure constraints of the comprised Wikipedia articles. As for
example, the personal data of an NE can be prevalently found in the first
paragraph of the article4 [340]. Such vertices are specially treated by ω. More
precisely, let C1 , C2 and C3 be classes of H, where
• C1 ∈ H is the set of all vertices, for which there is at least one article in
which they occur in the first paragraph as a substring of the title.
4

The first paragraph of the Wikipedia article comprises mostly detailed information about

a person such as full name, birthday and place and profession. The search engine Yahoo
refers to this information as to the Yahoo-Abstract corpus.
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• C2 ∈ H is the set of all vertices, for which which there is at least one
article in which they occur in the first paragraph, but not as a substring
of the title.
• C3 ∈ H represents the set of all remaining vertices as C3 = H \ (C1 ∪ C2 ).
The actual edge weight e ∈ E is calculated using the conditional probability
function P (v|w), where v ∈ N is the NE represented as an article for which w ∈
H occurs as the anchor of the edge. Thereby P (v|w) denotes the probability on
the basis of the occurrences of term w within the article v defined as f (w, v),
and the frequency within the entire corpus (f (w)):
P (v|w) =

f (w, v)
f (w)

(5.1)

By combining structural information and hyperlink topology features of the
social network, we finally define the weighting function ω for any (w, v) ∈ E
as:
ω((w, v)) =




 1 · idf(w) · P (v|w) : w ∈ C3

2 · idf(w) · P (v|w) : w ∈ C2 ∈ [0, 3]


 3 · idf(w) · P (v|w) : w ∈ C
1

(5.2)

Therefore, GNE represents a weighted bipartite digraph, where anchor names
within the Wikipedia collections refers to the comprised set of NE entries.
Co-occurrence-based Term Clouding
According to the methodology of the social semantic-induced closed content
models (see Chapter 2), we also used additional topic-related term candidates
to enrich the existing document content – the delimited context window. However, in this case we use statistically significant co-occurrences information to
build the desired context cloud around the to classify NE. More precisely, we
apply the technique of sentence-based statistical co-occurrence [114]. In general, the repeated occurrences of two words within a defined context is defined
as a statistical co-occurrence. Most prominent, a significance measure, similar
to the log-likelihood [25] is used to calculate the significant co-occurrences. The
calculations in constructing the co-occurrence-based KB were computed by using the software package TinyCC provided by Biemann et al. [22] on the basis
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Searched Name

Instances

Activity Ranking

H. S. (athlete)

H. S. (athlete)

2.4

H. S.(skier)

0.09

M. K. (writer)

0.024

M. K.(politics)

0.0005

M. K.(soccer)

0.00004

M. K. (writer)

Table 5.1: Activity Ranking of Hubert Schwarz (H. S.) and Michael Krüger
(M. K.) (cf. Waltinger and Mehler [340, pp. 3])
of a lemmatized reference corpus (688,728 lemmata) extracted from the German newspaper Die Zeit. On the basis of the calculated sentence-based significant co-occurrences, we build a second graph defined as Gσ = (V 0 , E 0 , σ), where
V 0 represents the set of lemmata out of the reference corpus, and E 0 ⊆ V 02 the
corresponding set of edges (as terms v 0 ∈ V 0 that occur significantly within
the defined context window). Note that we kept only those edges (v, w) in
E 0 , which significant score defined as σ are above a defined threshold τ . The
actual method, in enhancing the local context (terms occur in the article context window – v in x) of a to classified NE, is performed by building a context
cloud, which also is defined as a graph (V 00 , E 00 , σ 0 ) such that V 00 ⊆ V 0 is the
set of all lemmata of Gσ occur in x and E 00 and σ 0 are the restrictions of E 0
and σ 0 to V 00 , respectively. These properties enable us to acquire for a given
query term t1 a set of significant nodes – ranked in descending order by ω –
representing the enhanced co-occurrence cloud, used as an input for the NEI
prediction algorithm.
NEI Activity Ranking
Given the NE-induced KB defined as GNE , the NE to disambiguate within
the text A2 and the context enhancement graph Gσ , we use a spreading activation technique (see Algorithm 2) to predict the proper instance defined as
N Einstance .
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Step 1. For each label v ∈ A1 - these are those vi who are not pointing to an
other vertex in E (the constructed entity instances of the Wikipedia collection)
- of GNE to its own activity class defined as Ci . During the initialization, all
activity classes Wi are defined as zero.
Step 2. A context cloud w is constructed using Gσ as a resource for the
enhancement of each input token t within the defined context window. For
each constructed context descriptor, defined as wi, we add the edge value ω
to those v ∈ A1 classes, where an edge between V and V 0 exists. We define z
as the number of enhanced descriptor comprised within the instance prediction.
Step 3. Building the sum of the edge weight of ωNE and σ 0 , the co-occurrence
graph, we obtain the new activation value Wi of a class Ci Hence, for every
comprised term within the context window, z, the corresponding v ∈ A1 will
’grow’ in their activation value. Finally, after sorting the ranking of v ∈ A1
by their activation value in descending order, we choose that entity instance
N Einstance whose v ∈ A1 value was maximized during the calculation (see
Table 5.1).
Ci = Wi (Ei

\

Ei0 )

Wi = Wi-1 + ωNE + σ 0

(5.4)

N Einstance = arg max {Ci }

(5.5)

0<w<z+1

5.1.2

(5.3)

Experimental Evaluation

The purpose of the experiments is set to evaluate a NE disambiguation on the
basis of different foreknown knowledge. Consequently, we varied the given NE
information by using either the first name only, the surname or both entity
information in combination.
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Algorithm 2 Named Entity Instance Recognition.
1:

set all activation values of all v ∈ A1 to 0

2:

for each token t of the input text do

3:

build context cloud w of t

4:

for each item in w do
if w is element of A2 then

5:

for augment for all v ∈ A1 for which (w, v) ∈ E do

6:

v = v + activation_value.

7:

end for

8:

end if

9:
10:

end for

11:

end for

12:

Select that v ∈ A1 which has the highest activation value.

Reference Corpus
Two volunteers, who randomly collected articles out of the German online newspaper Zeit Online, compiled the evaluation corpus. For each article
they were asked to copy one paragraph (the defined context window), where
a certain person was mentioned. After that, the volunteers were prompted to
remove all occurrences of the person‘s name in the paragraph. This is done,
because there should be no detailed information (the complete name) of the
observed person available. In addition, we instructed the volunteers not to
analyze the extracted paragraph in more detail. This is done, to prevent that
the most appropriate term descriptors occur within the texts. They should
more or less be blindfolded copying the paragraph into the corpus file. As a
resultant, they constructed a number of 195 unique NE of persons, each represented by a context window of one paragraph. In order to obtain the golden
standard, the volunteers individually interlinked the actual NE instances to
the instances of the constructed KB of the Wikipedia collection. In addition,
we performed a parameter study of the activity value Wi . That is, we set
ωNE_w + ωsig_w = 1 (e1) ,ωNE_w and ωsig_w without their idf (e2) and with idf
value (idf ).
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Foreknown Knowledge

Accuracy

Fullname (idf)

0.98

Surname (idf)

0.72

Forename (idf)

0.55

Fullname (e2)

0.96

Surname (e2)

0.70

Forename (e2)

0.45

Fullname (e1)

0.93

Surname (e1)

0.68

Forename (e1)

0.57

Table 5.2: Evaluation results of a named entity instance recognition by varying
the foreknown knowledge. e1, e2 and idf refers to different edge weighting
settings for ω.
Results
By analyzing the results (see Table 5.2), we can observe that, given a full
name and one paragraph as a context window, a promising accuracy value of
0.98 can be obtained. In contrast, using only the surname, with its context
for the disambiguation, an acceptable accuracy of 0.72 can be achieved. The
number of possibilities increases significantly when using only the first name
such as ’Helmut’, however, we were still able to reach an accuracy of 0.55.

5.1.3

Concluding Remarks

In conclusion, we can state that the proposed algorithm to NEI recognition
performs very well when having at least one constituent of a person‘s name
given. The analysis of the local context of one paragraph, in combination with
an enhancement of co-occurrence-based term descriptors within a spreading
activation technique, enabled us to perform a disambiguation of NE. At large,
the document collection improved the task of traditional NE recognition by
exposing the semantic interrelation between detected NEs and their hold instances. This clearly shows that social networks and social ontologies such
as the Wikipedia dataset are of high interest to the area of entity recognition
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and disambiguation. This related not only for the development and evaluation
of new methods (e. g. the creation of test collections and algorithms), but in
the context of NER and for the creation of high-quality gazetteers. As NE
dictionaries and gazetteers are an essential part for the performance of NER
systems, the construction and the ongoing maintenance are time consuming
tasks. The Wikipedia collection is, precisely because of its rich data structure (e. g. named entities are categorized) and its openness character (e. g. new
named entities are added constantly), of vital importance toward the development of large-scale NLP applications.

5.2

Social Semantics-induced Sentiment Analysis

In this section we apply the methodology of our social semantics definition to
the area of Sentiment Analysis. While a majority of approaches in IR focus on
the thematic- or topic-based classification of texts (as we described in the previous chapters), applying content-based models [130] or structure-orientated
[202] methods, the task of sentiment analysis refers to the non-topical opinion
mining (OM) [233]. The area of opinion mining thereby focuses on the detection and extraction of opinions, feeling and emotions in text with reference to
a specific subject. As a subcategory of OM, the categorization of sentiment
polarities have drawn attention in the IR community. That is, being able to
distinguish between positive, neutral or negative expressions or statements of
extracted textual or spoken elements [10, 71, 120, 234, 360]. More sophisticated methods additionally analyze the level of polarity – referred to as the
intensity level – using a rating inference model [234] (as for example a starsrating within the scale of one and five), or focusing on primary and secondary
emotion conditions [16]. With respect to the computational aspects of a polarity classification, most of the proposed methods focus on the determination of
polarity-related term features in order to deduce the overall polarity orientation of the entire document. However, in the majority of cases both, positive
and negative expression do occur within the very same document. Therefore
the prediction and classification of the overall polarity is still challenging.
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Consider the following example of an Amazon product review [339]:
Product-Review5 : Wonderful when it works... I owned this TV
for a month. At first I thought it was terrific. Beautiful clear
picture and good sound for such a small TV. Like others,however,
I found that it did not always retain the programmed stations and
then had to be reprogrammed every time you turned it off. I called
the manufacturer and they admitted this is a problem with the TV.
While focusing on polarity-based term features (e. g. wonderful, terrific, beautiful...), we might infer that this review should be classified with a positive
polarity label. However, this contribution is actually classified as a negative
review, which is not exposed until the last sentence ("...this is a problem ...").
Therefore traditional text categorization approaches, such as the BOW representation, need to be seized to the domain of sentiment analysis, in order
to fulfill positively the task polarity classification. At the core of the recent
approaches to polarity identification, the determination of polarity-based linguistic features (e. g. terms or phrases) within different document levels (e. g.
sentences or overall document) need to be established. That is, to draw conclusions of the overall document polarity on the basis of identified subjectivity
terms (such as words or phrases rated as positive, negative or neutral polarity)
that occur in the observed document. More formally, Liu [161, pp. 5] define
an opinion-oriented document model as follows:
Let d be a polarity-related document, and O = {o1 , o2 , . . . , oj } be a set of opinion objects from H = {h1 , h2 , . . . , hp }, as a set of opinion holders. Further,
let each opinion object oj be represented by a set of polarity-related sentiment features F = {f1 , f2 , . . . , fj }. In addition, let each feature fj ∈ F be
represented in d by a set of term or phrases W = {wi1 , wi2 , . . . , wim }, which
are indicated by a set of feature indicators Ii = {ii1 , ii2 , . . . , iip }. Therefore,
an opinion object oj is expressed through a opinion polarity sj (e. g. positive)
with respect to the embraced set of features fj of oj and the opinion holder hi .
Note that the feature indicator ij thereby reflects the strength of the opinion
(e. g. rating scale). This leads to the definition that a contrary opinion within
5
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a document correlates to a low opinion similarity of two opinion objects defined as S(oj , ok ), while a opinion consistency within a document is indicated
by a high similarity value. With respect to machine learning-based classifiers,
the similarity function S(oj , ok ) refers to the similarity between the supervised
trained SVM-based opinion models (oj ) and the evaluation set of document
opinions (ok ).
Following this definition, a mapping W 7→ F of the term features of the input document to the comprised polarity features, with corresponding indicators
needs to be established. In this regard, most of the proposed unsupervised or
(semi-)supervised sentiment-related approaches make use of external resources.
These constructed lists contain a set of textual features with assigned polarity
orientation (e. g. boolean or within a rating scale). We refer to these resources
as subjectivity dictionaries used for document-based polarity classification. In
recent times, various annotated data sets have been proposed in the research
community, however only a small number of them have been made freely available to the public, most of them for the English language. Currently, to the
best of our knowledge, there are hardly subjectivity resources freely available
for the German language6 . Therefore, regarding the domain of sentiment analysis, the contributions of this thesis are two-fold. First, we propose an Englishbased polarity identification method using associated term features out of a
social network, to enhance the existing polarity-oriented document representation. We thereby are heading towards a polarity reinforcement strategy in
order to improve the overall classification accuracy. Second, we present a new
resource – German Subjectivity Clues – for a German-based sentiment analysis, covering a set of German polarity term features, annotated with their
polarity-related orientation.

5.2.1

Related Work

In this section, we present related work on sentiment analysis. In recent years,
a variety of different algorithms have been applied to the task of polarity identification. Tan and Zhang [312] presented an empirical study of sentiment categorization on the basis of different feature selection (e. g. document frequency,
6

Remus et al. [259] presented just recently a German-language resource for sentiment

analysis.
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chi square, subjectivity terms) and different learning methods (e.g k-nearest
neighbor, Naive Bayes, SVM) on a Chinese data set. The results indicated that
the combination of sentimental feature selection and machine learning-based
SVM performs best compared to other tested sentiment classifiers. Chaovalit
and Zhou [49] published a comparative study on supervised and unsupervised
classification methods in a polarity identification scenario of movie reviews.
Their results also confirmed that machine learning on the basis of SVM are
more accurate than any other unsupervised classification approaches. Hence,
a significant amount of training and building associated models is needed.
Prabowo and Thelwall [250] proposed a combined approach for sentiment
analysis using rule-based, supervised and machine learning methods.

An

overview of current sentiment approaches is given, comparing their model, data
source, evaluation methods and results. However, since most of the current attempts based their experiments on different setups, using mostly self-prepared
corpora or subjectivity resources, a uniform comparison of the proposed algorithms is barely possible. The results of the combined approach shows that
no single classifier outperforms the other, and the hybrid classifier can result
in better effectiveness. With respect to different methods applied to the sentiment polarity analysis, we can identify two different branches. On the one
hand we have rule-based approaches, for instance, counting positive and negative terms [319] on the basis of subjectivity dictionaries or combining it with
so-called discourse-based contextual valence shifters [136]. On the other hand
we have machine-learning approaches [318] on different document levels, such
as the entire documents [234], phrases [3, 307, 360], sentences [231] or on the
level of words [169], using extracted and enhanced linguistic features from internal (e. g. PoS- or text phrase information) and/or external resources (e. g.
syntactic and semantic relationships extracted from lexical resources such as
WordNet [83]) [49, 219].
Most notably, sentence-based models have been quite intensively studied
in the past, combining machine learning and unsupervised approaches by using inter-sentence information [147, 369], sentence-based linguistic feature enhancement [359] or most famously by following a sentence-based minimum
cut strategy [231, 232]. In general, sentence-based polarity identification contributes to a higher accuracy performance, but induces also a higher computa-
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tional complexity. Nevertheless, depending on the used methods the reported
increase of accuracy of document and sentence classifier range between 2−10%
[231, 359], mostly compared to the baseline (e. g. Naive Bayes) implementations. However, in the majority of cases, only slightly better results were
achieved [147, 359].
At the core of almost all approaches, a set of subjectivity terms is needed,
either to train a classifier or to extract polarity-related terms following a bootstrapping strategy [369]. With respect to the used sentiment or subjectivity
resources, only a few of them are publicly available, mostly inducing the English language. Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown [109] used a small set of manually annotated (1, 336 adjectives) in order to extract polarity-related adjectives
using a bootstrapping strategy, inducing adjective conjunction (13, 426) that
hold the same semantic orientation.
Various resources used the linguistic resource WordNet [83] as the basis
of construction for sentiment resources, inducing graph-related distance measures [169], classifying word-to-synset relations [304] (WordNet-Affect comprises 2, 874 synsets and 4, 787 words) or combining semantic relations with
co-occurrence information extracted from corpus using the Ising Spin Model
[48, pp. 119] (SentiSpin induces 88, 015 words) [309]. Also, on the basis
of WordNet, Esuli and Sebastiani [81] proposed a method for the analysis of
glosses and associated synset (SentiWordNet comprises 144, 308 terms). Wiebe
et al. [358], Wilson et al. [360], Wiebe and Riloff [357] presented the most finegrained polarity resource. In total, 8, 221 term features were not only rated
by their polarity (positive, negative, both, neutral) but also by their reliability
(e. g. strongly subjective, weakly subjective).

5.2.2

The Social Network-induced Polarity Enhancement

Following the CES methodology, we applied a feature enhancement method, in
order to improve the accuracy of polarity categorization. Thereby, we enhanced
the existing polarity-orientated document representation with additional concept features defined as a polarity-based feature cloud and derived from a social
network. As described in the previous chapter, a concept enhancement system (CES) consists of a knowledge base as the main resource in constructing
semantically related feature concepts for a given input fragment to enhance.
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With respect to the task of polarity identification, this resource needs to fulfil
two premises. First, at most the data set should be constructed from data provided by a social network in order to factor the open character of the concept
’universe’, such as terms and texts, which will get constantly extended, updated and improved by a multitude of online users. Therefore, no ’expensive’
expert knowledge is needed in keeping the data set up-to-date. Second, computational methods must be able to extract sentiment-related term definitions,
in order to derive polarity-related features for the enhancement task.
A resource, that fulfils both needs, is the data set of the social networkdriven online project Urban Dictionary (UD)7 . This online dictionary, which
was launched in 1999, currently consists of 3, 933, 862 different definitions and
term description, contributed by an online community. The basic principle of
this social network is, that users are able to introduce a new coined or existing
term definition. The online community is then able to reshape the current
definition and rate the existing descriptions based upon of its relevance to
the target term or phrase, by using a ’thumb up vs. thumb down’ strategy.
One of the major advantages of this procedure, is the desired online dynamic
of the community itself. This resource is constantly growing in its corpus
size, and each contribution gets constantly extended by multiple contributed
descriptions (see Table 5.3).
In addition, the online project offers a list of the most frequently-associated
concepts on the basis of their assigned descriptors (see Table 5.4). Most of
the associated concepts are based upon semantic relations such as synonymy
and meronymy (e. g. tight 7→ cool). With respect to the procedure of feature
enhancement, we aim to request for a given textual context – such as an input
document within a certain context window – a set of polarity-related descriptors defined as the polarity term clouds of the KB, the converted UD data set.
In the line of the Social Semantic Vector implementation (see Chapter 3), the
construction of U D 7→ KB is based upon an inverted term index representation of UD. This is done in two steps. First, we utilize an existing list of
words and phrases with polarity values assigned. In this case, the data set of
Takamura et al. [309], which assembled a list of 80, 000 words including their
semantic polarity orientation, defined as T . Note that each new constructed
7

http://www.urbandictionary.com
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Seed Word

Concept Description

Tight

Stylish, cool, having everything together; Scrooge
cool or hip
Original use: the mood or spirit between members of a music
group who are having a particularly excellent performance.
Modern use: describes something particularly enjoyable
or awesome.

Table 5.3: Seed word and concept description as presented by the urban dictionary project.

Seed Word

Associated Concepts

awesome

sound cool, amazing, sweet, great, rad, sick, fantastic, wicked ...

marvelous

wonderful, superb, excellent, stunning, splendid, magnificent...

shiznit

shizzle, tight, sweet, foshizzle, awsome, badass, aiight ...

crappy

shitty, lame, stupid, horrible, sucky, useless, cruddy, cheesy

Table 5.4: Seed words enriched by urban dictionary based associated concepts.

lexical feature of KB needs to have a sentiment orientation, therefore the induction of polarity orientation is mandatory. Second, we use each entry of T
as a seed word wi in requesting new associated concepts of the KB. That is,
for each seed word we retrieved the term definitions – represented as a set of
urban concepts – of UD. More formally, let si ∈ S be a vector of a polarity
seed word wi ∈ W , its polarity value ki ∈ K and its associated urban concepts
udj = {ujt , ..., ujM } where M defines the total number of considered concepts.
In order to obtain the semantic orientation, each udjt inherits the polarity value
ki of wi . Consequentially, there exist certain udjt , which has both polarities
assigned (positive and negative). Therefore, a term-specific polarity disambiguation on the basis of the maximum likelihood probabilities P̂f ix needs to
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be computed, which are derived from the relative frequency defined as
P̂pos (udjt ) =

p(udjt |Cpos )
p(udj )

(5.6)

P̂neg (udjt ) =

p(udjt |Cneg )
p(udj )

(5.7)

where p(udjt |Cpos ) and p(udjt |Cneg ) are the number of occurrences of the term
udjt as a positive or negative polarity feature with respect to the overall occurrences p(udj ), and
P̂f ix (udjt ) = max{|P̂pos (udjt )|, |P̂neg (udjt )|}

(5.8)

where, P̂f ix (udjt ) classifies the concept udjt as either positive or negative.
As we have mapped the social network U D to the KB of the CES, we
proceed with the actual concept enhancement and polarity classification. The
polarity-enhanced classification is computed in three steps: First, a feature
candidate selection is performed. Single- and multi-word expression within a
context window of five are mapped onto the inverted index of the KB. Second,
the actual feature enhancement is computed by adding a fixed set of polarityrelated concepts to the existing document representation. The last step is the
actual polarity classification of the new enhanced concept representation. In
this thesis, we used supervised SVM-based machine-learning classifier for the
categorization of sentiment polarities.

5.2.3

The German Polarities Clues

As stated above, there are various sentiment-related resources and data sets
proposed in the research community, however most of them induce the English
language. Currently to the best of our knowledge, there are hardly annotated
dictionaries (terms with associated semantic orientation) freely available for
the German language [259]. Therefore, this section proposes a new lexical
resource for sentiment analysis of the German language - the GermanPolarityClues. In contrast to other approaches [75] that propose to translate the
input text into the English language, and to use English-based resources such
as SentiWordNet for the polarity classification, we have built a new German
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Resource:

Subjectivity

Senti

Senti

Polarity

Clues

Spin

WordNet

Enhancement

No. of Features:

6,663

88,015

144,308

137,088

Positive-AMean:

76.83

236.94 241.36

239.25

Positive-StdDevi:

30.81

84.29

85.61

84.98

Negative-AMean:

69.72

218.46

223.11

221.25

Negative-StdDevi:

26.22

74.08

75.37

74.68

Text-AMean:

707.64

707.64

707.64

707.64

Text-StdDevi:

296.94

296.94

296.94

296.94

Table 5.5: The standard deviation (StdDevi) and arithmetic mean (AMean)
of subjectivity features by English resource, text corpus (Text) and polarity
category (Positive, Negative).

subjectivity dictionary by translating the dictionary entries of different English
resources. Hence, we have translated the two most comprehensive dictionaries of the English language: the Subjectivity Clues [357, 358, 360] comprising
9, 827 term features (further called German Subjectivity Clues) and the SentiSpin [309] dictionary comprising 105, 561 polarity features (further called
German SentiSpin), into the German language by automatic means. For each
translated term, we have used the sentiment orientation score (e. g. positive or
negative) of the English seed word, as the polarity score for the German pendant. In addition, we constructed a more sophisticated dictionary, defined as
GermanPolarityClues, by further manually assessing each term feature of the
German Subjectivity Clues dataset with respect to their semantic orientation
(see Table 5.8). We comprehensively appended not only 290 different German
negation-phrases, such as not bad or not good, but also the most frequent positive and negative synonyms of the most popular polarity features. The corpus
size of the GermanPolarityClues could thereby be extended to 10, 141 different
polarity features (See Table 5.7).
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Resource:

German

German

German

SentiSpin

Subjectivity

Polarity Clues

No. of Features:

105,561

9,827

10,141

Positive-AMean:

53.63

27.70

26.66

Positive-StdDevi:

6.90

4.59

5.01

Negative-AMean:

50.18

25.68

24.14

Negative-StdDevi:

10.40

5.88

5.41

Text-AMean:

109.75

109.75

109.75

Text-StdDevi:

24.52

24.52

24.52

Table 5.6: The standard deviation (StdDevi) and arithmetic mean (AMean)
of subjectivity features by German resource, text corpus (Text) and polarity
category (Positive, Negative).

5.2.4

Experimental Evaluation

The evaluation of the proposed sentiment analysis methods is threefold. First,
we evaluate the existing English-based polarity resources by means of the combination of a polarity-based feature selection and machine learning-based classifier in a comparative manner. With the existence of significant variations
within the comprised polarity feature set (6, 663 − 144, 308), a question that
arose was: At what amount do the number of used features influence the classification accuracy? Therefore, we systematically evaluated the three most
widely used English-based sentiment resources (Subjectivity Clues [358], SentiSpin [309], SentiWordNet [81]) within a polarity-based feature selection and
subsequent classification. That is, we analyzed all English resources within
the same experimental setup. Second, we analyzed the effect of polarity-based
feature enhancement using the proposed knowledge base for the feature construction process. Third, we analyzed the new constructed GermanPolarityClues (GPC) resource within the same experimental setup as the English
resources. More precisely, we used the two automatic-translated polarity sets
and the English-based results as the baseline for the evaluation of GPC approach. This approach was needed, since there are no reference results for
a German-based polarity classification. For the actual classification task, we
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Overall Features:

10,141

No. Positive Features:

3,220

No. Negative Features:

5,848

No. Neutral Features:

1,073

No. Negation Features:

290

No. Noun Features:

4,408

No. Verb Features:

2,728

No. Adj/Adv Features:

2,604

Table 5.7: GermanPolarityClues feature statistics by polarity and grammatical
categories.
Id

Feature

PoS

+

-

◦

5953

elementar

ADJD

0

0

1

7076

hoffnungslos

ADJD

0

1

0

7077

hofieren

VVINF

1

0

0

Table 5.8: Overview of the GermanPolarityClues data schema by polarity
feature, grammatical category (PoS using the STTS -Tagset [9]), positive (+),
negative (−) and neutral (◦) polarity orientation.
utilized a supervised machine learning classifier by means of SVM, using a
leave-one-out cross-validation.
Corpora
In general, the evaluation is based upon two different reference corpora. With
respect to the English language, we performed the polarity classification experiments on the most widely used reference data set – the movie review corpus
– initially compiled by Pang et al. [234]. In short, this corpus consists of a
positive and a negative polarity category, where for each category 1, 000 movie
review articles are assigned with an average number of 707.64 textual features.
With the absence of an existing German-based reference dataset, we decided
to manually create a reference corpus for the German language. According to
the data set proposed by Pang et al. [234], we compiled the German reference
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corpus using product review documents from the Amazon-Website8 . In general, product review documents within the web project Amazon correspond
to human-rated reviews, where a rating scale between 1 (worst) to 5 (best)
stars is used in order to place the meaning (corresponds to the polarity) of a
certain subject (product). The final German reference corpus consists of 1, 000
product reviews for each of the five rating levels, where each level comprises
5 different categories (e. g. books, furniture ...). For the actual classification
experiments, we removed all category, star label and review authorship information. The average number of term features per review was 109.75.
Results

Sentiment-Method

Accuracy

Naive Bayes - unigrams [234]

78.7

Maximum Entropy - top 2633 unigrams [234]

81.0

SVM - unigrams+bigrams [234]

82.7

SVM -unigrams [234]

82.9

Polarity Enhancement - PDC (without feature enhancement)

81.9

Polarity Enhancement - PDC (with feature enhancement)

83.1

Subjectivity-Clues SVM Linear-Kernel

84.1

Subjectivity-Clues SVM RBF-Kernel

83.5

SentiWordNet SVM Linear-Kernel

83.9

SentiWordNet SVM RBF-Kernel

82.3

SentiSpin SVM Linear-Kernel

83.8

SentiSpin SVM RBF-Kernel

82.5

Table 5.9: Accuracy results comparing four subjectivity resources and four
baseline approaches.
With respect to the English polarity experiment (see Table 5.10), we have
used the published accuracy results of Pang et al. [234], using the Naive Bayes
(NB), the Maximum Entropy (ME) and the N-Gram-based SVM implementa8

http://www.amazon.de
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Resource

Kernel

F1-Pos

F1-Neg

F1-Av

E-Subjectivity Clues

SVM-Linear

.832

.823

.828

SVM-RBF

.828

.823

.826

SVM-Linear

.832

.828

.830

SVM-RBF

.816

.812

.814

SVM-Linear

.831

.827

.829

SVM-RBF

.815

.811

.813

PDC

.828

.827

.828

SVM-Linear

.841

.837

.839

E-SentiWordNet

E-SentiSpin

E-Polarity Enhancement

Table 5.10: F1-Measure valuation results of a English (E) subjectivity feature
selection by resource, SVM-Kernel method (Linear and RBF), positive (F1Pos) and negative (F1-Neg) polarity category. F1-Av denotes the average
performance of the positive and negative results.

tion as the corresponding baselines. As Table 5.9 shows, the smallest resource,
Subjectivity Clues, performs best with acc = 84.1. However, SentiWordNet
(acc = 83.9), SentiSpin (acc = 83.8) but also the Polarity Enhancement using
the Polarity Difference Coefficient (PDC) [337] (acc = 83.1), perform almost
within the same accuracy. It can be stated that all subjectivity feature selection resources clearly outperform not only the well known NB and ME classifier
but also the N-Gram-based SVM implementation. Not surprisingly, with respect to the feature coverage of the used subjectivity resources (see Table 5.6),
we can argue that the size of the dictionary clearly correlates to the coverage
(arithmetic mean of polarity-features selected varies between 76.83 − 241.36).
Interestingly, the biggest dictionary with the highest coverage property does
not outperform the resource with the lowest number of polarity-features. In
contrast, we can state that operating in the present settings, on 6, 663 term features (in contrast to 144, 308 of SentiWordNet), seem to be a sufficient number
for the task of document-based polarity identification. This claim is also supported by the evaluation F1-Measure results as shown in Table 5.10. All subjectivity resources nearly perform equally well (F1-Measure results range between
82.9 − 83.9). The leave − one − out cross − validation, the polarity-enhanced
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Resource

Kernel

F1-Pos

F1-Neg

F1-Av

.827

.828

.828

SVM-RBF

.830

.830

.830

SVM-L

.857

.861

.859

SVM-RBF

.855

.858

.857

SVM-L

.810

.813

.811

SVM-RBF

.804

.803

.803

SVM-L

.841

.842

.841

SVM-RBF

.834

.834

.834

G-Senti Star12 vs. Star45 SVM-L

G-Senti Star1 vs. Star5

G-Sub Star12 vs. Star45

G-Sub Star1 vs. Star5

Table 5.11: F1-Measure valuation results of a German (G) subjectivity feature
selection by resource, SVM-Kernel method (Linear and RBF), positive (F1Pos) and negative (F1-Neg) polarity category. F1-Av denotes the average
performance of the positive and negative results.

implementation performs a bit better than the other resources. Combining the
polarity-enhanced document representation with a SVM-based classifier let us
gain a promising F1-Measure of 83.9, outperforming all other three Englishbased resources. However, the amount of improvement is rather low, which
might be due to differences in the language between the KB and the evaluation
corpus. Table 5.11 shows the results of the newly built German subjectivity
resources, used for the document-based polarity identification. With respect to
the correlation of subjectivity dictionary size and classification performance,
similar results can be achieved. Using the German SentiSpin version, comprising 105, 561 polarity features, lets us gain a promising F1-Measure of 85.9.
The German Subjectivity Clues dictionary, comprising 9, 827 polarity features,
performs with an F1-Measure of 84.1 almost at the same level. In general, in
terms of Kernel-Methods, we can argue that the Linear-Kernel outperform the
RBF-Kernel SVM implementation, even though it is only to a minor extent.
With reference to the coverage of subjectivity dictionaries for a polarity-based
feature selection – size does matter. However, the classification accuracy results indicate – for both languages – that a smaller but controlled dictionary
contributes to the accuracy performance (almost equally to big-sized data) of
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opinion mining systems.

5.2.5

Concluding Remarks

The proposed English-based sentiment enhancement method used for a polarity classification shows that polarity identification is related to a sentiment
sensitive feature extraction and classification. In contrast to traditional text
categorization approaches, where more or less all textual and structural features contain valuable classification features, within the domain of sentiment
analysis, only a subset comprehends polarity-related information. Therefore,
the usage of subjectivity dictionaries is mandatory, but are – handcrafted – expensive to build. We proposed a polarity-enhancement algorithm that utilizes
a social network to construct and extend current dictionaries by automatic
means. Even further, we proposed a new subjectivity dictionary – GermanPolarityClues – as the first freely available resource for the German language9 .
The proposed resources and methods were analyzed by means of different comparative studies, where good results could be achieved. We can argue that the
sentiment-sensitive feature-enhancement also improves the polarity classification accuracy, even if its only to a minor extent. However, this method can
be useful to the community with respect to a needed extension of existing
resources with recent polarity-features by automatic means. The newly constructed German resources performed in a document-based classification setup,
with an F1-Measure of 85.9, surprisingly high. Overall, we can state that combining a polarity-based feature selection with machine learning, SVMs using
Linear-Kernel exhibit the best performance.

5.3

Web Genre Classification

While the former aspects relate to the domain of topic, polarity and text categorization of different open- and closed content models, this section presents an
approach to the classification of hypertext types by means of a Closed Genre
Model [196]. We will explore the task of web genre categorization by means of
document and genre-related structural components [199, 200, 203], seizing the
9

The constructed resource is freely available at: http://hudesktop.hucompute.org/
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notion of web genre subtype features as proposed by Mehler and Gleim [192]
and Waltinger et al. [347]. Instead of using textual or structural features derived from a social network, we utilize the macro-structure authored by users
on the web. Therefore, in lieu of comprising textual content only, created by
a social community, we focus on the structural components of hypertext as
contributed by the actual users, say authors, themselves. In general, the usage
of ’genre’ is primarily used within the ’offline world’ referring to literature (e. g.
biography, poem, thriller, ...) or music (e. g. musical, opera, ...) [78, 86, 282].
However, there also exists the notion of genre or document types within the
’online world’, which is in the line of the offline genre definition, defined by
means of purpose and function [268]. In this regard, web-based genre types,
subsequently called web genre or hypertext types [190, 203], are instantiated
in web pages through their functionality and aim to fulfil. We can consider
documents of a web-based communication as new types, which are much more
unpredictable and individualized than documents on paper [281, p. 1]. Possible web genre candidates represent in this context hypertext types such as
blogs 10 , advertisements, web-shops, search-engines portals, faq-websites 11 but
also private or academic hompages. With respect to IR systems, hypertext
type classification is of great interest to the NLP community in application
areas such as search engines [78] or information extraction [86], for example,
finding relevant documents that are most suitable to a certain user query with
regard to their respective types. That is, providing the scope from where to
extract meta data (e. g. FAQ webpage of a product website, contact segment
of a personal website, and so on). In the following section, we describe how
hypertext types are instantiated on the web, and propose a method for an
automatic identification of web genres in web pages using a hypertext subtype
classification approach.

10

The term Blog refers to an Weblog-Website, an online-driven personal diary, where a

single or a multitude of users can contribute to.
11
FAQ refers to Frequently-Asked-Questions, a website that contains a list of question
and associated answers.
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5.3.1

Related Work

In recent years, the exploration and classification of hypertext types has drawn
attention in the research community12 . Regarding computational models, primarily (supervised) machine learning techniques, such as SVM or NB, have
been applied, to focus on different notions of structural (in terms of structure
and layout-oriented markup) and textual (in terms of linguistic) classification
features [283, pp.33]. More precisely, the majority of approaches to web genre
identification form their basis by utilizing linguistic features toward the learning process [133, 137], such as using character n-grams, PoS-tag information or
the traditional bag-of-words (BOW). Others build genre classification models
focusing on the structural components [152, 153, 158, 281] of the hypertext
markup [279, 280] following a bag-of-structure13 strategy. Several approaches
combined thematic and structural features from web pages for the task of web
genre classification [78, 131, 160, 257]. However, all of the cited methods follow
the notion that hypertext types are manifested by the extracted features on
the level of the individual, let‘s say single, website as a whole. Hence, focusing on the entire single web document as an instance of a web genre, is used
for building the classifier. Our notion of hypertext types differs to them by
following Mehler et al. [200] and Mehler [190] and their described aspects of
informational uncertainty with respect to the phenomenon of polymorphism
within web documents. That is, hypertext units are compound manifestations
of web genres and consequently, hypertext type classification goes hand-inhand with the spanned genre-related segments [347]. This follows the notion
of Mehler [190]:
You shall know the genre of a hypertext unit by its genre-related
structuring, that is, by the genre-related types of its segments.14
Meaning that if we are able to identify the structural and genre-related segments of a web document, we are also able to draw a conclusion about the
12
13

See Santini et al. [282] for an comprehensive overview to the area of web genre learning
The bag-of structure representation follows the idea of the BOW as an unordered col-

lection of words though only structural features (e. g. headers, paragraphs) are considered.
14
But not only by its lexical, textual or hypertextual features (i.e. by the classical bag-offeatures approach).
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overall hypertext type of the web document. Consequently, this follows a twolevel approach to web genre classification as described in Mehler [190], Mehler
et al. [203] and Waltinger et al. [347], where hypertext segments are used as
building blocks for the actual instantiation of a specific web genre. These
central aspects will be picked up and continued by expanding the notion of
polymorphism and monomorphism of hypertext types. Firstly, we focus on hypertext segment types as a reference point of hypertext segmentation in order
to, secondly, use the learned segmentation of a hypertext unit as a reference
point to its categorization [200]. Look, for example, at conference websites
that typically consist of website segments, such as a call for papers, a conference venue description or a conference program. These segments pose as
the reference points for the categorization of the overall web genre category.
Therefore, we identify web genres by their prototypical segments, which may
be manifested by one or more web pages15 .

5.3.2

Hypertext Type Classification Algorithm

The proposed algorithm of hypertext type classification implements the twolevel model of hypertext categorization, following the notion that distinctions
of hypertext types correlate with differences in their spanned segment types.
In this sense, instances of different hypertext types are seen to be separable by
the types of segments manifested by these instances. In order to implement
this approach we argue that every web document is a class of hypertextual
units defined as a number of hypertext segments that characterizes the instance through its content, structure and layout function membership. Thus,
structure and textual units vary in dependence on their type categorization.
With the presence of mono- and polyfunctionality within the structure of web
documents, the task of hypertext type categorization is challenging. Consider
for example, the structure of a personal academic website. There might be
15

The approach to web genre learning has been primarily developed within the DFG-

Research Group 437 "Text Technological Modelling of Information" at Bielefeld University.
More precisely, the A4 Indogram project "Induction of Document-Grammars for the representation of logic hypertextual Document-Structures". The Indogram project was headed
by Prof. Dr. Alexander Mehler. Team members were Dr. rer. nat. Matthias Dehmer, Dr.
phil. Armin Wegner, Rüdiger Gleim, Olga Pustylnikov, Tobias Feith, Arne Seemann and
Carolin Kram. (http://www.text-technology.de/)
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identified segment types, such as publications or research, containing a list of
references with the same author name or contact person. However, observing
only a segment, such as contact, will obviously lead to difficulties in classification due to its type ambiguity (e. g. conference website, project website,
personal website). That is, certain segments vary in terms of their location
within the website structure but also within different web genre types. We
therefore follow Mehler et al. [203] and their definitions on hypertext segment
type structures:
Definition 5.3.1. polymorphic (Mehler et al. [203])
From the perspective of a website, which consists of a number of webpages,
instantiating a certain web genre, its structure is defined as polymorphic, if
the webpage contains at least two segments of different types.
Definition 5.3.2. monomorphic (Mehler et al. [203])
In contrast to the inclusion of multiple segments of different types, a webpage
is defined as monomorphic, if it only consists of a fixed number of the same
segment type.
While the presence of monomorphic websites allows a strict separation of
segment types with respect to the other web pages, the inclusion of polymorphic websites (the predominant case) will lead to difficulties in their needed
differentiation of hypertext types. Thus, we need to be able, in first order,
to separate a polymorphic website into its spanned segment types, in order to
apply in second place the classical apparatus of document classification. The
algorithm of web genre classification works therefore in two steps:
• First, we apply a method for an automatic extraction of segments within
instances of different hypertext types, defined as hypertext type segmentation.
• Second, we utilize all extracted segments as our building blocks for the
hypertext type classification, defined as hypertext segment type classification.
Hypertext Type Segmentation
In principle, the approach to hypertext type segmentation follows the notion of
a segmentation by means of the visual depiction of web document as perceived
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by the user [256]. Since the structure of web documents is coded by means of
a markup language (XHTML) while their layout is (partly) coded by means of
(cascading) style sheets (CSS), both need to be taken into account. In general,

Figure 5.1: Hypertext Type – Conference Website: Type Segments marked by
headlines
we utilize the logical document structure as a reference point, when focusing
on the structural components of a web document, and observing primarily the
associated style sheet language that specifies the actual visual presentation,
when focusing on the layout of the document. As a premise of a web document
segmentation, we argue that divisions, say segments, which are visually and
prominently dividable, correlating with different sections on the content level –
instantiating different hypertext segment types. Following this notion, we define a segment border as a conspicuous intersection of content divisions by textual elements, such as headings or text with an above-average font-size, image
or clear visual space (no textual or graphical presentation). This task is challenging, since the visual depiction, as stated above, is encoded within web document by style- and structure elements, where both may imply layout-relevant
information. As for example, textual headers can be authored by markup language using traditional html-tags (e. g. <h1>title</h1>, <h2>, <h3>,...), but
also by using style sheet information (e. g. .class { font-size: 20px;} or
<span style=’font-size:15px;’>) Note that the latter layout information
can be included within the web document or by external style sheets refer-
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ences. Therefore, the actual task of hypertext type segmentation is conducted
in two phases. First, a segment cutting is applied, where all possible segment
boundaries are detected. That is, a set of predefined separation features (e. g.
div, h1, h2, a, font-size that exceeds a certain threshold, image, blank space,
...) are used for the exploration of possible indicators of hypertext type boundaries. In the second phase, we conduct a segment re-connecting, where each potential segment gets reviewed by its appropriateness as a true segment boundary. That is, parts of the extracted segments are often considered too small,
in terms of textual content, to be an appropriate type segment boundary. We
therefore amalgamate those candidates with their subsequent instances within
the observed document. In the majority of cases, these candidates refer to single items of the navigation or headlines. Note, we defined a threshold for the
minimum length of segments, where the number of characters without markup
is used as a limitation criteria. As a result, each input web document is represented by its spanned hypertext type segments, which themselves are further
used for the classification task.
Hypertext Segment Type Classification
In the line of the proposed two-level approach to web genre classification, we
utilize identified hypertext segment types to be able to draw conclusions about
the overall web genre instance. Therefore the actual classification is established
by two phases. First, a segment type identification, and second an overall
genre classification is performed. This is a sort of a two-level categorization
as we categorize compound units by the classification of their segments. In
the line of traditional data categorization, we have used SVM-based machine
learning techniques by means of the SV M light implementation of Joachims
[126] for the actual classification task. While the SVM-based categorization
of documents mainly focuses on the BOW representation, and therefore comprising mostly token information as classification features, the categorization
of web documents differs. As described in the previous chapters, SVMs have
proven to be an efficient and accurate technique within the domain of text
[127, 130, 131, 288] but also genre [78, 281] classification. Therefore, the usage
of SVMs seems to us to be the best choice for the two-level stage classification
approach. With the presence of structural and textual information within the
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Algorithm 3 Hypertext Type Segmentation.
Require: String H as the input website
String C as the stylesheet information
SF as the set of predefined segment features
SV as the set of output segments
minl as the minimum threshold (string length)
Parse website H and stylesheet information C;
// Segment Cutting
p:=0; m:=0;
for each occurrence of f ∈ SF in H at p do
add substring H[m, p] to SV ;
m:=p;
end for
// Segment Re-Connection
for each entry in SV as i do
if ilength < minl then
connect SV [i] with SV [i + 1];
end if
end for
return SV
classified web document corpus, a sensitive feature selection is applied, which
can be divided into three classes of feature matrices:
• Tag-Matrix: Frequency of HTML-tags.
• Term-Matrix: Frequency of tokens.
• Structure-Matrix: Frequency of segment structure-related numerical features.
The class of HTML-tags (see Table 5.12) takes all occurrences of markup tags
into account, considering primarily the tags that occur within the logical document structure of the segment except scripts or comments. With respect to
the traditional token information, we utilized only stemmed tokens of certain
part-of-speech categories, such as nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, numerals,
punctation marks and named entities (e. g. email, proper names, location and
country entities). The third class utilizes document structure relevant infor-
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a

abbr

acronym

address

base

basefont

bdo

big

button

caption

center

cite

dd

del

dfn

dir

em

fieldset

font

form

h2

h3

h4

h5

html

i

iframe

img

kbd

label

legend

li

meta

noframes

noscript

object

p

param

pre

q

select

small

span

strike

sup

table

tbody

td

thead

title

tr

tt

Table 5.12: Html-Tags used as features for the construction of the tag-matrix
mation by means of numerical characteristics according to the calculation of
the individual length of sections, paragraphs and sentences. Hereby, we argue
that there are certain segment types that are supported by their structural
representation. For example, the average sentence lengths within the contact
section will differ strongly from those extracted from a project description or
a publication list. The three-folded segment representation model (combining
term, tag and structure matrix), is subsequently used as input for the machine
learning classification.

5.3.3

Experimental Evaluation

With the absence of an existing benchmark corpus for a segment-based web
genre classification, a new reference corpus that contains a set of web documents with annotated hypertext type segments had to be compiled16 . We
deployed two different machine learning-based classifier using not only the traditional bag-of-features but also a bag-of-segments document representation to
compare the achievable classification performance. Moreover, we analyzed the
16

Corpus compilation has been done by the team members of the A4 Indogram project.
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proposed method of hypertext segmentation, enabling us to extract the set of
hypertext subtypes used for the classification process. In the following section,
we will describe the conducted experiments.
Corpus Collection
There have been a few attempts made in building reference corpora for web
genre categorization [258], most of them for the English language [281, 279,
206]. With respect to the proposed method of a hypertext segment classification, a more sophisticated web genre corpus is needed, since type segments
need to be annotated. However, with the absence of this kind of reference
collection, we have compiled a new reference corpus ourselves. To achieve this,
we focused on a set of three different hypertext types: conference websites,
personal academic websites and academic project websites. While the majority
of the previous attempts to web genre classification, focused on more or less
distinguishable genre categories such as listings or search pages, the employed
experiments deal with a set of very closely related categories, by means of
their thematic background. The corpus was compiled by three volunteers who
annotated 150 different web pages for the German language. Each of the resultant web pages have been manually segmented by means of their genre-related
structures such as contact or research. That means that the volunteers identified the monomorphic segments within each (polymorphic and monomorphic)
web page, and annotated them as reference examples used for the learning
phase of the classifier. See Table 5.13 for an overview of the comprised hypertext type segments. Thereby the final compiled corpus consists of 3 web genre
categories, 150 web pages and 1, 250 spanned hypertext segments.
Classification
We conducted a leave-one-out cross-validated classification using a SVM-based
machine learning classifier. Thus, all annotated segments with associated segment labels were used for building the feature set. With respect to a feature selection analysis, we have used the GSS coefficient [93], which neither improved
nor degraded the classification accuracy. The experimental setup was two-fold.
First, we extracted for each hypertext type, the feature matrix (as described in
the previous section) and trained for each segment type one SVM (one against
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Type

Conference

Personal

Project

Segments

about

contact

contact

accommodation

personal

events

call

publications

framework

committees

research

links

contact

teaching

news

disclaimer

objectives

organizer

project

program

publications

registration

staff

sightseeing
sponsors
Corpus-Size 50

50

50

Table 5.13: Hypertext type with assigned segment types by corpus size
Type

Structure

Tag

Token

Sites

Pages

Segments

Project.

29

91

11734

50

2,779

435

Conference.

29

91

56994

68

1,569

292

Personal.

29

91

10260

52

1,591

612

Table 5.14: Number of features by feature category and hypertext type.
the other). See Table 5.14 for a statistical analysis of the comprised feature
set. Thereon, the overall web genre classification was performed. This is done
by means of a developed weighted finite-state transducer17 . Hereby, we argue
that each web genre instance can be represented by its document grammar its sequence of spanned hypertext segments, which can be typified through a
weighted direct graph. The actual genre-related grammar is appointed through
its calculated transition probabilities of accumulated segments. With this, am17

The document grammar and the feature selection analysis is based on the calculations of

Dr. phil. Armin Wegner, who was part of the DFG-Research Group 437 "Text Technological
Modelling of Information" at Bielefeld University.
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Model

Recall

Precision

F-Measure

Segmenter

.936

.625

.745

Baseline

.263

.446

.331

Table 5.15: Evaluation results for automatic segmentation experiment
biguities in the categorization of segment types can be dissolved and the most
likely sequence pattern can be detected.
For the analysis of the overall web genre classification, we randomly selected
60 web sites (20 for each genre category) of the reference corpus with different
structural status (polymorphic and monomorphic) This approach follows a bagof-structure model including a hypertext type stage disambiguation (hypertext
stage grammar), following the idea that different web genre types in many cases
share similar segment instances. In a second experimental setup, we focused
on a bag-of-stages model. Thereby, the hypertext stage-based segmentation
is comprised in order to induce the feature set, following Eissen and Stein
[78], Santini et al. [281, 282], Waltinger et al. [347], by using the entire web
document for the classification. However, we set the focus on the accumulated
segment types as the features used for the SVM classification. Therefore, we
would seize the archetype of a text structure-based classification, by including
the stage-based structure characteristics of web documents, rather than using
the traditional text-based feature set.
Results
In addition to the overall classification performance on web genre categorization, we were interested in the performance of the automatic web document
segmentation algorithm, which builds the foundation of the bag-of-stages representation model. Table 5.15 shows the results of the proposed segmenter
algorithm. As a baseline scenario, we have implemented a method, that splits
any given web document by means of the most prominent html-tags that occur in the LDS (e. g. div, h1, hr, ...). The achieved results indicate, with
an F1-Measure of 0.745, that an automatic splitting of a web document into
its spanned segments is successful in approximately three-quarter of all cases.
With reference to the baseline scores (F1-Measure of 0.331), the achieved ac-
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Classes

Recall

Precision

F-Measure

about

.578

.703

.634

accommodation

.680

.700

.690

call

.350

.389

.368

committees

.609

.609

.609

contact

.581

.720

.643

disclaimer

.706

.667

.686

organizer

.455

.417

.435

program

.692

.838

.758

registration

.729

.771

.749

sightseeing

.708

.739

.723

sponsors

.542

.650

.591

Average

.603

.655

.626

Baseline

.200

Table 5.16: Results of SVM classification and included segments for the webgenre: conference website
curacy can be interpreted as positive results since we were using a very strict
experimental setup. We classified only those segments as true positive if the
manually annotated and the automatically set segment borders overlap by
means of the same character length. Therefore, the split has to be made on
the exact same position in the document (not even one html-tag before or
after).
The results of the first level web genre categorization are shown in Tables
5.16–5.18. Note that we classified each extracted segment by its hypertext
stage category with labels, such as contact or research. As the a baseline
scenario, we performed a random clustering, where each segment is randomly
classified into one of segment categories. The results of the stage classification show that we are, again, able to outperform the baseline score, however,
with an average F -Measure of 0.65 it is not as good as we hoped to achieve.
Similar results (see Table 5.19) can be achieved using the second-level categorization approach, as we combine stage classification and the predicted
document grammar, for the overall web genre identification setup. While we
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Classes

Recall

Precision

F-Measure

contact

.947

.857

.899

links

.583

.636

.608

personal

.661

.709

.684

publications

.795

.720

.756

research

.485

.800

.604

teaching

.581

.643

.610

Average

.675

.728

.694

Baseline

.280

Table 5.17: Results of SVM classification and included segments for the webgenre: personal academic website
could clearly outperform the random baseline, the results are again, with an
F -Measure of .625, far distant from more desirable values of above 0.90. In
contrast to the bag-of-structures approach, when using the bag-of-stages model
as an overall web genre classification (see Table 5.20), we were able to achieve
both specification and we clearly outperform the baseline scores for web genre
classification by reaching, with an average F 1-Measure of 0.920, the upper field
of classification accuracy.

5.3.4

Remarks

In conclusion, we see web genre identification primarily as a classification task.
Different to previous approaches, we focus on the structural properties of web
documents, seizing the paradigm of poly- and monomorphism. While in the
past the identification of web genre categories on the web has been done by
focusing on the classification of web documents as a whole, using a structural
(in terms of markup-language) and/or a textual (in terms of linguistic) feature
set, we concentrate on a two-level classification setup. By splitting and classifying a web documents stages – hypertext segments – we were able to identify
the overall genre category. Although there are related experiments for the
English language, reporting accuracy scores between 0.80 and 0.90 [78, 279]
by using a bigger category set (seven classes), these results cannot be directly
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Classes

Recall

Precision

F-Measure

contact

.823

.869

.849

events

.525

.636

.575

framework

.447

.568

.500

links

.471

.421

.444

news

.539

.560

.549

objectives

.603

.734

.662

project

.799

.789

.794

publications

.761

.761

.761

staff

.500

.807

.617

Average

.608

.683

.639

Baseline

.240

Table 5.18: Results of SVM classification and included segments for the webgenre: project website
compared. Their approaches primarily deal with a much broader and diverse
thematic subject area, such as FAQs and Search Engine Pages. The differences
in corpus collection are of vital importance. Nonetheless, we have proposed
two different methods for the task of web genre identification by means of a
two-level web document representation model. Our analysis reveals that by the
exploration and categorization of restrained hypertext segments, we were able
to classify over 90% of the used documents correctly when using the proposed
bag-of-stages approach. Therefore, we can argue that the proposed solution for
a web genre classification goes beyond the focus of the traditional approaches
of hypertext categorization by the consideration of structural properties of web
documents above the level of the logical document structure – but as authored
by the user.
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Classes

Recall

Precision

F-Measure

conference

.640

.640

.640

personal

.618

.627

.622

project

.620

.608

.614

Average

.626

.625

.625

Baseline

.428

Table 5.19: Results of hypertext type classification using stemmed token features using the hypertext stage grammar model

Classes

Recall

Precision

F-Measure

conference

.894

.919

.906

personal

.917

.941

.929

project

.930

.923

.927

Average

.914

.928

.920

Baseline

.428

Table 5.20: Results of hypertext type classification using bag-of-stages approach with stemmed token attributes and enhanced named entity recognition.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
In this thesis we analyzed the performance of Social Semantics in Information
Retrieval. By means of collaboratively built knowledge derived from social
networks, inducing both common-sense and domain-specific knowledge constructed by a multitude of users, we could improve existing tasks within different areas of information retrieval.
This work connected the concepts and the methods of social networks [189]
and the semantic web [228] to support the analysis of a social semantic web
[28] that combines human intelligence with machine learning and natural language processing. In this context, social networks (as instances of the social
web) were not only capable of delivering social network data and document
collections on a tremendous scale, but also induced a wealth of (collaborative
constructed) knowledge, which could not have been achieved by traditional expert resources. In this regard, we can argue that the technologies of the semantic web supported the aggregation of information across variously knowledge
repositories, and profited by the user-generated (crowd-source) information
tuples and annotated metadata [208, 209, 298].
Following the idea that the internet is a "Web of Data" as stated by BernersLee et al. [20] or "Data is the Next Intel Inside" as shaped by O’Reilly [228]
– and the notion that information on the web needs to be primarily converted
into a machine readable format (think of RDF) – the question of an automatic
conversion, annotation and processing was central to the debate of the benefits
of the social semantic web.
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We have therefore asked the question, which kind of technologies and methods were available, adequate and contributed to the processing of this rapidly
rising flood of information. While Section 3.2 described the issues and problems due to the knowledge acquisition bottleneck when building content models, we proposed in the subsequent sections how to overcome the problem
of data sparsity of the traditional bag-of-words approach (Section 3.2.2) by
inducing a concept space of external knowledge (Section 3.3.2). Hence, in
Section 3.4 we proposed the method in constructing the Social Semantic Vectors (SSV) representation, inducing the most distinctive document collection
of social networks, instantiated by the electronic encyclopaedia Wikipedia, as
a concept-based knowledge repository. Therefore, we used hierarchically organized (social) knowledge, comprising article and category information, as a
resource for aggregating semantically-related topic concepts (Section 3.2.1).
In Section 4.1, we analyzed the quality of the SSV feature space by means
of a comprehensive comparative study on semantic relatedness. That is, we
utilized the constructed feature representation as a resource for aggregating
frequency scores of associated concepts. Moreover, we presented a novel technique (Section 4.1.2) for assessing the semantic relatedness of word pairs, but
also for text pairs by automatic means. In comparison to sixteen other approaches, utilizing two different languages, we could achieve notable improvements (r = 0.64−0.75) with respect to the correlation of three different human
judgement experiments. In addition, in contrast to the Latent Semantic Analysis and other graph-based measures (e. g. applied to GermaNet and WordNet),
we could reduce both the complexity and the cost of resource construction by
using social ontologies.
In Section 4.2.4, we approached the problem of topic identification on Open
Topic Models. In this context, we assigned for a given text fragment, the
best fitting topic labels obtained from a social ontology. Content categories
themselves were aggregated by the constantly growing social ontology itself.
We presented a method of topic generalization (Section 4.2.2), which utilizes
the hierarchical property of a social ontology in order to predict different topics
within a certain generalization scale. We have evaluated the proposed method
on the basis of two different corpora, each comprising 1, 000 articles and 10
categories. The achieved performance with an average accuracy ranging from
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0.66 to 0.92 could be identified as a valuable contribution to the domain of
topic identification.
Based on the findings of the TI model, we employed the SSV as a topic-based
feature generator to enhance the existing document representation within a
closed topic identification setup (Section 4.3). We systematically evaluated the
performance of topic-orientated feature enhancement to the task of text categorization by means of Closed Topic Models. The results showed that feature
enhancement contributes to the classification process, increasing both accuracy
and coverage (Section 4.3.2). We analyzed the performance of the proposed
topic-enhanced SVM implementation by using a large corpus of 29, 086 documents comprising 30 categories. In comparison to the best LSA-clustering
technique, we could identify a significant improvement of 45%, with respect to
the traditional SVM implementation, we could achieve with an F1-Measure of
0.92 an improvement of 9.45%. With respect to the classification of OAI-PMH
records, we were able to improve the classification accuracy by 9.10%. The
experiments clearly indicated that a social network-induced topic enhancement influences significantly the positive performance of text processing applications, and circumvents the data sparseness problem of traditional BOW
approaches even under the condition of operating with a minimum amount of
textual information.
In Section 5, we applied the methodology of our social semantics definition
to three different task within the field of information retrieval. We therefore
used external knowledge, as constructed by an online community, to improve
retrieval components within the domain of IR. In Section 5.1, we proposed a
novel method for the task of Named Entity Recognition (NER). We focused not
only on identifying a proper name within a text, but also performed a disambiguation of the respective entity. In the line of the methodology of this thesis,
we constructed an enhanced context representation – concept cloud – around
the entity itself, in order to improve the NER classification performance. With
resultant accuracy values of 0.55 − 0.98, we could identify that our notion of
social semantics contributes to the exposure of semantic interrelations between
detected NEs and their hold instances.
Subsequently, in Section 5.2 we applied the feature generation methodology
to the domain of Sentiment Analysis. By that, polarity-related features were
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constructed using a social network of term definitions as a subjectivity dictionary. Extracted polarity descriptors were used to build a sentiment-enhanced
document representation. In addition, with respect to the German language,
we constructed a new subjectivity dictionary, German Polarity Clues (Section
5.2.3), as the first freely available resource of a German sentiment analysis.
We analyzed our proposed methods and resources to sentiment analysis
within a comprehensive experimental setup, using two languages, two reference
corpora and seven different subjectivity resources. While the results of the
English-based sentiment-enhanced document representation yields only minor
improvements (F1-Measure of 0.84), the results of the German experiments
showed with an F1-Measure between 0.83 − 0.86 its good applicability.
In Section 5.3 of this thesis, we proposed a method in classifying Closed
Genre Models by resizing the notion of hypertext subtypes. We analyzed the
impact of textual, structural and subtype features for the task of web genre
classification in a comprehensive evaluation setup. Our analysis revealed that
by the exploration and categorization of restrained hypertext segments, as
annotated by users, we were able to classify over 90% of the used documents
correctly, when using the proposed bag-of-segments approach.
Currently, content and information on the web is primarily prepared especially for the users using markup and other document formats, which are
effectual to human cognition. However, in order to convert the web of data
also in a machine (processing) understandable format, as of a decentralized
knowledge repository, it is necessary to induce meta-information as syntax and
context information at a semantic level [181], which is not explicitly present.
By the processing and expression of the user-centered meaning of data, this
research focused on adding the actual semantics in the semantic web, and to
improve the standardized exchange between application and humans. Moreover, we focused on the aspects to express the semantics of structured and
semi-structured information that support the communication between human
and technology [28].
As information retrieval deals with accessing a comprehensive amount of
data, the techniques derived from the web- and text mining contributed significantly to support the improvement of a human-machine interaction. In this
thesis, we set the focus on the methods, techniques and application-oriented
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analysis within the field of information retrieval that enabled us to identify
and extract semantic information of textual units, rather than to annotate
metadata tuples using RDF or OWL markup. We therefore set the methodology and instruments to derive the needed semantic meta information out of
text- and web documents at the center. Moreover, we set an emphasis on the
exploration of the effect of collective constructed knowledge in combination
with statistical methods of information processing derived from the text- and
web mining domain in order to improve the accuracy performance within selected areas of information retrieval. We could clearly show that significant
improvements can be achieved by incorporating collaborative knowledge as a
stimulus for building concept-enhanced document models.

6.1

Outlook

We believe that the contributions of this thesis represents a valuable step
towards the demand of an automatic-driven identification of semantic units
and meta data in texts and web documents. However, the current study can
only be seen as the beginning of what is potentially possible when incorporating information and ontology structures derived from social networks and
online communities. With the exponential growth of the World Wide Web,
social knowledge might also be useful to develop new algorithms and methods
for other information retrieval tasks such as within the collaborative image
tagging (e. g. identifying and annotating objects in images), the question answering area or for the construction of automated decision-support systems.
In the present form, our methods can be applied towards the improvement
of an existing document representation of (written) textual elements within
classification tasks. However, in the future it would be of interest how to apply the methodology to spoken language, as we incorporate instances such as
conversational agents or interactive robot systems [333].
Can collaborative knowledge improve the interaction of human and (social)
software agents? For instance, detecting the emerging topic during a conversation, or providing background information - as a constructed feedback - to
a specific mentioned object. It might be the incorporation of social knowledge that will help to shape a closer and more human centered communication
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Figure 6.1: Screenshot of the eHumanities Desktop
within human-machine dialog systems [335]. Another direction for further research might be to apply the methodology to the phenomenon of semantic
entailment [73]. That is, determining whether the meaning of a text fragment entails that of another (e. g. For Chancellor Angela Merkel, selling the
German public on the countries nearly $30 billion share of the bailout deal
for Greece may prove even harder ... 7→ Chancellor Angela Merkel tries to
persuade Germans on bailout.) We believe that with the incorporation of collaboratively constructed resources, the ability to abstract and generalize over
the semantic but also syntactic variability of natural language will be enabled.
Social ontologies, as a unified knowledge representation, can thereby provide
the hierarchical encoding of the relational and semantic properties to induce
information from raw text and support a semantic inference which helps to
improve natural language understanding applications. With respect to the
applicability of the methods and results of this thesis, we could implement at
present the majority of algorithms as proposed in this work in a developed1
web-based desktop environment - the eHumanities Desktop 2 [97, 98, 205]. The
main goal of this software system (see Figure 6.1) is to enable researchers in
the humanities to work and process their resources online. It aims to combine
1

The software systems of the eHumanities Desktop has been engineered by a number

of software developer of the Working Group Text Technology at Bielefeld University and
Goethe University Frankfurt am Main. The author of this thesis is a member of the software
engineering team.
2
http://hudesktop.hucompute.org/
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methods and algorithms from the computer science domain with an intuitive
user interface. The developed online application offers thereby not only to collaboratively work on shared resources, as constructing collaboratively corpora
or annotating data, but also enables to apply the algorithms and text analysis
methods, as proposed in this thesis, directly to the users need.
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